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Warrandyte High School is preparing to put on another electrifying show that will see local 
audiences transported to  Transylvania to enjoy this hysterically entertaining production. 
Based on the Mel Brooks movie of the same name, Young Frankenstein, this musical promises 
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HIS month Diary reporter Tracy 
Dickson enjoys a stroll along the river, 
sharing the track with the dog walkers. 

Good morning! 

Isn’t it just!

Perfect day for a walk by the river with 
your dog! I’m Tracy by the way!

Can’t argue with nature! Rhonda! 
Woofgang and I walk the river this 
time every morning.

He’s quite a sociable dog isn’t 
he?

Oh yes, Woofgang loves 
interacting with all the other…
Oh I see what you mean.

Woofgang get down! Excuse me 
a minute Tracy! Woofgang, leave 
Gypsy alone!

Sorry Marjorie, I know, the 
dysplasia, but you can’t argue 
with nature can you!

Don’t the dogs ever get into 
fights?

Fights? Good heavens no! 
Woofgang’s a lover not a fighter.

He certainly is!

Woofgang! Leave it. Twinkie 
doesn’t want to play backs! Here 
Woofgang, fetch the stick! Could 
I borrow your water bottle Tracy? 
Thanks. That’s got him off!

The other owners don’t mind?

Oh no, we’re all doggy people here. Dogs 
will be dogs! Fetch the stick Woofgang! In 
the water! Off you go! That should cool him 
down a bit.

He does like a swim doesn’t he!

Oh yes, loves the water. He’ll chase sticks all 
day.

And ducks!

Leave it! Woofgang leave them alone!

Just as well they can fly.

Can’t argue with nature can you! Look he’s 
got the stick! Here he comes! No Woofgang, 
don’t shake next to Tracy! Oh well, you’ll 

soon dry off. Anyway, he’s dropped the stick! 
Good boy Woofgang.

Rhonda! Can you get him off me!

Woofgang, down! Down boy! Come and get 
the stick! Try your water bottle again Tracy! 
Keep squirting! There you go. He must like 
you.

And, um, how far do you walk?

Well we park the Subaru on the other side of 
the bridge, you know? Near the toilets? Walk 
down past the barbecues to the toilets, then 
back again to the toilets.

Speaking of which…

Woops, can’t argue with nature! I better pick 
that up!

There’s more over there…

I don’t think that’s Woofgang’s, no, that’s not 
Eukanuba. You get to know your own dog!

And don’t you feel a little bit embarrassed 
walking along carrying your little bag of 
doggie doo?

Good heavens no, we’re all doggy people 
along here! Where did you get that 
Woofgang? Is that your ball? No, that’s 
Bubbles’ ball isn’t it! Give it back Woofgang! 
Give it to Bubbles now! That’s not what I 
meant Woofgang!

There always seem to be lots of dog walkers 
at Warrandyte Café?

Yes, we all stop in for a coffee at 
Warrandyte Cafe, Joel puts the water 
bowls out, they’re all doggy people 
there!

And the Bakery!

The Bakery’s nice too. Plenty of 
crumbs under the tables for the 
dogs. And the new toilets are lovely. 
Woofgang? Did you see where 
Woofgang went? 

He’s over there. In the 
reafforestation area.

Woofgang! No digging! Come away! 
Can you just hold him while I poke 
the little trees back in! I expect they 
work on a survival rate anyway! 

Down Woofgang!

I mean they can’t all survive can 
they? You can’t argue with nature. He 
really likes you doesn’t he!

He doesn’t need to like me that 
much! Can you…

Just putting the little plastic shelters 
back up!

Can you hurry Rhonda, I’ve run out of 
water!

Come on boy. I know, you love Tracy don’t 
you but here comes Raffles! You love Raffles 
too don’t you Woofgang! Look at them go! 
We’d better get a wriggle on if we’re going to 
catch up with them!

You know I might just go back and fill up 
my water bottle. You go ahead Rhonda and 
I’ll see you another day!

Woofgang, Tracy’s going! Don’t you want to 
say goodbye to Tracy? He and Ruffles seem 
to be a bit busy don’t they.

Never mind! Can’t argue with nature!

Woofgang!

Next issue of the Diary will be published on Tuesday, October 10, 2017.  
Advertising and editorial copy closes Thursday, September 28, 2017.
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A SPECIAL PLACE
Warrandyte (approximate population 8000) is situated on the Yarra River, 
some 27km from Melbourne. For countless ages a well-stocked hunting 
ground of the Wurundjeri people, in 1851 Warrandyte became the site of the 
first official gold discovery in Victoria. It soon established its character as a 
small, self-sustaining community set in a beautiful river valley. Around 1900 
the miners, orchardists and tradespeople were joined by a number of young 
painters who were founding the Australian nationalist arts tradition. Now a 
commuter suburb of Melbourne, the natural beauty, community spirit and sense 
of independence of Warrandyte has been largely retained. This newspaper is 
the voice and true expression of that spirit.

OVER THE HILLS By JOCK MACNEISHOVER THE HILLS By JOCK MACNEISH

HOURS 
Fri, Sat, Sun: 11am-5.30pm

232 Yarra St 
Warrandyte

0411 528 142

SEPTEMBER
Oh, Spring 
in Warry!

FIVE MINUTES OF FAME By ALAN CORNELL

$8.40 a column centimetre. One col 
width: 40mm. Two col width: 84mm.  
Full Page: 260x360mm colour $1050 
inc GST, b&w $860 inc GST. 
Half Page: 260x175mm colour 
$690 inc GST, b&w $586 inc GST. 
Quarter Page: 129x175mm vertical or 
260x85mm horizontal colour $385 inc 
GST, b&w $320 inc GST. 

Front page “ears” $105  
Preferred position loading: Page 1 
100%, Page 2 30%, Page 3 20%, 
other nominated pages 10%. 
Mini-ads: $20 for five lines  
(30 characters per line). Pre-paid 
unless otherwise arranged. 
Design service: $30 small ad / $50 
quarter page or larger.

ADVERTISING RATES

42K Media
Copywriting

Blog Posts - News Articles - Copy Editing
Proofing - Press Releases - DTP

Video Production
Corporate Videos  - Commercials
Events & Conferences - Interviews

Post Production 
Contact James & Sandi

0458 218 380  or 0429 121 969

No project too big or too small 
Great rates for Warrandytians

42kmedia@tpg.com.au
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DEAD, DANGEROUS & LARGE TREE SPECIALIST
tree removals – tree pruning & surgery 

stump removal – storm damage – prompt reliable service 
free quotes and advice – 24 hour service

fully insured – experienced climber

BEN 0417 364 178 – Qualified arborist
Your local service provider for 15 years 

•  Natural looking dentures •  Laminated mouthguards
•  Relines and repairs  •  On the spot health claims

to receive your free consultation

Call 9844 4321
www.keepsmiling.com.au
11 Lorraine Avenue, Warrandyte

Jacqueline Bell
Dental Prosthetist

Like us

By JAMES POYNER
AUGUST HAS been a busy month 
with regards to the Warrandyte Bridge 
upgrade project.

On August 29, Manningham Council 
discussed and passed a motion to 
grant a conditional planning permit to 
Abzeco Pty Ltd on behalf of VicRoads 
for the roadworks associated with the 
bridge upgrade on the Manningham 
side of the river.

Approval granted
Cr McLeish made amendments to 

the original motion to include details 
around the use of local stone and for a 
“safe crossing point” where the bridge 
meets the roundabout.

This alternate motion was carried by 
the Council, which effectively means 
once VicRoads produce the required 
amendments, they will have their 
permit.

The ammended motion comes after 
Council, VicRoads and the objectors 
met in a Submitters meeting.

At the meeting, a number of proposed 
changes were put forward.

The Diary  asked the WCA for 
comment on Manningham’s decision, 
Mr Gillan, on behalf of the WCA told 
the Diary they were happy with the 
addition of the pedestrian crossing 
but “disappointed the other conditions 
were not adopted”.

Reports that bridgeworks would start 
in late October sparked conversation 
in the community last week.

With the bridge project always 
earmarked for completion “before the 
next fire season”, the prospect of major 
roadworks during the region’s most 
dangerous time of year is unsettling.

This news conflicts with comment 
from Manningham councillors who 
stated they were told works would be 
delayed until after the fire season, the 
Diary spoke with Manningham Mayor 
Cr Michelle Kleinert.

“With any upgrade there is always 
going to be disruption, we are in one 
of the top 10 places in the world for fire 
hazard — traffic is lighter over school 
holidays but we have this factor of 
bushfire,” she said.

Manningham council also stressed 
that this is a VicRoads project and 
legal responsibility for safeguarding 
their workers and the community lies 
with them.

Once construction commences, the 
roadworks will include:
•  Road space to accommodate 

the three traffic lanes on the 
bridge (one northbound and two 
southbound).

•  Pedestrian footpath widening to 
accommodate the three-metre-
wide path on the east/downstream 
side of the bridge and the 1.8metre 
wide path on the west/upstream 
side of the bridge.

•  A dedicated left turn lane onto the 
bridge going northbound.

•  Guard rails for traffic and 
pedestrians.

• New retaining walls.
•  The removal of five native trees/

shrubs.
On the Nillumbik side, there were six 

objections to the planning application 
f o r  ro a d w o rk s  a n d  ve g e t at i o n 
removal on the north side of the 
river, Nillumbik’s planning officer is 

currently talking to Melbourne Water 
about the application and the Diary is 
led to believe a decision will be made 
very soon.

As we go to print, we have also learned 
Nillumbik Shire CEO Mark Stoermer 
has written to VicRoads relaying 
concerns that the “Warrandyte Bridge 
serves as a critical, single access point 
for both the local community and 
emergency services during emergency 
events, particularly during the bushfire 
season”.

Nillumbik Council also told the 
Diary:

Council is waiting on a response 
from VicRoads confirming that 
the bridgeworks will not affect 
emergency responses to and from 
the area.
That VicRoads will provide an 
outline of the measures proposed 
during days of elevated fire risk.
A n d  a  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  p l a n 
informing residents of any possible 
closures so residents can make 
informed decisions about their 
safety.
Council expects a response from 
VicRoads by mid-September. 

The Diary have pressed VicRoads for 
comment regarding bridgeworks over 
the summer, as we go to print, we are 
still awaiting comment.

The deliberation
When considering the application, 

Manningham council reported the 
key issues in this application are 
environment impact, landscape 
impact and heritage consideration.

A number of environmental (ESO 
2 and ESO 3) and heritage overlays 
at the site for the bridgeworks mean 
a planning permit is required for the 
roadworks associated with the bridge 
upgrade and as such, a number of 
conditions need to be met if the 
planning application is to be approved.

The report indicates the removal 
of the five trees has resulted in the 
recommendation that 92 plants must 
be planted to offset the loss of the 
trees, this means 14 canopy trees and 
78 indigenous trees, shrubs, climbers 
or grasses all of which must be 
indigenous to Manningham and will 
be located within the “Port Phillip and 
Westernport Catchment Management 
Authority Boundary or Manningham 
City Council municipal district”.

The report also suggests the addition 
of an aerial wildlife movement pathway 
is also condition for approval.

The Council’s heritage advisor is 
quoted in the report as saying:

“This application has been 
assessed in relation to the impact 
of the proposed development on 
the precinct as a whole.

“Given the extensive nature 
of the precinct and the amount 
of mature vegetation that exists 
within it, it is not anticipated that 
the proposed works will impact on 
the distinctive landscape character 
of the precinct. 

“It is also noted that there is 
potential for the proposed works 
to contribute to the appreciation 
of heritage values associated 

with the area by reducing traffic 
congestion at this key intersection, 
and by increasing potential for 
use and enjoyment of the area by 
pedestrians and cyclists”.
The department of City Strategy 

(Open Space) asked the plans to 
address the following elements:
•  The new roads and kerbs need to 

match existing stonework projects 
within Warrandyte and conform to 
the township’s heritage guidelines.

•  A new footpath between Yarra 
Street and the river on the Western 
side of the bridge.

•  Signage to help pedestrians 
identify the pedestrian crossing 
point on either side of the 
roundabout or to give them the 
option to walk under the bridge, 
along the river.

The Council report also noted there 
is an amendment in place to minimise 
any modifications to the existing bus 
stops around the Bridge intersection 
(eastbound at the toilet block and 
westbound in front of  the War 
Memorial) but there is a provision for 
a semi-mountable kerb opposite 217 
Yarra Street (approximately located 
above the Lions Club tennis courts) 
for a bus parking area.

With the bus parking area and 
the new northbound slip-lane, the 
number of parking bays between the 
lolly shop and the bridge are likely to 
be significantly reduced.

The Council report noted there were 
10 objectors to the Manningham 
application, these objectors were 
made up of two local groups and eight 
private objectors.

Their objections centred around 
environmental and natural impact 
relating to the removal of the trees, 
the aesthetic and heritage impact 
of the bridge, the disruption during 
construction and the threat of 
increased traffic flow once the upgrade 
is complete.

On Thursday August 24, VicRoads, 
Manningham Council and the 10 
objectors held a Submitters meeting 
at Manningham Council offices where 
the objectors were able to voice their 
concerns and discuss their objection 
to the planning application.

Follow ing this  meeting,  Kyle 
Gillan, representing the Warrandyte 
Community Association (WCA), 
invited a few of the objectors along 
to a meeting with the Diary to discuss 

their objections to the Warrandyte 
Bridge upgrade project.

The Diary asked the group about the 
Submitters meeting on August 24; Mr 
Gillan began with a summary of what 
the WCA had taken to the meeting, in 
reaction to the council officer’s report.

“The submission the WCA made was 
asking for four additional conditions 
to be imposed on the permit,” he said.

The WCA’s additional conditions 
were:
•  The retention of the pedestrian 

crossing between the bridge and 
the roundabout.

•  Yarra Street is not to be widened to 
accommodate the northbound slip 
lane.

•  Crash barriers redesigned or 
removed because they are an 
“eyesore” and “not consistent with 
the heritage overlay”.

•  The use of natural stone (similar to 
stone used in the recent footpath 
works east of the bridge) on all 
paths, abutments and retaining 
walls.

Mr Gillan later clarified the objectors 
at the Submitters meeting wanted this 
crossing changed from a pedestrian 
refuge to a zebra crossing.

“At the moment there is a pedestrian 
refuge so what everyone’s asking for is a 
zebra crossing which gives pedestrians 
priority and legal protection, so if they 
are on that they are protected”.

 “A lot of the councillors, particularly 
Cr Sophy Galbally of Mullum Mullum 
ward was very concerned about 
pedestrian safety as she herself has 
mobility issues.

“The VicRoads plan will be quite bad 
for people with mobility issues or for 
children who are catching the bus,” 
said Mr Gillan.

Other objectors to the Manningham 
planning application expressed 
their concern about the cultural and 
environmental impact of the works.

Pamela Hipwell is worried about the 
future of the stonework underneath 
the War Memorial.

Her concern lies in the non-existence 
of any statement which suggests the 
stonework around the War Memorial 
will be protected at all cost.

“They were built by sustenance 
workers in the 1930s depression 
and they are of unique historic and 
aesthetic value and they link up with 
the War Memorial and that is very very 
precious to Warrandyte.

“What I am concerned about is that 
will chip away, they’ve got their slip 
lanes and then they will be gouging out 
more because Yarra Street won’t cope 
with the extra traffic flow and they’ll 
want more,” she said.

All the way through the extensive 
discussion the Diary had with the 
objectors, concerns over protecting 
the township’s heritage and the 
environment were at the core of their 
arguments, but there was also genuine 
concern that the bridgeworks will do 
nothing to alleviate the peak-time 
traffic congestion.

Theresa Dawson and Jeremy Loftus-
Hills, who are also on the Urban Design 
Advisory Panel (UDAP), expressed 
doubts as to the benefits the bridge 
upgrade will have.

“My first and major concern was 
once they widen the bridge and then 
there is no room — yes the traffic, for a 
split second over the bridge, will move 
faster but then it is going to come to a 
dead halt on either side of the bridge,” 
said Ms Dawson.

Mr Loftus-Hills objects to the current 
plan in its entirety and says it has 
been stunted by Government budget 
constraints.

“We are better off without it… my 
objection is to the design that’s been 
built into the bridge has been lowering 
the performance of the existing 
bridge,” he said.

Mr Loftus-Hills later explained why 
he thinks the bridge is constrained by 
budget.

“If you read the feedback they gave 
us in November last year, they say they 
cannot do that for economic reasons 
and for environmental reasons but …
the last FOI response I got from them 
said they hadn’t done any costings, 
there is no paperwork to show you, 
that’s now before the commissioner,” 
he said.

The Manningham Council report 
contains a response to objections 
about funding for this project.

The report states the bridge offers 
“significant community benefits” and 
states the “extensive consultation” 
which has occurred over the past three 
years “cannot be revisited under the 
planning assessment”.

The key issue around the bridge 
u p g r a d e  i s  t h e  c o m m e n t  b y 
Victoria’s Emergency Management 
C o m m i ss i o n e r,  C ra ig  L ap s l e y , 
who identified the Yarra crossing 
in Warrandyte as a real weakness 
for traffic flow, in both everyday 
c o ng e st i o n  a n d  i n  e m e rg e n c y 
evacuation during bushfire.

During the interview with the Diary, 
objectors raised concern this context 
to the bridge upgrade was muddying 
the CFA’s “leave early” message.

The Diary put this concern to 
Warrandyte CFA Captain, Adrian 
Mullens.

“Potentially yeah, the hardest part 
is to get into people’s heads that they 
have to leave early,” he said.

Captain Mullens went on to say 
the high turnover of population in 
Warrandyte and that there have been 
no significant fires in Warrandyte since 
2014 has led to a state of complacency 
in the community.
continues page 7

Council greenlights bridgeworks
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Corridor B
This option would provide a direct connection from the M80 at 
Greensborough to EastLink at Ringwood.

This Route would skirt the edge of Westerfolds Park before 
tunnelling under the Yarra River and run at the surface between 
Beasley’s Nursery and the corner of Tindalls and Reynolds Roads.

This route would potentially cut through part of the Deep Creek 
Baseball field, Crystal Brook Caravan Park, Beasley’s Nursery, 
houses on Tindalls, and Harris Gully Roads, Amersham Drive, 
Flannary Court plus the new Aumann’s store.

NELA’s report has noted the following:
•  It is approximately 24 kilometres in length from the M80 to 

EastLink 
•   It will necessitate significant works along the EastLink corridor 

to provide adequate connections.
•  It will require upgrades to Springvale Road, north of the 

Eastern Freeway and an extension to Reynolds Road to 
provide operational connectivity to the existing road network.

•  Up to 70% of its length would likely be in tunnel, particularly 
in significant areas such as the Yarra River.

•  It is challenging to achieve good grade-lines that will 
accommodate heavy vehicles along the length of the corridor.

•  It provides potential for a number of interchanges with 
existing roads including Grimshaw Street, Lower Plenty Road 
and Reynolds Road, enabling connectivity to a number of 
areas in outer Melbourne’s north-east.

•  Indicative modelling suggests that Corridor B may carry 
between 60,000 to 110,000 vehicles per day, 10 years after 
opening, with the lower volumes on the southern sections of 
the corridor. 

Objective 1 & 2 — Corridor B can reduce traffic on the Eastern 
Freeway, Banksia Street, Rosanna Road and Lower Plenty Road but 
would provide limited congestion relief to key north-south roads 
such as Fitzsimons Lane, Plenty Road and Burke Road.

Objective 3 — Corridor B has extended sections of steep tunnel 
grades, resulting in reduced speed for trucks and increased 
operating costs. Three long sections of the alignment do not meet 
standards for trucks and four other sections have undesirable 
grades for trucks.

Corridor B cannot accommodate placarded loads.
Corridor B has some potential for public transport network 

upgrades, improving connections between residents and 
employment. However, Corridor B has slightly more opportunity to 
improve connections to key locations, with its corridor connecting 
to more populated areas compared to Corridor C. 

Corridor B offers some opportunity to improve cycling 
accessibility to activity centres in Melbourne’s north-east; new 
connections can be provided into Greensborough, Diamond Creek 
and Watsonia.

By Sandi Miller
THE NORTH EAST Link Authority 
(NELA) announced last month there 
were four routes under consideration 
for the completion of Melbourne’s 
long awaited Metropolitan Ring Road.

Of the four corridors on the table, 
two are planned to pass through 
Warrandyte and one which would 
travel to the north of us through 
Kangaroo Ground (see maps below).

The communities of Banyule, 
Nillumbik, Manningham and Yarra 
Ranges are now competing to 
ensure they are not the “path of least 
resistance”.

With Warrandyte and the Green 
Wedge impacted by three of these 
corridors, the Diary is endeavouring 
to provide as much information as 
possible to the community during the 
consultation period.

This will enable Warrandyte to give 
informed feedback to NELA on what 
we want as a community.

Feedback can be submitted on the 
NELA website until September 18.

The proposed corridors are a broad 
brush, with the lines on the map 

approximately 500 metres wide — the 
final road is proposed to be three lanes 
in each direction, and will therefore be 
around 200 metres across, therefore 
not every house on the corridor will 
be affected by the land acquisition.

MP for Warrandyte, Ryan Smith 
told the Diary that by using such 
a broad brush in presenting the 
various options, NELA have caused 
unnecessary concern to a large 
number of people whose homes could 
be in the path of the new road.

“I think the fact that there is very 
little detail around what NELA is 
putting out there is probably adding 
to the concerns that there isn’t any 
certainty, so for those people who have 
property here who potentially could 
be impacted there is no certainty if 
they will or not — so they have really 
got to live with that uncertainty until 
the authority and subsequently the 
Government actually make a decision”.

CEO of NELA, Duncan Elliott, told 
the Diary there are no easy choices.

“We are in a very sensitive part of 
Melbourne environmentally, all the 
options have challenges in that respect 
all of the options cross the Yarra, so 

we need to make sure that the best 
strategic option for freight demand, 
commuter demand, the one that offers 
the best opportunity to integrate with 
the public transport system is the one 
we pick”. 

Mr Elliott says one of his biggest 
challenges is that, unlike other 
projects around Melbourne, there is 
no reservation.

“It is not a good time for people to 
live in this uncertainty, particularly 
when we are dealing with such a wide 
area of Melbourne, but we need to 
get the project right, and we need to 
make sure that  — what those concerns 
are and how they feed into the option 
that we end up feeding to Government 
— but certainly we have made the 
assessment in some of the options, 
particularly Option D for example 
would put significant development 
pressure on the Green Wedge,” he said.

The rationale for each of the four 
options has been explained in a 
Technical Summary which details their 
consideration for the overall plan for 
Melbourne’s future growth, existing 
road use, options for integration with 
other arterial roads, public transport 

and other urban amenity such as cycle 
paths and environment and cultural 
considerations.

The Technical Summary notes that 
they will be working closely with 
the Plan Melbourne Strategy which 
outlines an Urban Growth Boundary, 
which was was legislated in 2002 
“with the aim of reducing urban 
sprawl” although it continues that 
Melbourne’s “growing population and 
expanding footprint is continuing to 
place stress on existing infrastructure, 
which is increasingly struggling to 
accommodate the additional demand”.

Why is it needed?
The arterial  road network in 

Melbourne’s north-eastern suburbs 
caters to a range of both local and long 
range traffic; “including commuter 
and business traffic, heavy freight 
vehicles, buses and active transport.

As stated in NELA’s report, all 
the roads across the north-east are 
operating at or well above their 
capacity, “which is resulting in longer 
and less predictable travel times”.

That effect is sorely felt in Warrandyte.
Ryan Smith said there is no question 

that the Link needs to be put in “no 
question at all — and I think that most 
people would agree with that; the 
level of traffic that is coming through 
Warrandyte and it is too much for 
people to bear and it is just getting 
worse and worse, so we want to see 
the Link put in, but we want to see a 
sensible decision, one that is not going 
to impact on the environment.”

Another problem is the limited 
crossings across the Yarra River.

the Technical Summary states “the 
busiest locations on Melbourne’s 
north-east arterial road network are 
typically at the bridge crossings of 
the Yarra River (Chandler Highway, 
Burke Road, Manningham Road, 
Fitzsimons Lane, and Kangaroo 
Ground-Warrandyte Road). 

“Other heavily congested locations 
are Bell Street, Banksia Street, Rosanna 
Road, Greensborough Road, Diamond 
Creek Road and Main Road”.

Traffic data for these roads indicate 
they are often close to or at capacity 
during extended peak periods, as 
different travel demands compete for 
road space across the whole day.

North East Link consultation seeks 

Corridor A
On the surface, Corridor A meets the majority of NELA’s 
performance criteria and is therefore the front runner.
•  It is approximately 11 kilometres in length from the M80 to 

Eastern Freeway, by far the shortest route.
•  It will require upgrades when connecting to the Eastern 

Freeway to increase its capacity in both directions to 
accommodate merging between Bulleen Road and Chandler 
Highway and additional capacity and merging between 
Bulleen Road and Springvale Road.

•  Up to 50% of its length would likely be in tunnel, particularly 
under significant areas such as the Yarra River and Banyule 
Flats.

•  It provides the potential for a number of interchanges with the 
key arterial roads on the existing network including Grimshaw 
Street, Lower Plenty Road and Banksia Street; enabling a good 
level of connectivity to a range of areas in Melbourne’s north-
east.

•  It provides good access to the La Trobe NEIC.
•  Indicative modelling suggests that Corridor A may carry 

between 100,000 to 120,000 vehicles per day, 10 years after 
opening, with the volumes largely consistent along the length 
of the corridor.

•  It enables good grade lines to be achieved to accommodate 
heavy vehicles along the length of the corridor.

•  It provides good opportunities to connect to cycling routes due 
to its proximity to existing paths.

However, there are still several environmental and cultural 
concerns which could reduce the attractiveness of Corridor A, 
including the potential impact on the Yarra Flats, Heide Art Gallery 
and Simpson Army Barracks.

Objectives 1 & 2 — Corridor A can provide a direct alternative 
to congested roads in Melbourne’s north-east due to good 
connections to the existing road network. While traffic increases 
are forecast on Grimshaw Street, significant reductions in traffic and 
congestion are expected on Rosanna Road, Lower Plenty Road east 
of Rosanna Road, Banksia Street and Fitzsimons Lane.

Objective 3 — Corridor A provides for the most suitable grades 
within the tunnel, with the entire length meeting standards for 
trucks and only two short sections that have potentially undesirable 
grades for trucks; this means that trucks can maintain their speed 
for most of the route. This assists in reducing operating costs, 
making the more route desirable than other options. Trucks are 
likely to divert away from the arterial road network, reducing the 
number of trucks along residential roads in the northeast.

It can carry placarded loads using the corridor between the M80 
and Lower Plenty Road.

Objective 4 — Corridor A offers more opportunity to improve 
walking and cycling connections for people in Melbourne’s north-
east than other corridors, including opportunities for new shared 
use paths. The project has the potential to enable the creation of 
new public transport services or enhance existing routes within 
the corridor. 

Corridor A would provide the best opportunity to enable greater 
priority for existing bus services on the arterial road network 
through the largest traffic reductions on routes used by buses. The 
upgrade to the Eastern Freeway also provides the opportunity to 
provide more dedicated DART bus lane facilities along the length 
of the freeway.

Corridor C 
The northern end of this option would connect to the M80 using a 
previous road corridor that runs from the Greensborough Bypass 
/ Diamond Creek Road roundabout to Ryans Road.

Its southern end would connect to EastLink at Ringwood.
It provides the functionality of a traditional orbital motorway 

section that connects the northern growth area to southeast 
Melbourne via EastLink.

This route sees the same impact on Warrandyte as Corridor B.
NELA’s initial analysis of the route indicates:
•  It is approximately 26 kilometres in length from the M80 to 

EastLink.
•  It will necessitate significant works along the EastLink corridor 

to provide adequate connections.
•  It will require upgrades to Ryans Road, Springvale Road north 

of the Eastern Freeway and an extension to Reynolds Road to 
provide operational connectivity to the existing road network.

•  Up to 55% of its length would likely be in tunnel, particularly 
in significant areas such as the Yarra River.

•  It is challenging to achieve good grade-lines that will 
accommodate heavy vehicles along the length of the corridor.

•  It traverses outside the Urban Growth Boundary.
•  It provides potential for a limited number of interchanges with 

existing roads including Diamond Creek Road, Ryans Road 
and Reynolds Road; however these roads are not key arterial 
roads, thus providing limited connectivity in Melbourne’s 
northeast.

•  Indicative modelling suggests that Corridor C may carry 
between 50,000 to 110,000 vehicles per day, 10 years after 
opening, with the lower volumes on the southern sections of 
the corridor.

Objective 1 & 2 — Corridor C can provide moderate reductions 
in traffic and congestion throughout Melbourne’s northeast. Traffic 
volumes are expected to decrease on Rosanna Road, Bulleen Road, 
Lower Plenty Road, Fitzsimons Lane and Banksia Street. 

Objective 3 — Corridor C has only one section that does not 
meet standards for trucks, but three sections that have undesirable 
grades. While this corridor option generally has better grades than 
Corridor B, these undesirable sections, combined with the length 
of the corridor option, reduces its attractiveness to trucks. 

Objective 4 — Corridor C has some potential for public transport 
network upgrades, improving connections between residents 
and employment. It offers some opportunity to improve cycling 
accessibility to communities in Melbourne’s northeast. Potential 
paths include shared use paths and on-road facilities to connect 
to Eltham, Diamond Creek and Greensborough.

Corridor comparison – how  
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Community Consultation
At the drop in information session 

NELA held in Warrandyte on August 19, 
NELA CEO Duncan Elliott spoke to the 
Diary and clarified several technical 
questions which he had received a 
large number of queries about.

When asked whether the tunnelling 
would be cut and cover or using a 
borer he said:

“The tunnelling technique we will be 
using will be a tunnel boring machine, 
which is a machine which is built 
specifically for the materials in this 
area, that works underground, that 
creates the tunnel for us, the maximum 
we can do with that machine is three 
lanes, a three lane tunnel, which is the 
same as EastLink”.

He was also quizzed on the use of the 
powerline easements:

“There are two powerline reserves in 
the project area, there is one we use 
part of in Option B, which runs from 
Watsonia across towards Ringwood; 
there are 200kv lines in that reserve 
that we can manage to underground, 
but the ones that run north-south 
from Research near Reynolds Road, 
they are two 500kv lines and no one 

has [ever] undergrounded one, and 
they certainly haven’t contemplated 
undergrounding two, so we ruled 
that option out very early as an 
opportunity”.

This means that where the corridors 
run along the powerline reserve the 
road will run beside the powerlines or, 
if possible will tunnel the road below 
the powerline easement.

Local Reaction
T h e  Wa r ra n d y t e  C o m mu n i t y 

Association ‘s (WCA) Doug Seymour 
told the Diary that they have been 
looking at the various options and are 
concerned about the local impacts of 
Corridors B and C.

Mr Seymour posed the question 
“What would be the impact of an 
intersection at the top of Reynolds 
Road and Tindalls Road, would it 
draw traffic up Harris Gully Road and 
Tindalls Road and therefore Yarra 
Street to an interchange onto the 
freeway?”

However, the WCA are also not 
convinced that Corridor A will alleviate 
the congestion in Warrandyte.

“If they build Option A, which I 
think is likely, there will be further 

work necessary around Warrandyte 
… there needs to be another crossing 
somewhere, to take the pressure off 
Warrandyte, because Warrandyte has 
special values that we all enjoy and 
that we need to conserve … if they 
build Option A they’ll be back,” he said.

Nillumbik Mayor Cr Peter Clarke 
has called any future assessments on 
Corridor C and D as a waste of taxpayer 
money saying the Government should 
“immediately cease investigation into 
the northern options and reallocate 
that feasibility money of about $50 
million into road congestion remedies 
in the Eltham Fitzsimons Lane 
Corridor,” he said.

“ Ni l l u m b i k  S h i re  C o u n c i l  i s 
advocating for Corridor A as it is 
approximately half the cost of other 
options and would not destroy the 
Green Wedge,” Cr Clarke said.

Chair  of  Nil lumbik Council’s 
Environment and Sustainability 
Committee and Blue Lake Ward 
Cr Grant Brooker said Council will 
continue to advocate for a number 
of congestion busting projects in 
conjunction with the North East Link.

“No single corridor will solve the 

wider congestion problems facing 
north eastern Melbourne so it’s 
equally important that we also pursue 
and advocate for complementary road 
and public transport projects,” Cr 
Brooker said.

Narelle Campbell, co-founder of 
Rural Link #buildthelinkbutdontsplit-
thewedge and resident of the Green 
Wedge, opposes the building of Option 
D through Nillumbik.

“NELA told us they were investigating 
four routes, and would drop poor 
performance, poor value routes by the 
end of September, so that only viable 
route options would be included in the 
full business case and we look forward 
to NELA doing just this – and dropping 
Option D at the end of September — 
we have also asked NELA to think hard 
about Options B and C, which impact 
on the rural Nillumbik Green Wedge,” 
she said.

Ryan Smith is concerned about the 
compulsory acquisition which will 
follow the final route selection.

“Some of the options, particularly 
Option B and C show some significant 
inroads into Warrandyte, particularly 
around Tindalls Road and I know that 

residents there are very concerned 
about the change that is proposed and 
what it’ll mean for their own personal 
property and their homes, people have 
a right to be confused frustrated, upset 
about it because, living in Warrandyte 
is fantastic, if you are a going to be 
forced to move from a property that 
you have perhaps lived in for decades 
then of course there is going to be a 
level of anxiety about it,” he said.

Chris Marshall is a resident of 
Amersham Drive, which is one of 
the houses that may be acquired if 
Corridor  B or C are selected and she 
is concerned that she may lose her 
home.

“We bought our property in the 
Green Wedge and we have a one acre 
property that is totally indigenous 
vegetation because that is what the 
council was wanting, so we have 
worked really hard at that to make 
that a little bit of bushland, so I think 
that would be a shame if it went just to 
make a road,” she said.

Metrix Identified by NELA Option A Option B

Cost Estimate (Billion) < $10 2 $6.1 -1 $19

Road Distance (KM) 2 11 0 24

Tunnel Distance (KM) 2 4 0 17

Reduce Travel Time Trucks (minutes) 2 16-19 -1 8-9

Access to jobs (‘000) 1 65-75 1 65-80

Access to education (‘000) 2 11-13 -1 3-4

Business access to workers (‘000) 2 8.5-10.5 -1 2-2.6

Carrying capacity of road in 10 years (‘000) 2 100-120 1 60-110

Truck movements during construction (‘000) 2 300 -1 950

Total or sum (Raw) 17 -3

Average score (unweighted) 1.88 -0.33

Total Assessment (NELA) Performs Well to 
Very Well

Performs Neutral 
to Well

Summary of overall performance
Corridor A Provides the potential to significantly reduce traffic and congestion in Melbourne’s north-east, particularly  
on Rosanna Road, Lower Plenty Road east of Rosanna Road, Banksia Street and Fitzsimons Lane.  Performs very well 

Corridor B Provides the potential to reduce traffic and congestion on Banksia Street and Rosanna Road but would  
provide limited congestion relief to key north-south roads such as Fitzsimons Lane, Plenty Road and Burke Road.  Neutral 

Corridor C Performs well as it is expected to provide moderate reductions in traffic and congestion across  
the majority of key north-south roads.  Performs well

Corridor D Does not provide a direct connection to the existing road network in the north-east, therefore unlikely  
to help reduce congestion. It is expected to instead provide moderate benefits for the outer eastern suburbs. Performs poorly

to find the path of least resistance

Corridor D
This option would connect with EastLink south of Ringwood 
and travel east using part of the proposed Healesville Freeway 
Reserve and continue on to Lilydale.

It would then turn back and head west to the M80 travelling 
though Bend of Islands and Kangaroo Ground. 

It provides a longer distance orbital solution using some existing 
reservations that connect the northern growth area to southeast 
Melbourne via an eastward orbital route largely outside the Urban 
Growth Boundary.

NELA’s early analysis indicates:
•  It is approximately 40 kilometres in length from the M80 to 

EastLink.
•  It will necessitate works at EastLink interchanges to provide 

adequate connections.
•  Up to 40% of its length would likely be in tunnel, particularly 

in significant areas such as the Yarra River.
•  It is challenging to achieve good grade-lines that will 

accommodate heavy vehicles along the length of the corridor.
•  It traverses primarily outside the Urban Growth Boundary.
•  It provides potential for a limited number of interchanges 

with existing roads including Diamond Creek Road, Ryans 
Road, Eltham–Yarra Glen Road, Maroondah Highway and 
Mt Dandenong Road, however these roads provide limited 
connectivity in Melbourne’s northeast.

•  Indicative modelling suggests that Corridor D may carry 
between 45,000 to 90,000 vehicles per day, 10 years after 
opening, with the lower volumes on the southern sections of 
the corridor.

Objective 1 & 2 — Corridor D offers the fewest connections 
into the existing road network in Melbourne’s northeast and 
therefore will be unlikely to help reduce congestion in the area. The 
corridor results in relatively few people currently travelling through 
Melbourne’s northeast using the corridor. Moderate benefits are 
instead realised in the outer eastern suburbs, rather than through 
the congested northeastern suburbs; as a result, the changes in 
traffic on the key arterial roads are negligible.

Objective 3 — Corridor D mostly provides good grades for trucks, 
but still has three sections that do not meet the standards for trucks 
and one section with potentially undesirable grades. Overall, the 
long length of the corridor option and these grade issues make 
it unattractive to trucks. This route also cannot accommodate 
placarded loads.

Placarded loads can use the corridor between the M80 and 
Kangaroo Ground; however, there is no connectivity from Kangaroo 
Ground.

Corridor D has limited opportunity for public transport 
improvements given its corridor is away from residential areas and 
limited connectivity to employment locations. 

Corridor D offers very limited opportunity to improve cycling 
accessibility to communities in Melbourne’s northeast; while it 
may be possible to build a shared use path along the length of the 
corridor, this will not connect into metropolitan or major activity 
centres and is more likely to be a recreational trail. 

Option C Option D

-1 $16.9 -2 $23

-1 26 -2 40

0 13 0 16

0 10-12 -2 7-8

2 85-100 -1 45-55

1 6-7 -2 <2

1 5.1-6.2 1 5.8-7.2

1 50-110 -1 45-90

-1 900 -2 1,300

2 -11

0.22 -1.22

Performs Neutral 
to Well

Performs Poorly

do the routes measure up?
NELA have provided initial analysis 
of the four routes, which need to 
meet their four project objectives:
1.   Improve business access and 

growth in Melbourne’s north, 
east and southeast 

2.   Improve household access 
and growth in Melbourne’s 
north, east and southeast 

3.    Improve freight and supply 
chain efficiency and industrial 
growth across the north, east 
and southeast 

4.   Improve access, amenity and 
safety for communities in 
Melbourne’s northeast

Note numeric rating based on NELA Rating where:  Source: Rural Link
Performs Very Well = 2, Performs Well = 1, Neutral = 0, Performs Poorly = -1 and Performs Very Poorly = -2

For further information 
and to give feedback: 
northeastlink.vic.gov.au
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By JAMES POYNER
THE URBAN DESIGN Advisory Panel 
(UDAP) has run its cycle and the 
official report has now been published.

The group, made up of 10 people who 
represent the community, along with 
technical advisors, debated bridge 
aesthetics to ensure Warrandyte gets 
a bridge that reflects the design and 
character of the town.

The official report includes the 
following summary of the decisions 
made by the panel:

Landscape integration
The area adjacent to the bridge and 

any areas disturbed by the construction 
works as indicated on the landscape 
plans shall be re-vegetated using 
locally indigenous species.

Eucalyptus melliodora trees (yellow 
box) shall be planted either side of 
the bridge. 

Planting close to retaining walls 
should utilise low flammability species.

Ha'penny Creek revegetation 
A clean up and revegetation of 

Ha'penny Creek shall be undertaken 
following the completion of the bridge 
works.

Prior to this, discussions shall be held 
with Melbourne Water and the Shire of 
Nillumbik to establish management 
responsibilities and maintenance of 
this area into the future.

The revegetation plan shall include 
identification of any significant 
remnant vegetation, (including 
protection measures), identification 
of key weed species, control strategies, 
a revegetation plan (with canopy 
trees) and an outline of management 
requirements into the future.

A maintenance programme of 
approximately three to five years 
should be included in the contract of 
the specialist contractor engaged to 
undertake the works. 

Pedestrian movement 
To facilitate safe east/west pedestrian 

movement, a new pedestrian path 
shall be constructed under the bridge 
passing to the north of the first pier.

On the south-western side, direct 
steps down to the park space shall be 
constructed with an additional ramped 
pathway accommodating pedestrian 
movement along Yarra Street to the 
west.

The existing grassed open space area 
shall be upgraded to a community 
open space including pathways, 
seating, planting, interpretive signage, 
and a possible sculpture referencing 
the history of the original bridge. 

Final design of this space is subject 
to further consultation with the City 
of Manningham.

Footpath surface 
All footpaths on the bridge shall 

be coloured insitu concrete (sand 
coloured oxide with the aggregate to be 
a local Coldstream rock similar to the 
concrete pavement near the Bendigo 
Bank in Yarra Street).

The bridge footpaths should have 
a sand blast finish with a banded or 
simple pattern design to be prepared 
with input from local artists or the 
community. 

Rock beaching 
Rock beaching for the project 

including proposed new beaching 
under the bridge and lining to the 
proposed drainage channel on the 
north-eastern side shall be a local rock 
from Coldstream or Castella Quarries.

Retaining walls
The proposed precast retaining walls 

on the northern side of the bridge 
(north of Research Road) shall have a 
matching colour and finish.

Any steel columns for these walls shall 
be faced in local stone (Coldstream or 

Castella rock). The landscaped areas 
around the base of the bridge shall 
include local rock to visually connect 
to the use of similar stone and rock in 
the precinct.

Bridge end posts 
The four insitu concrete end posts 

on the bridge shall be faced with local 
stones (Coldstream or Castella Stone).

Workmanship shall be undertaken by 
an experienced stone mason with tight 
mortar joints.

Kerbs 
The new kerb on Yarra Street should 

be extended up to the pedestrian 
crossovers  and constr ucted in 
Kanmantoo Stone (to match the 
existing kerbs).

Kerbs on the bridge shall  be 
constructed from insitu concrete in a 
charcoal colour. 

Bridge abutments 
Insitu concrete for the abutments 

on the northern and southern sides of 
the bridge shall be coloured concrete 
a warm sand colour similar to the 
footpaths.

All off-form concrete shall have form 
liners with an approved wood grain 
finish.

Outer bridge railings 
The outer bridge railings shall 

be made from mild steel plate in 
accordance with the sketch details 
provided in the drawing package 
presented to the Urban Design Panel.

This includes the dual posts support 
with openings in the columns.

The railing panels shall have plate 
steel fins, a leaning rail and a hot 
dipped galvanised finish prior to 
painting. All steel components shall 
be painted dark green. 

Yarra Street pedestrian fencing 
The pedestrian railings to the bridge 

approaches shall match the outer 
bridge railing.

The handrail posts to the steps down 
to the park space shall be in timber with 
a galvanised steel handrail.

South of the steps the pedestrian 
b a r r i e r  c a n  b e  t h e  s a m e  a s 
Manningham Council’s timber post 
and cable treatment.

Guard rails and railings 
The uses of VicRoads standard steel 

guard rails on either side of the bridge 
is acceptable provided they are painted 
dark green (to match to colour of 
the railing on the bridge when it was 
originally constructed).

This includes the steel vehicle railing 
on the bridge, the guard rail on the 
northern side and the proposed 
bollards.

The preferred entry absorbing 
terminal to the end of the guard rail 
shall be the simple chevron type 
(without the yellow end).

Class 1 hardwood timber battens 
shall be used to provide a safe backing 
to the guardrail (rather than the 
standard recycled plastic timber).

Bollards 
The impact absorbing bollards to the 

bridge approaches shall be painted 
dark green.

The bollards to the south side of the 
bridge shall include stainless steel 
cables fixed between the bollards to 
deter pedestrians from crossing the 
bridge. 

Fauna crossings 
I n  a c c o r d a n c e  w i t h  t h e 

recommendations of the ARCUE 
[Australian Research Centre for Urban 
Ecology] report, fauna crossings should 
be included within the scope of the 
project.

This includes the proposed rope 
crossing on the southern side of 

the bridge (dark grey or black rope 
preferred), and the culvert crossing 
within the upper section of rock 
beaching on the northern side of the 
bridge.

This culvert crossing shall be not less 
than 500mm deep.

Timber log rails shall be attached 
to the upper sections of the bridge 
abutments on both the northern and 
southern sides to provide an elevated 
crossing for arboreal species such as 
possums and koalas etc.

Any trees removed to construct the 
bridge works should be retained on site 
for use as fauna crossings and habitat.

(Source: VicRoads Warrandyte 
Bridge Urban Design Advisory Panel 
Recommendation report August 2017)

The strength and the weakness of the 
UDAP is its eclectic mix of local views, 
with emotions heightened by sustained 
criticism of the various bridge views on 
social media, it was always going to be a 
challenge to get everyone on the Panel 
to agree on a decision.

The Diary has received feedback 
from a number of the Panel members 
on how they feel the panel performed.

Bambi Gordon told the Diary she was 
happy with the aims of the panel and 
what they achieved.

“I was pleased that with regard to 
each of the nine issues we were asked 
to address we were able, in the most 
part, to agree”, she said.

Theresa Dawson, told the Diary:
“I think the cosmetic finish, whether 

you like things like the barriers or 
whatever; the finish will be nice, as nice 
as it can be — no one’s going to have 
everything they want, no one’s going 
to be 100% happy but my aim from the 
start is to at least get the best of a bad 
thing”, she said.

The minutes of the final UDAP 
meeting records Kyle Gillian as seeking 

UDAP report released but the
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changes to approved bridge 
plans; no need to revisit the 
interminable approvals 
process or to re-apply for 
planning permits on the basis 
of amended plans. 

So construction can proceed 
forthwith. Or can it?

R e c e n t  d e c i s i o n s  b y 
M a n n i n g h a m  C o u n c i l  t o 
impose further conditions on the 
roadworks permit on the south 
side of the bridge thus changing 
some of the decisions UDAP 
agreed to has been met with 
anger by some panel members.

Panelist Jennie Hill believes 
Manningham Council’s decision 
undermines the process and 
progress of UDAP.

“To now claim that decisions 
made were unfair or wrong is 
simply sour grapes.

There were several decisions 
made at UDAP I did not agree 
with, but for each of these I saw 
that I was either outvoted on my 
preference, or that it was not an 
issue on which VicRoads could 
allow unqualified lay people to 

make that decision,” she said.
However, Kyle Gillan, who represents the 
Warrandyte Community Association says 
the council’s decision to impose conditions 
to the planning application have not gone 
far enough saying he was “disappointed the 
other conditions were not adopted”.

It is clear that VicRoads have handled the 
public relations regarding Warrandyte Bridge 
Upgrade badly from the very beginning and 
what could be viewed as an olive branch 
between VicRoads and the community has, in 
some people’s views, been trodden on by 10 
objections from a community of 8,000 people.

The chapter on UDAP may be closed but the 
bridge story still has a long way to go.

Just the best!  www.warrandyteriversidemarket.com.au

Music is the key to having a great 
time with our stall holders.

Join us for our  

Spring markets..

the first Saturday  

of each month.

Anthony Vartulia performing in Stiggants Reserve. Picture by Lara McKinley from North Warrandyte

$45pp 

Includes a glass of wine

166 Yarra Street, Warrandyte

03-98445081

info@cocoamoon.com.au

September 30th @ 7pm

Spanish Dinner Banquet

September 29th @ 7pm

further changes to several items, 
including the pedestrian crossing, 
the crash barriers and the slip lane; 
these objections were subsequently 
taken to Manningham council 
by the WCA for consideration on 
VicRoad’s planning permit.

Panel member Jeremey Loftus-
Hills  gave a summar y of  the 
meetings, on behalf of the 10 UDAP 
panel members.

He was critical of the role of 
the technical advisers and even 
questioned the overall effectiveness 
of the panel to make an informed 
decision. 

Jeremy’s report states:

While UDAPs are not common 
in Victoria, there is a globally 
accepted set of ten principles by 
which they can be objectively 
assessed. 

Of the ten, this UDAP scores 
well on transparency, project 
significance, and accessibility 
(of findings), but poorly on 
independence, objectivity, 
timeliness and expert and multi 
disciplinary support... 

[The technical advisor] was 
supported and briefed by the project’s 
senior structural engineer.

These people proved central to the 
functioning of the panel but are hardly 
independent and, to quote from the 
principles, “unconnected with the 
project’s promoters and decision makers.”

Nor were they suitably trained to deal 
with many of the fundamental issues – 
safety, traffic flows, emergency responses 
and environmental management for 
example.

There was, therefore, a palpable 
lack of reliable information upon 
which panellists could base their 
recommendations.

This raises important questions about 

Bridgeworks get greenlight
continued from page 3

The take-out from this is that the bridge’s effectiveness 
during emergency evacuation is indeed an important aspect 
of the upgrade project and an aspect which should be put 
under heavy critical analysis.

However, awareness of the risks of bushfire and the 
message of “leave early” is something that, as a community, 
we need to be proactive about.

Time to come together
It is becoming clear the Warrandyte Bridge upgrade will 

eventually happen, the government feels it has invested a 
lot of money into this project and VicRoads will not want 
to be seen backing down on this issue, especially with the 
link between the bridge widening and the threat of bushfire.

Objections to the bridge project centre on protecting 
heritage and environmental overlays, as well as defending 
the “independent township” culture of our suburb.

An idea that has been fought for by long term residents for 
many decades and it is these same residents who now argue 
the point of the fight is to maintain the identity, as it is, for 
future generations.

 “From the very start I said ‘don’t let this happen because 
it is not about what happens today, it is about where it will 
go in the future’, so you have to look outside of here to fix the 
problem and that’s what everyone has to get on board with, 
it’s leave us alone and we have to push them to move outside 
the area — do the Ring Road,” said Ms Dawson.

Mr Gillan added: “It’s not the residents of Warrandyte that 
are causing this, it’s the growth in the sprawling suburbs of 
Melbourne, the northern growth corridor.

“That’s why we have the heritage overlay, that’s why we 
have the Green Wedge protected by the Environment act 
and those things have to be respected,” he said.

The conversations the Diary has had with different sides of 
the bridge debate and the type of conversation seen on Social 
Media would suggest there is a growing divide between the 
residents who have been in the Township for 20,30,40 years 
and those who have not.

Warrandyte has fought hard to maintain an aesthetic and 
amenity which makes Warrandyte the lovely place it is but 
the suburbs around the Green Wedge and along the northern 
growth corridors are pushing more cars and more people 
through Warrandyte and the surrounding area.

The Warrandyte Bridge upgrade debate illustrates the 
clash between maintaining our village-like heritage and 
functioning as a suburb of a growing Melbourne.

To have the qualities that define Warrandyte as a special 
place and accessibility to modern infrastructure is always 
going to be a difficult balance, but this is a special place and 
we are a determined community.

With some intelligent conversation and some empathy 
towards other people’s views we can have the best of both 
worlds.

discussion continues

the validity of the UDAP’s decisions.
To quote from the ten principles again, ‘a 

review is most respected where it is carried 
out by professional peers of the project 
designers, because their standing and 
expertise will be acknowledged.’ This is not 
to say that a cadre of interested community 
members should not complement expert 
membership of advisory panels.

The agreed terms of reference of this panel 
were to debate the look of the bridge, to 
make decisions which will give the upgraded 
utilitarian structure a Warrandyte aesthetic.

From VicRoads point of view, the UDAP 
is an unqualified success. 

The superficial tweaks contained in its 
recommendations require no substantive 
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WARRANDYTE enjoys interesting 
places, quirky art and a 
beautiful environment.
Each month we will highlight 
one of the places that makes 
Warrandyte special — and your 
job is to find it.

Can you find where this is?
Find the answer at  
www.warrandytediary.com.au —  
and in the next edition.

“Know your Warrandyte” 

Last month’s answer: 
Warrandyte Historical Society

By SNAPPER

By SANDI MILLER
WARRANDYTE RESIDENTS are being 
urged to start their fire preparation 
early and identify hazards on their 
properties to minimise fire risk this 
season.

Victoria has experienced a dry winter 
and it is likely to remain dry and warm 
for the next three months, this means 
we could see a very early fire season.

Council encourages residents to 
prepare for the upcoming fire season, 
using spring as a great time to start 
preparations.

“It is vital that all residents living 
within bushfire prone areas have an 
emergency plan in place — residents 
can find more information about 
developing their plan on Council’s 
website,” said Manningham Mayor, Cr 
Michelle Kleinert.

Captain of Warrandyte CFA Adrian 
Mullens said because Warrandyte 
has not experienced a bad bushfire 
for several years many residents are 
getting complacent.

“Warrandyte and North Warrandyte 
are up there in terms of fire risk, we 
have just been lucky on I don’t know 
how many occasions… if the 2014 fire 
in Flannary Court had got over Tindalls 
road, Warrandyte would be gone,” he 
told the Diary.

Both Manningham and Nillumbik 
councils are providing vouchers to 
allow residents to dispose of green 

waste in the lead up to summer.
Nillumbik Shire Mayor Cr Peter 

Clarke said Council is preparing for 
the fire season with bushfire mitigation 
plans under way,  this  includes 
roadside clearing and mowing, tree 
management and native vegetation 
clearing.

“Residents can help reduce the 
impact of fire and storm damage by 
conducting regular maintenance of 
their property, including clearing long 
grass, timber and wood stores, gutters 
and drains,” Cr Clarke said.

“We have also introduced green 
waste vouchers, giving residents the 
flexibility to recycle garden materials 
and vegetation at the Recycling 
and Recovery Centre in Plenty at a 
convenient time throughout the year.”

The new Nillumbik green waste 
vouchers are for one cubic metre of 
domestic green waste like prunings, 
garden clippings, leaves or grass or one 
level 6 x 4m sized trailer load or less — 
loads larger than this will require two 
vouchers.

Cr Kleinert says garden waste 
vouchers are now available for 
Manningham residents, free of charge 
and can be used from September 
through to the end of November. 

“Clearing and removing excess 
vegetation from properties is an 
important part of reducing bushfire 
risk, she said.

Vouchers for four standard trailer 
loads can be redeemed on Sundays 
between 9.00 am and 3.00 pm at 
Manningham’s Garden Waste Recycle 
Centre on the corner of Blackburn and 
Websters Road, Templestowe.

Fo r  b ra n c h e s  a n d  p r u n i n g s, 
Manningham residents also have the 
option of exchanging one hard rubbish 
collection for a bundled green waste 
collection.

The State government are urging 
residents to check their insurance 
policies to ensure they are sufficiently 
covered for emergencies such as 
bushfire and storm.

Be Ready Warrandyte will be holding 
a seminar on October 26 to discuss 
fire-safe building materials following 
a report from the Great Ocean Road 
fire in 2015 as well as insurance and 
the CFA’s Leave Early message — more 
information in the October Diary.

By JAMES POYNER
EVERY FOUR YEARS Nillumbik 
council is required to prepare and 
implement a Domestic Animal 
Management Plan (DAMP); the 
council is currently developing 
their DAMP for the 2017–2021 
period and they are inviting input 
from Nillumbik residents.

Nillumbik Council recognise that 
a number of Nillumbik properties 
may be home to animals which 
residents would consider domestic 
(ducks, chickens, rabbits, fish, 
etc) but are only after input on the 
control of cats and dogs as those 
are the requirements set in the 
Domestic Animal Act 1994.

The plan focuses on the control of 
cats and dogs through actions such 
as: pet registration; animal welfare; 
tourism opportunities for pet 
owners; the health and wellbeing 
associated with pet ownership; 
community networking; support 
services for elderly and disabled 
pet owners and raising awareness 
of the plight of pets, and their 
owners, in times of crisis.

The council has produced a Draft 
Domestic Animal Management 
Plan 2017-2021 (DDAMP) and 
is requesting feedback from 
residents, this plan was drafted 
after community consultations in 
April-May this year.

In the plan, the council has 
outlined a number of key 
objectives — which include: 
service management; training 
and awareness; registration 
and identification; dealing with 
nuisance and amenity issues; dog 
attacks; managing dangerous, 
menacing and restricted dog 
breeds; overpopulation and 
abandonment of animals 
(including euthanasia); domestic 
animal businesses; dog off-
leash areas; community support 
initiatives and pet related tourism.

Within these objectives are 
extensive lists of issues and actions 
on which the council would like 
your feedback.

Nillumbik Mayor, Cr Peter 
Clarke reflected on the success of 
the 2013-2017 Domestic Animal 
Management Plan and hopes the 
Shire can continue to progress 
positively on the issue of dealing 
with cats and dogs.

“We saw a significant drop in 
the number of cats impounded, 
un-desexed dogs, the provision of 
two fully fenced dog parks and an 
increase in registration for pets 
across Nillumbik — we are looking 
forward to the results from the 
2017-2021 Plan,” he said.

A copy of the Draft Domestic 
Animal Management Plan 2017-
2021 and an opportunity to provide 
feedback can be found on the 
Nillumbik Shire Council website.

The chance to have your say 
on how pets are controlled in 
Nillumbik for the next four years 
closes on September 30.

Clean up and clear out

Visit insureit.vic.gov.au for 
information about the ‘Insure 
It.It’s worth It’ campaign.
Visit the CFA website for more 

To have your say on 
the Domestic Animal 
Management Plan:
bit.ly/NillDAMP

ideas and information to help prepare 
and protect yourself and your property 
this bushfire season. cfa.vic.gov.au
Council green waste visit manningham.
vic.gov.au or nillumbik.vic.gov.au/
greenwastevouchers

Pet plan for Nillumbik
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By DAVID HOGG
DATES for the next stages in deciding 
whether the hotel,  winer y and 
distillery planning application at 46-
52 Brumbys Road can go ahead are 
now known.

The applicant has taken the matter 
to VCAT as Manningham Council ran 
out of time in making a determination, 
although they belatedly refused the 
permit.

A directions hearing took place at 
VCAT in late August where dates were 
set for a compulsory conference to 
take place on October 3

If the matter cannot be resolved 
there,  a full  hearing has been 
tentatively scheduled for January 15 
and is expected to take about 4 days.

The 27 objectors to the Brumby’s 
Road proposal will have been invited 
to make submissions to VCAT. 

Warrandyte Community Association 
(WCA) were one of these objectors 
and had lodged a comprehensive 
objection to the proposed plans, as 
detailed in our May issue. 

A spokesman for the applicant 
stated that they could not make any 
comment to the Diary at this stage.

Likewise, a spokesman for WCA told 
the Diary “We have nothing to add 
other than the original submission to 
Manningham”.

It is not known at this stage how 
many of the 27 objectors will be 
making submissions at VCAT, or 
whether WCA will be representing 
them.

The Diary understands that many 
of the objectors attended the WCA 
Annual General Meeting requiring a 
larger venue to be arranged at short 
notice.

By JENNY JOHN
WARRANDYTE’S businesses and 
the greater community played an 
important part in the success of the 
12th Melbourne Teapot Exhibition at 
the Stonehouse Gallery last month. 

Sponsorship, promotion, donations 
and support by many local folk was 
greatly appreciated by the gallery. 

Over the first two weeks of August the 
gallery was visited by a record number 
of people thanks to promotion by 
the Warrandyte Diary, Manningham 
Leader, Yarra Valley Magazine, RACV 
magazine, social media, posters, 
invitations, mail outs and word of 
mouth.

An outstanding contributor to its 
visibility was a magnificent billboard 
placed at the front of the gallery, 
donated by Gardiner McInnes real 
estate.

Many local businesses reported that 
their visitor numbers were up during 
the time of the exhibition with some 
traders putting teapot displays in their 
own business windows. 

Warrandyte traders also ran a Teapot 
Photographic Competition with very 
creative interpretations, the results 
of which were displayed at Teapot 
Exhibition and published in the Diary.

T h e  E x h i b i t i o n  o p e n i n g  a t 
Stonehouse, held on the August 4 was 
well attended by invited guests and 
artists with friends and families.

The artists enjoyed sharing the ideas 
and stories about their entries.  

Stonehouse really appreciated 
the generous support of Rob Dolan 
wines and Quinton’s Supa IGA for the 
magnificent wine and food platters for 
the opening which made the cold, wet 
night worth coming out for.

The exhibition resulted in more than 
half of the exhibiting artists having 
successful sales.

The major award, sponsored by the 
Warrandyte Community Bank Branch, 
was awarded to Andrea Tilley for her 
non-functional work Willow (pictured 
above); this entry also won the Peoples’ 
Choice award.

Many artists were also delighted 
to receive awards donated by the 
Melbourne ceramic suppliers.

The gallery would like to thank the 
Warrandyte community for their 
support and hope that next year’s 
Melbourne Teapot Exhibition will 
create as much, if not more, interest.

The Gallery has monthly exhibitions/
features and would love folk to visit 
again this year.

September — “Lots of Pots” features 
invited guests and Stonehouse potters 
and their diversity of techniques, 
shapes and colours.

October — “On the Wall” showcases 
hanging work by Stonehouse members 
and local guest artists. 

November — December’s theme 
is “Something Special” with all our 
talented artists creating gifts for family 
and friends for Christmas.

Brumbys Road 
Hotel dates set 

for VCAT

Warrandyte’s triumphant teapot exhibtion

By SANDI MILLER
IS SOCIAL MEDIA all a business needs 
to get its message out?

Local marketing strategist, Greg 
Rowell from The Woo, believes it is time 
for businesses to re-discover the power 
of face-to-face networking.

Mr Rowell is the brains behind the 
recent Manningham Business Expo, 
which grew out of the Warrandyte 
Business Expo.

The event, held at the Manningham 
Civic Centre, had over 180 businesses 
come to share ideas, network and 
participate in a range of seminars.

“Quite a few of [the people] stayed 
for up to 2–3 hours, with the seminars 
providing information that business 
needs to utilise to be inspired to help 
them sustain and to help them to 
grow,” said Mr Rowell.

Many of the participants were start-

ups and Mr Rowell told the Diary: 
“these are businesses that are really 
at the early stages, they have started, 
but they need to develop, so talking 
to organisations that can help them 
network is the main objective for what 

we need to see — connecting and using 
those connections for growth,” he said.

Many businesses in Warrandyte work 
from home so finding opportunities for 
networking can be difficult.

 “We find that a lot of small businesses 
lose the art of networking and in fact 
some of them have even forgotten 
about things like business cards… so 
it’s about reintroducing face-to-face 
networking because we find a lot of 
businesses working as a solo business 
from home lose the skill of face-to-face.

“The face to face industry is growing 
constantly, we have had the reclusive 
social media, but now people are 
wanting to reconnect and they are 
finding that business can be done on a 
face-to-face basis not just using social 
media tools, which are important, but 
shouldn’t be exclusive,” he said.

Although he says social media is still 
important, it should not be a business’s 

only strategy.
“It is something that must be included 

in marketing strategies and then once 
those strategies are in place, it has to 
be included in a business marketing 
plan, because it is your connection, 
and for those that are not bringing in 
or connecting to social media they are 
losing the opportunities which are out 
there,” he said.

Local businesses re-discover the art of face-to-face networking

SATURDAY OCTOBER 28

COMMUNITY 
CENTRE

OPEN DAY
SATURDAY OCTOBER 28

10am - 3pm
• Free kids’ activities • Art, culture & heritage

• Free classes & workshops for all
168 Yarra Street, Warrandyte
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Sustainability       starts at home

By JAMES POYNER
USING AND REUSING materials 
which have minimal impact on 
the local environment is an idea 
which should go hand-in-hand with 
the environmental values of the 
Green Wedge, values which — as a 
community — we have a history of 
fighting for.

Enforced initiatives such as the IGA’s 
introduction of reusable shopping 
bags have not fared well in the past.

As mentioned in last months The 
Green Edge column, Quinton’s IGA 
and WarrandyteCAN piloted a “no 
plastic bags” scheme in 2013 and saw 
a decrease in plastic bag usage by 
nearly 90%.

Yet a small but vocal element in the 
community abused checkout staff 
and triggered a customer boycott 

which attacked the supermarket 
where it hurts, forcing Julie Quinton 
to abandon the idea.

S u s t a i n a b i l i t y  a n d  e t h i c a l 
consumerism is more than just plastic 
bags; it is about forming habits which 
change our default from “the most 
convenient” to “the most ethical”.

The cafe culture in Warrandyte 
is already begun to do its part by 
encouraging the use of reusable cups.

Café’s all over Warrandyte support 
customers who provide their own 
cup when purchasing tea or coffee 
and there are a variety of stylish and 
practical reusable cup brands on the 
market.

One of the most recognised brands is 
the “KeepCup”, a product designed and 
distributed by a Melbourne company 
since 1998.

Abigail Forsyth, CEO of KeepCup has 
seen her business grow at a rate which 
now sees her cups sold in 32 countries 
and in doing so has replaced three 
million disposable cups, which has 
an enormous positive impact on the 
environment.

“[S ome]  disposable  cups are 
lined with polyethylene and have a 
polystyrene lid, so there is enough 
plastic in 28 disposable cups to make 
one small KeepCup”, she said.

Reusable cups may seem expensive, 
but they can make your coffee 
experience personal, unique.

An idea which should appeal to 
all residents of the hipster coffee 
connoisseur centre of the universe.

Bea Barratt, PR and event manager 
of Now and Not Yet also believes just 
because your coffee is “to go” does not 
mean it should detract from the coffee 
experience.

“It just doesn’t taste as nice in a 
disposable cup,” she said.

A number of café’s in Warrandyte 
are in favour of reusable cups; the 
Warrandyte Bakery and Warrandyte 
Café are both members of  the 
Responsible Café group; café’s in this 
group offer a small discount if you 
provide a cup for your take away drink.

Now and Not Yet, a registered charity 
and social enterprise café in the 
heart of Warrandyte, does not offer 
any monetary discount for your take 
away coffee cup, but café owner 
Derek Bradshaw explains the positive 
benefits of choosing not to use a 
disposable cup should be reward in 
itself.

“It’s important to go reusable for 
Warrandyte so that we can play our 
part in maintaining and not harming 
the amazing environment that 
surrounds us — we just simply can’t 
keep screwing up the environment just 
for the sake of convenience,” he said.

Although a reusable container does 
not always need to be cup shaped, as 
Now and Not Yet regular Sarah Kenny 
(pictured) demonstrates with her take 
away jam jar.

It is not just the café’s which are 
trying to change the way people think 
about their take away coffee, the 
Warrandyte Leo’s have been trying to 
start a mug library at the Warrandyte 
Riverside Market. 

Hayley Wilson-Rowell spoke to the 
Diary about the hurdles this enterprise 
is facing.

“We have spoken to the coffee stall 
holders who are very keen on the 
initiative; not only does this program 
reduce waste, which coffee cups are the 
main reason for the bins overflowing, 
but it also reduces expenses for coffee 
stalls,” she said.

But Ms Wilson-Howell stressed this 
enterprise only works if the community 
gets on board.

“It would be great if we could get 
people donating mugs when they come 
down to the market; the more we get 
the bigger the library so more people 
can enjoy their drink in Warrandytian 
mugs,” she said.

With global pressures for countries 
to reduce their carbon footprint and 
avert a global warming crisis, green 
initiatives have trickled down and 
impact everyday life as businesses look 
to find ways to make their operations 
more environmentally friendly.

L e s s  w a s t e  i s  g o o d  f o r  t h e 
e n v i r o n m e n t ;  t h e  l o n g  t e r m 
environmental impact of plastics is 
not yet fully known and a report to 
the World Economic Forum in 2016 
suggests there will be more plastic than 
fish in the sea by 2050.

Environmental concern is at the 
core of many of the big issues that 
Warrandyte is facing and fighting.

By looking inward at how we each 
impact the environment we can make 
small changes and make the ethical 
option the convenient one.

Warrandyte is fighting the war on waste one cup at a time

“TIME IS MONEY” is an all too 
common expression nowadays, which 
has been used to drive the march 
towards progress and profits. 

Yes, our time is valuable, but I’m 
concerned about the sustainability of 
equating every minute with a price tag.

It occurs to me that we have swung 
the pendulum all the way from doing 
everything for ourselves, to doing 
virtually nothing for ourselves directly.

Rather than building our shelter or 
gathering / growing our food, we now 
just mostly work to earn money to pay 
to others to do most things for us.

Most of us spend a very large chunk 
of our adult lives giving our time 
away to others (our employers, or 
customers), in exchange for money, 
which we use to pay for the excessively 
expensive mortgage, and other things 
we are taught to need. 

Often times, the things we are 
convinced to spend our cash on do not 
actually deliver the lasting happiness 
we were hopeful for. 

Due to limited idle time to do as we 
please the opportunities for having fun 
or experiencing joy and happiness are 
often severely limited as a result of our 
focus on earning money.

Of course, we can’t personally 

produce everything we may want in 
life, but we can probably think of at 
least a few things that we commonly 
purchase which we could actually 
produce ourselves.

There can often be side benefits 
other than cost-saving too, such as the 
sense of accomplishment in building 
rather than buying something, or the 
intensified flavour of a strawberry 
picked fresh from your own bush.

Gardening provides a nutritious and 
rewarding home-based project, which 
you can be proud of while getting some 
basic physical exercise and enjoy a 
nurturing connection with nature.

The joy of spending more time doing 
outdoorsy things with your family, or 
having something to take you away 
from them for a while, is also awesome.

If you are able to grow some of your 
own fresh produce, this has additional 
benefits over purely ornamental 
gardening:
•  Reduces “food miles” carbon 

emissions, associated with 
transporting produce.

•  Eliminates the need for plastic 
packaging of fruit and veg.

•  Gives you knowledge about what’s 
been sprayed and the choice to eat 

organic if desired without the extra 
cost.

•  Saves you money and reduces trips 
to the shops for replenishing fruit 
and veg.

•  Allows you to share your excess 
produce with your community.

•  Provides an outdoor classroom for 
any children in your orbit.

•  Replacing lawn with garden beds 
means less mowing and less fossil 
fuel consumption.

Of course there is a time investment 
required, but a successful garden 
should not be a chore, here are some 
basic tips to help make your garden 
work for you:
•  Understand where your best 

growing areas are — with plenty of 
eastern (morning) and northern 
(daytime) sun.

•  Invest in a soil testing kit to know 

how to give your garden the best 
chance of success.

•  Consider using weed matting (even 
a layer of cardboard can work 
well), and avoid horse manure 
if you don’t want to be weeding 
forever more.

•  Learn Companion Planting; 
positioning certain species 
together to help them thrive.

•  Place taller plants to the south 
side of shorter plants (so as to not 
create unnecessary shading).

•  Decide on growing whatever you 
currently eat lots of, or would like 
to eat more of.

•  Protect your plants from pests as 
gently as you can, research natural 
pesticides.

•  Keep mulch over your soil through 
the drier months.

•  Don’t forget to FEED your soil, 
because crop abundance is limited 
by soil quality.

•  If you have the space and the time 
to wait, plant some fruit trees.

Some of the most highly successful 
crops in our garden have been:
•  Leafy greens such as spinach, kale 

or bok choy, which are fabulously 
multi-functional, nutritious and 

edible even raw — great to mix into 
salads, smoothies, stir frys or pasta 
sauces.

•  Lettuce types that can be picked as 
you need it, to minimise waste — 
sorrel is a great long-stayer.

•  Tomatoes are one of the most 
satisfying crops, they just taste so 
much better when home-grown!

•  Parsley is an amazingly rich source 
of iron.

•  Passionfruit creates a brilliant 
blockout creeper, they can be very 
productive within just a few years.

•  Bush beans (non-climbing) just 
keep on giving for months.

The beautiful thing about growing 
food is that we know everyone needs to 
eat, and most people will be especially 
grateful for any home grown food 
gifted to them.

We can even preserve or freeze 
our food so that it doesn’t have to be 
consumed immediately as it ripens.

If you find yourself with an over-
supply of produce, you can either take 
this food to a local farmers market, or 
bring it to the Warrandyte Food Swap, 
held every market day from 9–10am 
at the Community Garden in Police 
Street.  

Spending your time instead of your money
By RevBECCA LEE

the green edge

Sarah takes her own unique coffee 
jar to Now and Not Yet for her daily 
brew.

Reusable smarts - tap n' go your 
coffee with hi-tech reusable mugs 
available at N&NY cafe.
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Sustainability       starts at home
By TIM KEMM
WARRANDYTE locals will have an opportunity this month to 
view environmentally sustainable houses in the local area on 
Sustainable House Day.

For over 15 years the Alternative Technology Association 
has used the day to give people a chance to look at some of 
Australia’s leading green homes.

This year’s Sustainable House Day takes place on Sunday 
September 17 and there will be 170 homes open to the public 
throughout Australia.

Two houses in the Warrandyte area will be partaking, 
one in Ringwood North designed by Arvio, and another in 
Warranwood.

Visitors will have the chance to see firsthand houses that 
have been designed, built or renovated with sustainability 
in mind as well as the opportunity to talk to the owners and 
receive unbiased advice.

Arvio is a building design and construct company that 
specialises in below zero energy construction of residential 
and commercial buildings.

Paul Wilson of Arvio said they decided to design a 
completely environmentally sustainable house about three 
years ago, although the building process did not commence 
for another two years.

Mr Wilson and his team soon discovered that achieving 

their goal of complete sustainability would require certain 
technologies that were not yet available, so they had to get 
creative.

“We couldn’t find anyone who made a DC lighting system 
that was dimmable, so we had to invent one,” Mr Wilson said.

The Arvio house — located in Ringwood North — is no 
small matter, containing four bathrooms, two kitchens and 
a guest wing.

“It’s a pretty significant house and we designed it to run 
completely off grid and it runs on a 20kW solar and it has a 
72kWh battery bank — which is a pretty serious size.

“It’s got everything — automated windows, automated 
blinds, it’s got a heat recovery ventilator, phase change 
materials, solar power batteries, limited concrete use, limited 
glue use, no VOC paint, DC lighting system,” he said. 

Their idea was to leave no stone unturned and Mr Wilson 
believes that they have proved that a completely sustainable 
house is achievable and economically viable.

“It’s got a steam shower, it’s got bidets in the toilets — you 
couldn’t really ask for much more,” he said. 

By JILL DIXON
WARRANDYTE is fortunate to have 
Dr Karen Kiang, expert in health 
and climate change, presenting 
on the subject of “Managing 
o u r  He a l t h  a s  t h e  C l i m a t e 
Changes” for WarrandyteCAN, 
on Friday September 22 at the 
Neighbourhood House.

Karen is a Paediatrician at 
the Royal Children’s Hospital 
in Melbourne with a specialty 
in climate change impacts on 
children here and overseas.

It is a topic that should interest 
us all as we experience more 
extreme weather events and we 
hear stories about the impact 
of  heatwaves,  f lo o ds,  fires, 
dangerous mosquitos and more.

Dr Kiang will cover issues 
including the impacts of climate 
change on health and the benefits 
to health of climate change 
mitigation and adaptation and 
current climate health issues we 
face in Australia.

Because of her strong interest 
in climate change impacts on 
children in developing countries, 
she will also look at issues around 
the world.

H e r  q u a l i f i c a t i o n s  a n d 
experience are extensive — Dr 
Karen Kiang is a U.S educated 
physician and paediatrician 
that has worked with the US 
Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) in countries 
such as Thailand, Mexico, Peru 
and Tanzania.

I n  t h e  p a s t ,  s h e  w a s  a n 
International Child Fellow at the 
Centre for International Child 
Health at the Royal Children’s 
Hospital (RCH), working to 
implement the WHO Pocketbook 
of Hospital Care of Children in 
Latin America. 

She is extensively involved with 
the Doctors for the Environment 
Australia (DEA) and the Royal 
Australasian College of Physicians 
Climate Change and Health 
Working Party, and is currently 
the Refugee Health Fellow at the 
RCH.

WarrandyteCAN looks forward 
to welcoming both Dr Kiang and 
the Warrandyte community to an 
informative evening.

This information night, like 
all others from WarrandyteCAN 
(Climate Action Now) is free, 
though a gold coin donation is 
appreciated.  

See page 20 for event details. 

Sustainable housing on display Managing our health as 
the climate changes

To sign up for Sustainable House Day and view 
the addresses of the houses that will be on display, 
please visit bit.ly/HouseDay2017

Further information is 
available at  
facebook.com/
warrandytecan

Warranwood North Ringwood
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APPLY NOW at www.billanook.vic.edu.au
Tel: 9725 5388 - 197 Cardigan Road, Mooroolbark                                   

Charter Bus from Warrandyte to Billanook daily

Senior School
Scholarships for 2018

Billanook College  offers students a dynamic and caring learning community which 

fosters the growth of the whole being of each girl and boy - mind, body and spirit. 

Our Senior Scholarship Program invites applications from students who have a 

strong commitment to their studies, and who can contribute positively to the 

Billanook College community through co-curricular activities and community service.

By JAMES POYNER
THE OLD WARRANDYTE Dairy, an 
important reminder of the history 
of Warrandyte as a township, is 
under review by Melbourne Water to 
determine the building’s future. 

Even though modern Warrandyte is 
a suburb of metropolitan Melbourne, 
until the late 20th century the village was 
an independent township.

Built in 1948, the building served as 
a cool room for storing milk delivered 
from Box Hill.

Melbourne Water currently own the 
site, and therefore the building, and in 
late August erected a fence around the 
entrance to the old building and are 
now seeking community feedback while 
they decide the future of this severely 

dilapidated building.
Andrew Mellor, Team Leader for 

Melbourne Water’s north east regional 
services spoke to the Diary about 
the condition of the building and 
Melbourne Water’s desire to come 
up with a solution which serves both 
the integrity of the site and respects 
the importance of the building in 
Warrandyte’s history.

“An engineering assessment of the 
building will be undertaken in coming 
weeks, which will help guide discussion 
around the future of the building.

“We want the community to guide the 
decision making on a use for the site 
which is most appropriate for time,” 
he said.

The Diary also spoke with Margaret 

Kelly, President of the Warrandyte 
Historical Society who explained the 
significance of the building within 
the township and the reasons why 
the community should engage with 
Melbourne Water in deciding the future 
of the building.

Ms Kelly explained the butchers 
building, old post office, bakery hotel, 
dairy and churches are all part of the 

infrastructure that defines a township.
“There are not many places around 

that are suburbs of Melbourne that 
still have all those buildings; that is 
why I think it is really important to 
preserve the story of Warrandyte as an 
independent township,” she said.

Under the Warrandyte Township 
Heritage Precinct, the old dairy is listed 
as a building of contributory significance 
which adds an extra dimension to this 
story as the building’s original purpose 
adds to the gestalt of the Warrandyte 
township.

Ms Kelly believes the loss of this 
building could not just degrade the 
history of the township but start a 
cascade of changes to other buildings 
within the heritage precinct — but the 

way forward is not to simply preserve it 
for the sake of preservation.

“[The] concern is when one building 
goes that weakens the overlay, so what is 
to stop someone else who owns another 
building saying ‘why can’t I knock my 
one down and move that as well’, so I 
think you don’t want the dominos to 
start falling — if it is in a position where 
it can be saved, I think it should be and 
in a practical manner as well, not just 
to preserve it for the sake of it,” she said.

Melbourne Water have told the 
Diary they will be holding a number of 
community meetings in the near future. 

As we go to print, dates for these 
meetings have not been set, but follow 
the Diary Facebook page for information 
and feedback from these meetings.

HAVE YOU EVER contemplated 
creating a legacy? 

Legacy can mean an amount of 
money or property left to someone in 
a will or a piece of computer software 
or hardware that has been superseded.  

For me the meaning of legacy runs 
much deeper. 

Creating a legacy is about following 
your heart, it comes from deep within 
and if we listen closely we hear how to 
successfully plant the seed of this new 
creation.  

A legacy can take many forms and the 
simplest and most powerful legacy is 
being true to our own hearts and living 
a life of love and integrity with those 
around us, who can also learn and grow.  

Living an authentic life is a beautiful 
legacy.  

Legacy can mean many different 
things to people and here are some 
words that I feel are the foundation of 
a positive legacy: learning, growing, 
sharing, supporting, caring, mutual-
aide, cooperation, inspiring, mentoring, 

loving, communicating, expressing, 
giving,  receiving,  commitment, 
resilience, courage, determination, 
leadership and teamwork.  

A  g o o d  l o c a l  e x a m p l e  i s  t h e 
Warrandyte Diary which began as a 
community newsletter in 1970.  

It has been serving the community 
for the past 47 years and is now a fully 
edited monthly suburban newspaper 
in its own right fully supported by the 
Warrandyte community.  

The paper helps to connect and inspire 
the community through newsworthy 
stories, articles and information 
about what is happening in the local 
community and related stories.  

When I began writing this article 
on Thursday it marked the passing of 
Louise Hay who founded the legacy 
of You Can Heal Your Life, work she 
created to help people to connect 
with their own wellbeing and heal 
themselves through empowered 
affirmations.  

Louise also founded Hay House 

(one of the biggest publishing houses 
for Health and Wellbeing books and 
resources in the US) and through 
this platform she helped to support 
many spiritual and natural health 
and wellbeing teachers and leaders 
to reach their potential, who inspire 
many people around the world to live 
healthier, happier lives.  

Through Louise’s parent company 
Hay House she also initiated a sub 
branch publishing house Balboa Press 
whose purpose was to help new up and 
coming writers to have the opportunity 
to publish their work and get it out into 
the world.  

I was one of those up-and-coming 
writers and I’m very grateful for the 
opportunity to share my joy of writing 
with the world.  

Here is a fitting affirmation from the 
words of Louise Hay (1926-2017): 

“I am satisfied, fulfilled and complete. 
I am ready for new adventures”.  

I see my everyday life as a legacy in 
which I endeavour to live a happy and 

empowered life and support those 
around me as much as I can. 

I also have a worldly, physical legacy 
that keeps calling me.  

It came about through my connection 
in my professional role as a family 
wellbeing mentor, that a team support 
system would be ideal. 

This legacy is based on the concept 
of a Guardian Angel Village which is 
a retreat and natural wellbeing centre, 
for families and individuals that are 
experiencing trauma or are in need 
of respite and care for a length of time 
being supported by community leaders. 

This centre would be multifaceted 
with a broad range of the arts and 
wellbeing modalities, where a unique 
individualised program can be created 
for each person.  

The village will be self-sustaining 
t h r o u g h  p r o d u c e ,  e n e r g y  a n d 
community benefactors. 

Part of the centre would have a team of 
people called the guardian angels, they 

will be experts in their field and able to 
support the different demographics of 
the community requiring mentoring 
and tools to navigate through change 
periods in their lives.  

The Guardian Angel Village is a 
revolutionary way to support the most 
vulnerable in our community which at 
some point is us — so by helping our 
community we are helping us too.  

This community empowerment 
model would support my vision of how 
we care for our environment and all its 
residents equally, with tender love for a 
more united conscious world.  

This project is at the early stages so 
feedback and interest is most welcome. 

The best way to be in contact about 
the project is via Facebook Guardian 
Angel Village.

Inspiring words for the beginning of 
spring:  

“I am a miracle, a unique being of 
light, more powerful than I believe 
and braver than I know.”

By AHHLEEYAH GRACE

wellbeing Securing your soul's home grown legacy

Old Warrandyte dairy faces uncertain future 
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By SAMMI TAYLOR
LISA PARKER is the new chef on the block. 

She starts her day in the kitchen of Warrandyte’s 
favourite social enterprise café, Now and Not Yet, 
cutting and chopping up ingredients, portioning 
sauces and vegetables and seasoning meats. 

She commands the ovens and fryers, reigns 
supreme over the stove top, and knows how to 
make a mean batch of pancakes. 

Lisa also happens to be deaf. 
Her employment at Now and Not Yet isn’t just 

a job—it’s a life changing experience, especially 
after over 100 rejected job applications and years 
of struggling to find fulfilling work. 

I sat down with Lisa, her interpreter Danielle 
Don and Sign for Work case worker Laura Bell 
to chat about her job, being welcomed into the 
Warrandyte community, and why she puts a few 
heaped teaspoons of sugar into her Now and Not 
Yet coffees—it takes the edge off the caffeine, 
she says. 

Lisa started as a volunteer in the Now and Not 
Yet kitchen six months ago. 

It was a sharp change of pace from her last job, 
working as a cleaner in accommodation houses 
in Tasmania. 

From working in isolation cleaning homes—
hard and tiring work—where the only person 
she communicated with was her employer 
via text, to the bustling, fast-paced kitchen on 
Warrandyte’s main street — it’s a big change, but 
a welcome one. 

“I love it here,” Lisa says. 
“I actually enjoy coming to work because there’s 

nothing worrying about it. 
“It’s a really comfortable and friendly place, and 

everyone just goes with the flow here.” 
It’s the people that make all the difference. 
The worst part of her old cleaning job was that 

she was always working alone, Lisa says, and that 
it was isolating and quiet. 

But here in the busy kitchen on Yarra Street, 
the word “quiet” certainly doesn’t come to mind. 

The kitchen, the coffee counter and the café 
floor are almost always teeming with people. 

And it’s these people, staff, customers and 
community members alike, that have made Lisa 
feel so welcome in Warrandyte. 

“I’m mixing with different people and I get to 
meet a variety of different people.  

“They’re just friendly and welcoming and they 
accept people for who they are — they don’t shun 
people or push them away, or judge them. 

“With me, it ’s just a different style of 
communication and instead of going ‘oh that’s 
too hard’, everyone here actually wanted to learn. 

“They’re taking the time to try to communicate 
through mime and gesture or by writing things 
down — they accept me for who I am.”

When Lisa joined the team in the kitchen, the 
communication process between staff members 
changed. 

Gone were loud vocal cues and yelled warnings 
(“HOT!), and in their place a bevy of basic sign 
language phrases, hand gestures and lots of 
smiles.

Lisa explains the system to me: one tap on the 
shoulder if somebody needs her attention, two 
taps to let her know somebody is walking behind 
her or carrying something hot, to avoid giving 
her a fright. 

“Sometimes it can be hard, so we have to write 
things down. 

But everyone is trying their best to communicate 
with me, and I’ve been teaching them some sign 
language.”

And they’ve taken a shine to it. 
Jack, a full time chef in the Now and Not Yet 

kitchen, has made a determined effort to learn 
AUSLAN and ensure that the kitchen is a safe, 
supportive and inviting place for Lisa. 

And as a result, his relationship with Lisa is an 
incredibly special one, where the roles of mentor 
and mentee are reciprocal: Jack teaches Lisa 
skills in the kitchen, and Lisa teaches him sign 
language and deaf awareness.

“It was a bit of a struggle to start with because 
I didn’t know any sign language — but because 
Lisa and I got along so well, it was easier to learn 
from her. 

“I’m not fluent obviously, but I’ve learned 
things like bacon, lamb…the really important 
words! It’s fun but it’s a lot of work to remember,” 
Jack says.

They’re both visual learners, and Lisa says 
having Jack in the kitchen with her ensures every 
day is filled with plenty of learning — but plenty 
of fun too. 

“[Jack] has a really cheeky laugh and we have 
a good giggle in the kitchen together,” she says. 

Laura Bell, Lisa’s case worker from Sign for 
Work, says that being employed by Now and Not 
Yet has been a transformative experience for Lisa. 

“Lisa has struggled in employment previously; 
but now I see this happy and excited person every 
single day. 

“Her confidence wasn’t there and her sense 
of self-worth, but to see the change in her is 
amazing,” she said.

But Laura Bell says that it’s a rarity for a deaf 
person to find such a cooperative and supportive 
workplace in Melbourne. 

Now and Not Yet is the exception.
“For us to find people who are so accepting and 

willing to employ a deaf person…and they did it 
all own their own, without us prompting them! 

“Even when Lisa was just a volunteer here, they 
all wanted to learn sign language, learn how to 
communicate and make it easier for her. 

“Most hearing people don’t try to involve 
themselves in the deaf persons experience, it’s 
just sort of like, you’re here in my hearing world, 
work it out — that makes it really hard to keep a 
deaf person in employment,” Laura says.

“So finding a special, unique place like this… 
they on their own said ‘how can we become deaf? 
How can we make your life easier?’. 

“In this situation, we’ve not come across any 
roadblocks, it’s just about saying how can we 
support Lisa? How can we make this experience 
great?”

Laura and Lisa agree that it’s not just about 
finding and creating opportunities, but more 
broadly contributing to deaf awareness.

“The wider community today just doesn’t 
accept something as basic as hearing loss — I 
can’t understand it, and it makes it so hard — but 
the community here in Warrandyte, we need 
more people like the people here,” Laura says.

“Just because somebody is hard of hearing or 
deaf, that doesn’t mean they don’t have the skills 
to succeed and to work, it’s about patience and 

resilience, and they can be on the exact same level 
as their hearing counterparts.”

And café owner Derek Bradshaw, says it’s 
people like Lisa that are the reason he does the 
work he does. 

“It’s why we exist, there’s no point in being a 
social enterprise and putting money back into the 
community if you’re not actually willing to really 
live it in everything you do,” Derek says.

“I’d say that probably over a third of our staff 
have faced some kind of significant challenge or 
have a learning disability. 

“We actually kind of gravitate towards 
employing people that maybe wouldn’t be 
offered a job in a more mainstream workplace. 

“For me, that’s one of the most exciting things 
about this place is the opportunity to assist and 
help people every day and provide employment 
and training — it’s pretty hard to put a value on 
that.”

Derek is implementing a number of workplace 
modifications to make Lisa’s job easier, including 
putting a mirror in the kitchen so Lisa can see 
behind her, and getting Lisa a watch or pager, 
that can vibrate to let her know when alarms or 
timers are going off on the kitchen appliances. 

Lisa’s not sure what’s next for her, but for now, 
it’s all about becoming a better chef, learning 
more skills and completing her TAFE course in 
culinary arts and hospitality. 

Chef Lisa breaking sound barrier at N&NY

Gimme Shelter
North Warrandyte residents were delighted to their bus stop had been made into a 
home away from home to make the early morning wait for the bus a little more cosy.

Photo: JEREMY LOFTUS-HILLS
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WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE MEAL  
AT THE GRAND? 

Sweet Potato Gnocchi

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE THING ABOUT 
WARRANDYTE?

Walking my dog along the river.

FAVOURITE DRINK: 

Prosecco

FAVOURITE SPORT: 

Football

WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT THE GRAND?

The history, stories and encounters 
with ghosts!

WHAT’S YOUR BEST MEMORY OF THE GRAND?

Watching the pub change and grow 
over the last 7 years.

WHAT FOOTBALL TEAM DO YOU GO FOR?

Hawthorn

FACES
B R I D I E  C O G H L A N  

T H E  G R A N D  W A R R A N D Y T E

WAITRESS / BARTENDER - 7 years

Showcase your favourite spots, 
the places you take your friends 
and family or that you suggest to 
visitors.  

Be inspired by our local heritage, our 
beautiful parks, waterways and day 
trip favourites that are truly photogenic, 
then share your best photos with us.

Don’t miss yout chance to win great 
prizes and have your photo featured 
in the 2018 Manningham Community 
Calendar.

Upload your entries between: 
4 September – 2 October 
Vote for your favourite: 
7 October – 22 October 
Winners announced:  
27 October

Prizes: 
First prize:    
$600 prepaid money gift card
Second prize:    
$400 prepaid money gift card

Third prize:    
$200 prepaid money gift card

To upload your entries and to view the competition 
terms and conditions, visit 

www.yoursaymanningham.com.au/photo-competition

ENTER TO WIN 
THE 2018 

MANNINGHAM 
COMMUNITY CALENDAR

PHOTO COMPETITION  

Residents and visitors to Manningham are invited to grab 
their camera (or their phones) to capture our local treasures 
and delights as part of the 2018 Manningham Community 
Calendar Photo Competition.

CAPTURE LOCAL TREASURES

Dear Diary,
Serendipity was upon us when we were driving 
through Warrandyte a few weeks ago.

10 years ago my Scottish husband’s very special, 
authentic Ross Ancient Hunting kilt went missing.

He last wore it at our wedding and when we went to 
look for it a few weeks later to retrieve our original 
wedding certificate, which was in the kilt bag… we 
couldn’t find it anywhere.

We made enquiries and looked all over Melbourne.

My poor mum thought she could have taken it to the 
kilt hire shop in South Melbourne when she returned 
the wedding hire kilts, but it was not there and never 
found.

UNTIL… my husband and I were driving through 
Warrandyte a few weeks ago and happened to glimpse 
into the Lions Op Shop window.

Hanging in the window was my husband’s very 
unique, green kilt!

We turned the car around in silence, and sat out 
the front for a minute and my husband said, “yes…. 
that’s my kilt”.

This kilt was made in Edinburgh and given to my 
husband by his parents on his 21st birthday.

It has seen so many magic times... ceilidhs at St 
Andrews University, hogmanys, bringing in the 
millennium in the streets of Edinburgh when we met, 
and our very own wedding.

Sadly, my husband’s mother passed away nearly 12 
months ago in Scotland, which made it more of a 
shame. She would love for this kilt to be passed onto 
one of her grandsons.

So there it was. 

It still had my husband’s silver Ross clan pin on it that 
had been bent during one night out.

We went straight into the op shop and babbled 
excitedly about finding the kilt to the girls at the 
register.

They told us we were in the nick of time as they were 
just about to take it out the back, as there was interest 
to buy it… they had looked up how much it was worth 
on Ebay.

They gave us a discount and we bought it back!

But they had no information about who had handed it 

to the op shop, and either did the other staff I phoned.

The closest lead we had was when a few weeks later 
my mum was telling the story to a lady whom she had 
just met from Ringwood.

The lady said she had a Scottish heritage, which is 
why my mum thought she would like to hear the kilt 
story. Well it turned out that this lady who was not a 
local, happened to be in the Warrandyte op shop at 
the same moment they took the kilt out of the bag and 
hung it up in the window. 

She remembered admiring the kilt and the pin, and 
fancied buying it herself!

But still no more information as to who bought it in.

We couldn’t be happier to have it back and would love 
to know of its travels.

We could write a book about the magic kilt!

If anyone can enlighten us as to where the kilt was 
found and what it has been up to these last 10 years 
we would love to hear about it.

Kylie Ross 
Warrandyte

Anyone with information to help solve this mystery 
can email editor@warrandytediary.com.au

By SANDI MILLER
THIS YEAR’S Manningham Mayoral Ball has 
“disco fever” and time is running out to buy 
your tickets to be part of the fun.

The event, on Friday October13, will be 
dedicated to raising funds to establish a 
Headspace program within the municipality.

Headspace is the National Youth Mental 
He a l t h  Fo u n d a t i o n  p r o v i d i n g  e a r l y 
intervention mental health services to young 
people.

Manningham Mayor Cr Michelle Kleinert 
said there was a need for further mental 
health resources for people aged 12 to 25 in 
Manningham. 

“I’m excited to announce that Council 
is working with Headspace Hawthorn to 
address this by introducing a dedicated 
outreach program to our city,” she said. 

“The 2017 Mayoral Community Ball will 
raise money to introduce and support the 
program here.”

The program covers four core areas, 
including mental health, physical health, 
work and study support, and alcohol and 
other drug services.  

To assist in raising funds, the Kiwanis Club 
of Manningham is holding a raffle with some  

 
seriously tempting prizes donated by local 
businesses.

Even if you can’t make it to the Ball, you 
can still help by buying a ticket in the raffle.

First prize is a five course meal for ten 
people in your own home by celebrity chef 
Jeffrey Tan.

Warrandyte’s own Quinton’s IGA have 
donated trolley full of groceries, and MC for 
the ball, Ivana Babbleoff (pictured), dropped 
in to Warrandyte to give the prize a test run 
and to say thanks to Julie and her team for 
their generous support.

You will see Ms Babbleoff’s antics on a video 
at the Manningham Council’s website and 
social media pages soon.

Raffle tickets are $2 each and will be drawn 
on the night of the Ball.

You may just spot the Mayor down at the IGA 
in the coming weeks selling raffle tickets, so 
make sure you use the opportunity to secure 
the winning ticket for yourself.

For more information and to purchase ticket 
for the event, please visit www.manningham.
vic.gov.au/mayoral-ball or call Jenny 
Hovarth or 9840 9304

Tartarn history mystery 

Manningham Mayor 
catches disco fever

your say
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Simon Wonga — a man of destiny
By JIM POULTER

Birrarung stories

August has always been a season of its own
By JO FRENCH

corner of my eye

In the April edition, I spoke about 
Simon Wonga and the 1852 corroboree 
at Pound Bend, but there is much more 
to his story. 

To show you the esteem in which I 
hold Simon Wonga, to me he stands 
alongside Sir John Monash as the two 
greatest Victorians ever. 

This is notwithstanding that General 
Monash virtually won the First World 
War for the Allies. 

Big call but let me tell you something 
of Wonga’s life and achievements and 
you can judge for yourself.

Wonga was born at Woori-Yallock 
in 1821. 

As indicated in the June edition, he 
was present as a 13-year-old at the 
‘Treaty’ meeting with Batman on the 
Plenty River at Greensborough in 1835. 

Wonga was the son of Billibelleri 
who had become Headman of the 
Wurundjeri in 1836.

A quick learner with a prodigious 
memory, Wonga was marked out for 
tribal leadership at an early age. 

It was irrelevant that his father was 
tribal leader, because Aboriginal 
leadership is decided only on merit.

T h i s  i n c l u d e s  c o n d i t i o n s  o f 
knowledge and character. 

At eighteen years of age in 1839 
Wonga was sent on a Walkabout trial to 
Mount Dandenong, but badly injured 
his foot. 

Without food or water for four days, 
Wonga was close to death when his 
father finally found him. 

Billibelleri then piggy-backed his son 
to the station of the settler at Ferntree 
Gully, Reverend Clow, who contacted 

the Aboriginal Protector, William 
Thomas. 

Over the next few months Wonga was 
nursed back to full health by Thomas 
and his wife, but Billibelleri instructed 
Wonga to stay with the protector and 
learn what he could of Whitefellah 
ways. 

Over the next four years Wonga 
h e l p e d  T h o m a s  e s t a b l i s h  t h e 
Aboriginal Reserve at Nerre Nerre 
Warren near where Reverend Clow 
had his main station in present day 
Knox. 

Clow had rather unconventional 
views for a man of that time. 

He believed that Aboriginal people 
should be given control of their own 
areas of land to establish an economic 
base like white people, growing crops 
and managing livestock. 

It was a view that Wonga quickly 
adopted.

When Billibelleri died in August 
1846, Wonga, at barely twenty-five was 
asked by the Elders to be Headman of 
the whole Kulin federation. 

He then began to put his plan into 
action by getting teams of Aboriginal 
men and women to gain employment 
on the farms of local settlers, so 
they could learn crop cultivation, 
building construction and livestock 
management skills.

At first he was not successful, but 
with the advent of the gold rush in 
1851 many white workers deserted 
their employers. 

This drove up the opportunities and 
wages for Aboriginal workers. 

As local people are well aware, 

the gold rush actually began in 
Warrandyte, but it is not well known 
that Wonga in fact won the contract 
with a publican from Richmond, to 
build the first beer hut in Warrandyte. 

After the work was done the publican 
tried to pay Wonga less than the agreed 
sum. 

Aboriginal people had no standing 
in court and could not give evidence, 
so the publican thought he was on a 
safe bet. 

However, Wonga went to William 
Thomas who was also a magistrate, 
and Thomas threatened to personally 
sue the publican if he didn’t pay up.

Ten years before the gold rush began 
Billibelleri had tried to get Pound Bend 
declared an Aboriginal Reserve. 

It was finally gazetted in 1851, only for 
the gold rush to make it unworkable. 

Wonga could see that tribal life was 
finished, so he organised one last 
great corroboree at Pound Bend in 
March 1852. 

At this first ever “Warrandyte 
Festival” 165 years ago, Wonga and his 
people said farewell to their traditional 
life.

After  the cor roboree,  Wonga 
c o nt i nu e d  a r ra n g i n g  c o nt ra c t 
labour whilst negotiating with the 
government to gain suitable land ‘to 
farm like Whitefellahs’. 

U l t i m a t e l y  h e  g a i n e d  l a n d 
at  C o ra n d e r rk  a n d  i t  b e c a m e 
economically and socially the most 
successful Reserve in Australian 
history. 

When Wonga died in December 1874 
his cousin William Barak succeeded 

him as Headman.
The only part of the story left to tell is 

how Wonga Park got its name. 
When a new station was set up near 

Warrandyte in the mid 1850’s, Wonga 
sought employment for his men. 

Asked if they could muster horses, 
Wonga said yes, so the owner pointed 
to a herd of horses in the distance, 
inviting Wonga to round them up and 
put them in the corral. 

Expecting Wonga to get on a horse 
and crack a whip, he was surprised 
when Wonga instead went to the 
corral, opened the gate and started 
neighing like a lead stallion. 

Within minutes fifty horses had put 
themselves in the corral and Wonga 
simply closed the gate. 

The owner was so impressed that he 
gave them all jobs and named his new 
station Wonga Park.

AUGUST — it’s when many of us 
head north and if we can’t do it, we 
dream about it.
We’ve had enough of the chills and 
ills of winter and the cold weather 
seems to have taken over our lives. 
It’s in all our conversations and 
seems all consuming.
Recently, I heard someone mention 
that August was a season of its own 
and it struck a chord.  
August is often a difficult month for 
me, and for many of those in my 
inner circle.
Sickness seems to just hang around 
and motivation flies out the window 
at its earliest convenience.
I was an immediate convert to this 
idea of a new season, so I did a little 
investigating. 
Seems it’s not a new thing after all. 
Allow me to explain.
Across Australia there are many 
Indigenous calendars. 
Most have six or seven seasons, in-
cluding that of the Kulin nation - the 
five Aboriginal language groups that 
make up what we know as Greater 
Melbourne and Central Victoria, 
including the Wurundjeri People.
According to Museums Victoria: 
“The Kulin have a detailed local un-
derstanding of the seasons and the 
environment. 
Each season is marked by the move-
ment of the stars in the night sky and 
changes in the weather, coinciding 
with the life cycles of plants and 
animals.”
Their calendar has seven seasons 
and, not surprising, August is a sea-
son of its own: 

It’s called Guling Orchid Season, and 
it is marked by orchids flowering, the 
silver wattle bursting into colour and 
male koalas bellowing at night.  
Poorneet Tadpole Season, (Septem-
ber and October) is when tempera-
tures rise, rain continues and the pied 
currawongs call loudly. 
The days and nights are of equal 
length.
Buath Gurru Grass Flowering Season, 
(November) is warm and it often 
rains.  (A good thing to remember as 
we start planning picnics.)
Kangaroo-Apple Season, (December) 
is marked by its changeable, thun-
dery weather, longer days and shorter 
nights.
Biderap Dry Season, (January and 
February) has high temperatures and 
low rainfall.
Iuk (Eel) Season, (March) is when the 
hot winds stop and the temperatures 
cool, while the manna gums flower 
and the days and nights are again 
equal in length.
Waring Wombat Season, (April-July) 
has cool, rainy days and misty morn-
ings, with our highest rainfall and 
lowest temperatures.
Seven seasons seem to make a lot of 
sense.

In my research, I stumbled across 
some notes from a workshop that was 
held in Warrandyte, in March 1994.
The workshop was initiated by Alan 
Reid, now a renowned naturalist and 
environmental writer. 
He was interested in including Abo-
riginal knowledge of seasonal change 
together with local knowledge from 
regions of Australia, and had suggest-
ed the workshop to pool observations 
within the region to look for seasonal 
patterns. 
This seemed to be the catalyst for 
ongoing work by other naturalists 
into the seasonal calendars of the 
Melbourne area.  
Monitoring was undertaken by many 
birdwatchers, plant surveyors and 
others with an interest in document-
ing changes in local flora and fauna, 
and, later that year, an interim local 
calendar of six seasons for the middle 
Yarra region was launched.
Some years later, more observations 
were added, and the calendar was 
adjusted.
In brief, it seems they have done away 
with autumn for this six-season cal-
endar, but here are some key points 
from their findings:

•  high summer, from early December 
to early February, when beetles 

and xenica butterflies appear 
and young fish come up from the 
estuaries

•  late summer, from early February 
to early April, when the Yarra 
River becomes muddier, young 
platypuses emerge and eels move 
downstream

•  early winter, from early April to 
early June, when morning mists are 
in the valleys, migrating birds arrive 
from Tasmania and casuarinas 
flower

•  deep winter, from early June to late 
July, when the weather becomes 
colder, heavy rains fall, orchid 
rosettes appear and silver wattles 
flower 

•  early spring, from late July to late 
September, when more wattles 
begin blooming, many species 
of birds begin nesting and joeys 
emerge from the pouch

•  true spring, from late September to 
early December, when seed-eating 
birds, such as finches and parrots, 
begin nesting, platypuses lay eggs, 
the Yarra rises and tadpoles are in 
the ponds

Personally, I don’t want to do without 
the word autumn as it conjures up so 
much colour and meaning, but hav-
ing a local calendar that incorporates 
indigenous knowledge seems to fill in 
the gaps and paint a more complete 
picture of the world immediately 
around us.
So, with a greater understanding 
from those that lived dependent on 
the rhythm of the seasons combined 
with the findings from the workshop 
in Warrandyte, perhaps we can all 
approach this next season a little 
wiser, be a little more prepared, and 
just maybe next winter won’t seem so 
long if we acknowledge Guling.

References:
museumsvictoria.com.au/forest/
climate/kulin.html
emelbourne.net.au/biogs/
EM01345b.htm
Calendar source: Museum Victoria
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THIS ADVENTURE began in the 
second week of July.  

Peter and I drove north through 
Coober Pedy and Alice Springs. 

Our prime destination, Lorella 
Springs, is a million acre property 
that spreads inland from the Gulf of 
Carpentaria to the edge of Limmen 
National Park. 

The bitumen was left behind near 
Borroloola and the last stretch was 
180 km of corrugations, stones and 
bulldust. 

It took us 3.5 hours to reach the 
homestead and campground.
1  Some local residents were in a 

pool to greet us:  a couple of small 
freshwater crocs, turtles and a range 
of fish.

We soon had a dip in the natural 
Magical Pool where water felt the same 
as the air on a warm afternoon. 

Floating on my back I  traced 
the overhanging paperbark trees, 
pandanus and vines.  

We learned quickly that standing in 
the shallows invited sharp nips from 
something in the water — perhaps it 
was the archer fish that we had seen 
as we entered. 

Dripping refreshingly and dust 
washed away, we wandered upstream 
along the banks. 

A small boat tied beside a metal 
bridge tempted us to push off under 
the paperbarks. 
2  A sharp eye was needed to 

avoid crashing through the webs of 
numerous large orb-weaving spiders 
holding their legs in the cross position. 

THE MANNINGHAM Ceramic Art Award exhibition is 
currently on display at the Manningham Civic Centre.

Artists from all over Australia were shortlisted for the 
$10,000 prize.

Local Warrandyte Artists, Jane Annois and Raymond 
Young are among the finalists selected to display their 
works.

The major prize winner was announced at the exhibition 
opening on August 16 with David Ray walking away with 
the gong for his earthenware sculpture, WILD.

The artist described his work as a “critical comment 
to contemporary consumerism and the less reputable 
aspects of our national identity through often flamboyant 
baroque creations”.

“WILD explores the juxtaposition between the perception 
of the beautiful and the ugly.

“Decoration is incorporated within the body of the work, 
weaving, twisting and turning, with a confounding plethora 
of images, motifs and decals — the ‘glamour of the artificial’ 
colliding, almost in total meltdown,” he said.

Merit Awards were also given to: 
Eva Glac for her exquisite floral piece, Corymbia Pectus.
Magdalena Dmowska for a series of vases entitled Still 

Life 3.
Timothy Clarkson for his seemingly melting piece 

Washed Away.
Bridget Foley for her porcelaneous stoneware vases, 

entitled Shifting Sands

Words & photos LINDA ROGAN

nature Seeking tropical creatures and warmth

Manningham Ceramic Art Prize

Bridget Foley, Shifting Sands

Timothy Clarkson, Washed Away

Jane Annois, Pair Raymond Young, Untitled David Ray, WILD

Magdalena Demowska, Still Life 3

Eva Glac, Corymbia Pectus

A startling flash of iridescent blue 
wings and tail ahead proved to be the 
blue-winged kookaburra. 

The glossy blue-black head of the 
paperbark flycatcher glistened as 
we watched it hunting along the 
streamside vegetation.  

A scuffling along the bank revealed 
a  p h e a s a n t  c o u c a l ,  o t h e r w i s e 
camouflaged with its bars of cream 
and brown.

There was something different to see 
each time we explored the creek area. 

At night wearing bright head lamps 
we found mostly frogs.  

In addition to the frequently seen 
rocket frogs, there were northern dwarf 
tree-frogs and several other species of 
native frogs. 

Sadly cane toads of all sizes were 
also seen.

My eye is always seeking any sign of 
native bees. 

Although the temperature was right, 
little was blooming at eye height so I 
didn’t expect to see a lot of bees. 

But wherever blue waterlilies were 
open in the sunshine, their yellow 
centres were peppered with little black 
stingless bees. 

Even better there was a natural hive 
in a hollow log where I could watch 
the occupants working on the tubular 
entrance to the hive.  

There are eleven species of stingless 
bee species in Australia; they do 
produce honey that can, under some 
circumstances be harvested. 

Many people would love to keep 
them in Victoria but sadly they don’t 
do well south of Sydney.

Much more was revealed as we 
explored some of the 4wd tracks 
around the property. 

One day we paddled a boat along 

Crocodile Springs where overhanging 
paperbarks reflected in the morning 
light.  
3  We spotted a pair of nankeen 

night-herons and later watched an 
adult sized juvenile.

Further up the track we crawled 
on our knees to enter the Musterer’s 
Cave where I was delighted to see 
dragonflies clinging to the walls and 
roof.  
4  These are the cave dusk-hawker 

dragonflies, an Australian endemic, 
they are found in caves across the 
north of the country. 

That day, as usual, the afternoon 
was very hot so the perfect finish was 
a dip in the Inkpot, a deliciously cool 
and clean pool naturally overhung 
with golden blooming Grevillea. 
5  My day was made finding a Giant 

Water Bug, also known as a toe-biter 
that was nearly 7cm long.

It is the largest true bug in Australia. 
This one was beyond biting. 
In spite of the dry season there was 

much to learn and enjoy at Lorella 
Springs. 

We had hoped to arrive home 
in emerging spring weather but 
unfortunately winter has hung on 
a bit. 

Never the less the wattles have been 
showing their golden glory and many 
other blooms are appearing. 

In September I will be watching for 
the first of the solitary native bees to 
appear around Warrandyte and in 
my garden. 

All it needs is a little sunshine. 

1 2

3 4 5
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By LYNDA GILBERT
THE FRIENDS of Warrandyte State 
Park (FOWSP) is a local not for 
profit organisation formed in 1982 
with a focus on conservation and 
education. 

Spring is an exciting time when 
the Warrandyte bush comes alive 
with flowers of all sorts and the 
sounds of birds. 

FOWSP volunteers enjoy 
wildflower walks, the annual 
koala count, Friend or Foe wattle 
challenge (where they learn the 
difference between weeds and local 
wattles) and finishing planting 
projects in the Warrandyte State 
Park.  

Volunteers meet each Thursday 
to grow flora indigenous 
to Warrandyte for planting 

in our State Parks and gardens.   
FOWSP nursery holds its annual 

Spring Sale each Thursday morning 
from 9:30am–12:30pm until the end 
of October.  

The nursery will also be open on 
Saturday October 7 (in conjunction 
with the Warrandyte Market) from 
9am–2pm.  

We are offering 20% off all plants 
of excellent quality, and have a 
good range of spring flowering 
shrubs to brighten up your garden. 

The nursery is located at the end 
of Pound Bend Road, Warrandyte, 
near the Parks Vic Rangers’ office. 

SPRING IS IN the air, so it’s time to get 
out and start preparing your garden 
to enjoy during the warmer weather.

The most efficient way to get your 
projects underway is getting your 
supplies from a local — plus when 
your supporting a local business 
you’re also supporting a local family.

Supersoil Warrandyte has all your 
building and garden requirements 
and Shane and Leisa McMullin are 
always ready to source anything to 
help you out.

Supersoil, as many know, is the old 
Soil Shop owned by the fabulous Ron 
and Jan Day — McMullins knew they  
had big boots to fill when they bought 
the Day’s business in 2008.

R o n ’s  l e g a c y  o f  c o m m u n i t y 
involvement is being carried on 
by Shane and Leisa who regularly 
support our local kinders, schools 
and sporting clubs as well as the 
beloved CFA, even dedicating part 
of their Warrandyte art display to the 
fire brigade.

But the pair also have a commitment 
to supporting their customers.

“Thankfully our customer service 
has won a loyal and loving following 
from many Warrandyte residents, and 
further abroad, Leisa told the Diary.

“We are blessed to have a rich 
mountain soil that is a part of our 
famous vegetable soil we deliver all 
over Melbourne and as far as Portsea 
and Geelong.

“We specialize in blended soils 
and mulches often blending special 

requests for our regular customers,” 
she said.

With two brand new trucks and 
excellent drivers they say they can 
service even the most difficult 
Warrandyte and North Warrandyte 
driveways. 

No delivery is too small and all local 
deliveries are $23.

“If you haven’t popped in to say  
hello, please do and we are looking 
forward to spring and helping you 
create magical gardens” said Leisa.

HOME GROUND 
ADVANTAGE

Friends of Warrandyte State Park spring sale

What a super time to get out in the garden

“IN THE SPRING, at the end of the day, 
you should smell like dirt.”

When designing your kitchen 
gardens, one of the most important 
elements to consider is the sun. 

People forget that vegetables need 
lots of light to grow and position their 
gardens in the shade. 

Full  sun is best for vegetable 
growth although half a day of sun is 
usually enough to encourage healthy 
development as well. 

Try to plant your gardens in rows 
from north to south, with taller plants 
at the southern end. This will ensure 
that all rows receive an equal amount 
of sunlight. 

Mixing flowers and vegetables in 
the vegetable garden (or plant them 
together in your main garden) adds 
fragrance, height and colour to your 
garden and means that it puts on a 
display all year round. 

More importantly, by integrating 
flowers and vegetables the health of 
your plants will be heightened. 

Some flowers deter pests,  while 
others attract bees and butterflies 
to help with the pollination of your 
garden. 

Artichoke plants in your main garden 
beds are a dramatic statement plant. 

Nasturtiums and marigolds deter 
aphids and other pests, while tansy 
keeps away flying insects and ants. 

Petunias protect beans and nettles 
keep potato bugs away from potato 
crops. 

Kids love getting out into the garden. 
Encouraging children to plant 

and care for vegetables is not only 
important for their understanding 
of where their food comes from and 
how it grows, but also they develop 
an understanding of health, nutrition 
and wellbeing.

They get outside and breathe in the 
fresh spring air and get exercise. 

They love working with gardening 
tools (you can get kids sized tools 
as well) and you try to prise the 
wheelbarrow from them! 

And they LOVE getting their hands 
dirty.

Our kids are lucky in that most of the 
local schools are involved in School 
Kitchen Gardens and some with the 
Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden 
Program. 

I thought I might mention some 
combinations of plants that DON’T 
like each other — artichokes/garlic, 
broccoli/strawberries and tomatoes, 
cauliflower/tomatoes and spinach, 
onions/all beans, garlic/peas and 
beans, cucumbers/tomatoes, peas/
potatoes, cabbages/tomatoes. 

You may find if your vegetable garden 
isn’t flourishing you may need to do 
some research in gardening “happy 
bedfellows”. 

Some plants do very well with 
other plants growing alongside them 
sometimes because they like the same 
growing conditions, but often because 
they attract good insects or repel 
pests, sometimes they offer shade, or 
loosen the soil for the others roots. 

Marigolds (they deter a lot of different 
pests) are a lovely bright additions to 

the vegetable garden, they are the best 
known friend of most vegetables but 
potatoes, tomatoes, asparagus and 
cabbage especially. 

Artichokes/parsley, runner beans/
sweetcorn, zucchini/borage and 
nasturtiums, cauliflower/thyme, 
sage, mint, rosemary, dill, potatoes, 
tomatoes/asparagus, carrots, celery, 
onions, parsley, radishes/cucumber, 
peas, lettuce and nasturtiums lettuce/
carrots, cucumber, garlic, strawberries, 
beetroot/onions are just a few. 

Now is the time to plant squash, 
melons, zucchinis and pumpkins into 
the warming spring soil. 

And September is also the time to 
plant asparagus and rhubarb, carrots 
and parsnip. 

Give tomatoes a couple more weeks 
for the soil to warm a little more.

Another tip while we are talking 
planting seeds — if you have seeds that 
are old from the previous year/s or you 
are not sure of the quality of the seeds. 

If you sprinkle a few of them on a 
damp piece of kitchen paper towel 
and keep in a warm place you will see 
if they germinate after a short time. 

Then plant them in the seed raising 
mix if they are viable. 

So many seedlings to plant now on 
the beautiful spring days. 

Too many to mention but foxgloves, 
love-in-the-mist and asters are some 
of my favourites.

Remember to get the best results you 
must talk to your vegetables!

An old ironing board makes an 
excellent potting table as it is adjustable 
in height and easily stored away under 
the eaves or in the shed. 

Magnolias are disease free and are 
very hardy once established. 

They prefer an open sunny position 
and are amongst the most magnificent 
of the flowering trees and shrubs for a 
home garden. 

Just wanted to send a quick shout 
out to Warrandyte Food Swap who 
meet on market day (first Saturday of 
the month) on their second birthday. 

Make sure you head down on 
October 7 to see how it all works. 

“We create our gardens by giving 
them form, depth,  dignity and 
character. 

But in the end, I think it’s our gardens 
that give those things to us” Janelle 
McCulloch.

Have a great September in the 
garden. 

A gardeners guide to the kitchen garden
By KATHY GARDINER

gardening

For enquiries or if you wish 
to become a volunteer, please 
call 0408 317 327 or visit 
www.fowsp.org.au 
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By SANDI MILLER
FOLLOW A DIRT road deep into the Bend of Islands and 
will you come across a wonderland of imagination.

Tim Read is an artist turning reclaimed metal into glorious 
works of art.

Like his art, Tim turned a run-down property into 
something wonderful, buying an unliveable mud brick 
house where his family slept in a demountable during the 
six-year renovation process.

He established a sculpture trail around the five-acre 
property to display his works. 

Visitors explore a meandering path through the bushland 
property; where every few meters a new delight greets you.

He takes inspiration from the local landscape, but also 
working with reclaimed material can provide its own 
inspiration.

“Often the material is something that will give me the idea 
of doing something specific, and then there will be times 
that something will just crop up… all I know is there is a lot 
more in there I never feel like I am out of ideas,” he said.

He also enjoys working with other people’s ideas.
“Commission work is good because it pushes me to do 

things that I would normally do,” he said.
Time says he always has fun making the characters… but 

he tries not to get too attached to his works before they 
get sold.

“Don’t be afraid to let stuff go, because it makes space for 
something else… even with material… if it works for a piece 
use it and make space for something else.”

“The only bits that aren’t for sale are connected by 
something else, like the sculpture I made when a mate died 
of cancer, because it was the only way I could process it”.

Tim collaborates with artists who work in other media, 
such as painter Linda MacAuley.

“I had a commission for a koala for the side of a building 
in Franklin Street in the city and when I finished they said 
they would like a couple of screens with dancing Brolgas 
on them, can you do that? But I can’t draw at all… so we 
collaborated on that and we have been working together 
ever since,” he said.

“Any of the work with paint in it is hers, and often it has 
metal off my drop-saw in the paint and once the paint dries 
we hit it with a treatment and it pulls the rust into the paint, 
and gives it a really nice natural colour.

Potter Jack Latti produces pottery and glass artists Rob 
Haley provides glass components that get incorporated 
into Tim’s pieces.

The material comes from just everywhere, deceased 
estates, industry, construction, farm sales.

“Often people roll up with a carload of stuff and say, I 
have been keeping this stuff for something to do with it for 
ten years, and I never have, and I know you will,” he said.

Tread Sculpture is open to the public on the first weekend 
of every month, where you can spend a leisurely time 
exploring the works around the property and, if you find 
something you love, you can purchase any of the works 
on display. 

Another driver for Tim’s art is his advocacy for those who 
are marginalised and on the edges.

This advocacy has seen Tim and his family become 
involved in helping settle refugees from parts of Burma to 
Melbourne and Bright.

As Burma holds a special place in Tim’s heart, 10 % of all 
profits from Tread Sculptures goes to clothing, feeding and 
educating children in a Burmese village orphanage.

This compassion has also led to Tim being involved in 
facilitating a local Mind Health support group called “Blur”.

Blur is a confidential peer led support group who meet 
twice a month for coffee and cake at Now and Not Yet café; 
it is a safe place for people suffering mental health issues, 
or for anyone having a hard time — see page 20 for more 
details.

Tread Sculptures can be found at 225 Catani Boulevard, 
Kangaroo Ground, open first weekend of every month 
10am–3pm both Saturday and Sunday.

The artist turning scrap into metal masterpieces  

For more information:  
www.treadsculptures.com.au

Tim's boneyard 

Sculpture photos: BILL MCAULEY

Photo: JAMES POYNER
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The artist turning scrap into metal masterpieces  

Photo: JAMES POYNER
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WARRANDYTE MANIPULATIVE 
PHYSIOTHERAPY CENTRE

2 Trezise Street Warrandyte Vic 3113 
fax 9844 4090

Paul Gilling and Rebecca Van Der Jagt

9844 1566 

Event:  Film Society — Salt of the Earth
Place:   Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When:  Friday September 15
Time:   7pm for 7:30pm start
Cost:     2017/18 Membership $50
Contact:   www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au
  admin@wnh.org.au or 9844 1839

Event:  Comic Songs – I could have laughed all Night
Place:  Warrandyte Mechanics Institute
When:  Sunday September 17
Time:  2pm
Contact:   Malcolm 0435 763 215
Cost: $15 adults, $10 concession — at the door
Info:   The Diamond Valley Singers for a sing-a-long and a laugh. 

Proceeds will be donated to a variety of charities.

Event: St. Andrews Festival
Place:    St. Andrews Community Centre and Primary School  

35 Caledonia Street, St. Andrews
When: Sunday September 17
Time: 12–9pm
Contact: 9710 1223
Info:   Enjoy the atmosphere of our friendly community while 

listening to live music. Food vans, market stalls, wine and 
cider sales. Games, rides, face painting, fire trucks and 
much more.

Event:     AGM — Information Warrandyte Inc.
Where:    Warrandyte Community Centre
When:      Tuesday September 19
Time:        7:30pm
Info:   Information Warrandyte invites you to their Annual Gen-

eral Meeting. Supper will be served at the conclusion of 
the meeting. RSVP by Tuesday September 5  
on 9844 3082.   

Event:   Climate Change and the Risks to Health
 WarrandyteCAN information night
Place:   Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Friday September 22
Time:   7:30–9:30pm
Cost:     Gold coin donation appreciated
Info:   Special guest Dr Karen Kiang, a Melbourne expert in 

health issues and climate change, covers the risk and 
preventative actions we can take.

Event:        Blur Mental Health Support Group
Place:         Now and Not Yet Cafe
When:        Tuesday September 26 and October 10
Time: 8pm
Info:        Blur is a confidential peer led Mind Health support group. 

It is a safe place for people suffering mind health issues, or 
for anyone having a hard time.

Event:  Yarra Valley View Club Lunch
Place: Chirnside Park Country Club
When: Tuesday, September 26
Time: 12 noon
Contact:   Bookings essential: 0438 625 556 or 0409 403 968
Info:   Janet Hand, bird watching and bird attracting garden 

plants.

Event: Bellbird Singers in Concert
Place: Senior Citizens Hall, Taroona Ave, Warrandyte
When: Sunday October 8
Time: 2–3:30pm
Cost: $10 
Info:   You have heard the Bellbirds at the Anzac service and  

the Carols, now come along and hear the other songs  
they sing. 

Event:  Film Making & Photography
Place:   Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When:  Starts Thursday October 12
Time:  9:30am–12:30pm
Cost:  $199
Contact:   For more information or to register:  

www.warrandyteneighbourhoodhouse.org.au  
or admin@wnh.org.au or 9844 1839

Event:  10 Year Commemoration and AGM
  Andersons Creek (ACCA) Landcare Group
Place:  Currawong Bush Conference Centre, Reynolds Road,East 

Doncaster
When: Saturday October 14
Time:     2–4pm
Cost:   Free entry and refreshments
Info:   Guest Speaker, Biologist Adrianna Simmonds, an environ-

mental scientist who runs a wildlife centre in Wonga Park 
will present on the very current local issue of Protecting 
Wildlife — human problem requires a human solution.

Event:  Moving to Heal
Place:  Warrandyte Neighbourhood House
When: Starts Monday October 16
Time:  10:30–11:30am
Cost:  $104 – First session free
Contact:   For more information or to register: www.warrandyte-

neighbourhoodhouse.org.au or admin@wnh.org.au or 
9844 1839

buzz about town

OPENING SEPTEMBER 15, Proof 
is Warrandyte Theatre Company’s 
second production for 2017. 

This Pulitzer Prize and Tony 
Award winning play had been 
intriguing audiences since it 
debuted in 2000.

David Auburn’s  Proof   is a 
passionate, intelligent story 
about fathers and daughters, the 
nature of genius, and the power 
of love.

Catherine is a young woman 
fearful of inheriting her father’s 
genius and also his madness. 

Challenged by her sister’s return 
from New York and a fledgling 
relationship with Hal, her father’s 
ex-student, she struggles to prove 
both her sanity and her genius 
before her life is altered beyond 
her control.

Dire cte d by  exp er ience d 
Warrandyte alum Caroline 
Shaw and first time director Lisa 
MacGibbon, Proof has been an 
exciting production to direct with 
a cast that has given their all to 
bringing an honest and genuine 

portrayal of these very human 
characters to the stage.

The cast of Proof is a mix of 
new and familiar faces on the 
WTC stage. 

Bringing Catherine to life with a 
grace and lightness is Warrandyte 
newcomer Reschelle O’Connor. 

She is joined by Susie Kazda 
who brings a heavy sense of 
responsibility to older sister 
Claire. 

Returning to WTC after his role 
in Speaking in Tongues late last 
year is Michael Fenemore as the 
earnest and eager Hal. 

Rounding out the cast  is 
Tony Clayton, returning to the 
Warrandyte stage as the genius 
but troubled Robert.

Performances are September 
15, 16, 22 and 23 at 8:30pm and 
a matinee on September 23 at 
2:30pm.  

Tickets can be booked through 
Trybooking  
www.trybooking.com/RKAA

The Proof is in 
the watching

Proof Cast and Directors (Left to right): Tony Clayton, 
Lisa MacGibbon, Susie Kazda, Caroline Shaw, 
Reschelle O’Connor, Michael Fenemore

Photos: HARRY MILLWARD
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CYRIL By PAUL WILLIAMS

Yoga, meditation  
& creative dance

Release your stress
Improve your well being

Calm your mind in serene 
surroundings 

Classes for adults & children 

5a West End Rd, Warrandyte 
9844 1128 

bhavacentre@gmail.com

By TRACEY MAILE
STUDENTS OF Warrandyte Primary School last 
month staged a full school performance of Annie 
Jr, the school version of the musical Annie.  

Past parents and students may well recall 
previous years’ performances of Peter Pan, The 
Wizard of Oz, Alice in Wonderland and many 
others including The Old School Yard, which 
celebrated the school’s 150th birthday in 2013.  

This year’s production was another highlight 
for the school, with Annie Jr bursting onto the 
stage for one magical evening at the George 
Wood Performing Arts Centre on August 4.  

The packed audience loved the show, which 
featured a highly talented and entertaining lead 
cast, backed by beautiful singing and dance 
numbers from each class, all in glorious 1930s 
costumes ranging from street urchins to flappers 
and high society.

The musical showcased the immense talent 
and energy in every year level from Foundation 
to Grade Six.  

For most of the Foundation students, this was 
the first time they had ever been called upon to 
perform on such a big stage.  

Each class item drew on all three areas of 
performing arts — music/singing, dance and 
drama, with every student needing to play a 
character on stage to help tell the story. 

The singing, choreography, costuming and 
staging were impressive and a testament to the 
talent and vision of the school’s performing arts 
teacher, Kirsty Wolters.  

Echoing the thoughts of everyone in the 
audience, a first time parent at the school said 
afterwards: “We were just astounded at the level 
of professionalism.”  

Another parent asked if some professional 
child actors had been hired for the orphanage 
scenes, the Warrandyte Primary students were 
really THAT good.

Perhaps the most impressive aspect of the 
show was the confidence and sheer joy with 
which the students performed on the night.  

“This is what a strong performing arts 
programme is all about,” said Ms Wolters, “it’s 
providing all students with the confidence to get 
up and have a go, and opportunities to discover 
talents they never even knew they had.”  

One of the female leads said that before Annie 
Jr. she had never really thought of herself as 
a singer, but she now has the confidence and 
motivation to audition for musical productions 
at high school.  

Most of the students surprised themselves with 
their rising confidence through each rehearsal, 
and what they achieved on the night.  

Many of their families saw sparks that they 
hadn’t seen before.  

One parent was overheard to say at the end of 
the show: “I just never knew he had it in him!”  

Another first time parent at the school sent a 
message to the staff afterwards saying: “[this is 
our son’s] third primary school, and there has 
been nothing like this for our beautiful boy who 
loves to sing and dance! Congratulations to all 
involved!”.

For the Grade Six students, Annie Jr was the 
culmination of years of developing their creative 
skills in singing, dancing and acting during their 
weekly Performing Arts classes at Warrandyte 
Primary. 

There was no shortage of talent to choose from, 
which made for a very strong lead cast this year.  

Auditions for the highly sought after lead 
roles began back in February, with students 
committing to lunchtime, after school and 
weekend rehearsals. 

While the students rehearsed during their 
performing arts classes and after-school in 
a large multi-purpose space at school (‘The 
Bampi’), they felt very excited and privileged 
to receive an authentic, professional stage 
experience by performing at the George Wood 
Centre which provides professional state of the 
art lighting, sound and special effects.

 “Our school productions are run in a very 
professional manner,” Ms Wolters went on to 
explain, “during our entire rehearsal process, 
we use the same theatrical terminology used by 
professional actors and production technicians.  

“Students are trained to be aware of their cues 
and be ready to enter the stage at the right time 
without teacher assistance.  

“For Annie Jr, no cues, entrances or exits were 
missed – all students were where they needed to 
be when they were meant to be there – without 
adults running around reminding them.  

“The students have developed incredible 
independence, maturity and professionalism 
which will stand them in good stead in any 
future productions or performances they might 
undertake.”  

By working together as a cast and taking 
responsibility for their overall performance 
in terms of costumes, props and stage cues, 
the students have developed important life 
skills, including teamwork, independence and 
problem solving.  

In fact, part of the theatrical experience is 
dealing with the unexpected on stage.  

This year, students needed to take the initiative 
by moving the set closer to the audience at one 
point, and another student stepped outside his 
comfort zone by taking on a larger acting role 
at very short notice to help a sick friend on the 
night.  

These changes were so smoothly done that 
none of the audience members were any the 
wiser.

When asked how they felt after the applause 
had stopped, most students said they wished 
they could get out on the stage and do it all 
over again. 

Several Grade Six students said that acting in 
front of such a large audience made them feel 
like they could try anything now and overcome 
previously held fears — including speaking in 
public.

While the students are excitedly asking what 
the next whole school production might be, 
Ms Wolters, is trying to catch her breath before 
the two performances of the Victorian State 
Schools Spectacular at the Hisense Arena on 
September 15.  

“It’s a very exciting time for eighteen of 
our Annie Jr performers who will also be 
representing WPS in Mass Dance — they 
will truly be celebrating this year’s theme — 
‘Anything is Possible’!” 

Annie Jr comes to Warrandyte Primary

essencebeel�ed

essencebeel�ed

Supporting parents 
and youth

Guiding Angels  
tutoring and 

mentoring for 
empowered learning 

(youth of all ages, 
specialising in  

year levels 11 & 12)

Ph +61 478 711 247 
beelovedessence@gmail.com
www.beelovedessence.com
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By TRACEY MAILE
THE PREP STUDENTS at Warrandyte 
Primary School have been learning all 
about the olden days and discovering 
that history starts with their own 
family.  

As part of this unit of work, the Preps 
recently invited parents, grandparents 
and even a few great-grandparents 
‘back to school’.  

This is a very special annual event, 
with the large classroom in the original 
stone building filled with wonderful 
sharing and conversation from the 
visitors.  

Many noticed the school room’s 
original hearth and fireplace mantel, 
where teachers used to prepare hot 
chocolate for students during the cold 
Warrandyte winters.  

Some parents and grandparents 
spoke of their own time at the school 

when they were students.  
The day gives many a nostalgic 

opportunity to return once more and 
watch their own child or grandchild 
learn in the very same classroom that 
they did.

To begin the morning, the Preps 
demonstrated a few of their favourite 
numeracy and literacy activities for 
their parents and grandparents, with 
a number of the visitors commenting 
on the impressive number skills being 
displayed.  

The Preps and family members 
then completed an activity that gave 
everyone the opportunity to discuss 
the similarities and differences in their 
childhoods.  

Even without hot chocolate heating 
in the fireplace in the corner, there was 
a sense of warmth in the joyful sharing 
of stories between generations.

By TAMARA BROWN
MANY OF THE Anderson’s Creek 
Primary School community know 
her as the happy go lucky office lady 
that does so much during the day to 
administratively support the staff, 
students and parents of their school. 

What many do not know is that 
Joanne Metcalfe has a secret identity. 

Yes, it seems that ACPS very own 
meek and mild office lady is in fact a 
former basketball star. 

Joanne's accolades on the basketball 
court include representing Australia 
from 1988 to 1992. 

Notably she was selected to play 
with the Opals as part of Australia’s 
World Championship and Olympic 
Games campaigns in 1990 and 1992 
respectively. 

But her achievements don’t stop 
there. 

ACPS were delighted just recently to 
learn that their very own Jo was just 
this week inducted into the Melbourne 
Tigers Basketball Club Hall of Fame — 
the first female player to bestow this 
honour.

Her induction was alongside other 
basketball superstars such Lindsay 
Gaze, Andrew Gaze and Mark Bradkte 
— now there’s some basketball royalty! 

Joanne’s Tigers-related basketball 
resume is particularly impressive. 

She started playing for the Melbourne 
Tigers in 1990, with 1991 proving an 
incredibly big year. 

Joanne was awarded the WNBL’s 
prestigious MVP award on the back 
of her being the league’s top shooter, 
with an incredible average of 22 points 
per game. 

She was also a member of the WNBL’s 
All Star Five, alongside another local in 
Michele Timms. 

Joanne finished her basketball career 
at the Melbourne Tigers in 1999. 

However, to this day she remains 
the club’s top points scorer (2202) and 
rebounder (986). With in-excess of 
100 games for Australia and a bronze 
medal (Australia’s first medal of any 
color) at a World Championships, it 
is little wonder that Joanne was also 
previously inducted into the WNBL 
Hall of Fame as life member and named 
as a top 25 player for the first 25 years 
of the WNBL. 

Sue Dyos, Acting Principal exclaimed 
‘We’re so proud of her, everyone 
at ACPS congratulates Jo on this 
wonderful achievement and we feel 
so privileged to have her here as part 
of the ACPS family’. 

The generation game

By TRACEY MAILE
THE BEGINNING of the year seems 
like a long time ago, when you consider 
how far Foundation (Prep) students 
have come since they started school 
back in February. 

On August 8, the Preps at Warrandyte 
Primary School celebrated 100 Days 
at school.  

To mark this milestone, a special day 
was held, with reading, writing and 
numeracy activities all celebrating the 
number 100.  

Students were also challenged to find 
out what they might look like when 
they’re 100 years of age, using an online  

 
aging app on their classroom iPads.  

Hilarious results on a five-year-old.   
Downright scary for this intrepid 

Diary reporter!  
A special lunch and presentation 

ceremony was held, with parents 
watching photos of a fabulous year so 
far, before certificates and a memento 
were presented to each child by the 
Principal, Craig Crouch.  

“It is amazing to watch the growth 
and success that every single child has 
achieved so far this year,” said Prep 
teacher, Kylie Lewis, “they have all 
come such a long way,” he said.

By SUE DYOS
RECENTLY NINE Year Eight students 
f rom War randyte  High S cho ol 
mentored all of the Grade Six students 
at Andersons Creek Primary School. 

The Year Eight Mentor for Primary 
School Transition program is a joint 
initiative undertaken by Gateways 
LLEN, the YMCA, Andersons Creek 
Primary School and Warrandyte High 
School.  

The aim of the program is to improve 
transition outcomes for students 
moving from Primary to Secondary 
schools.  

We offered the opportunity on a 
voluntary basis to Warrandyte High 
School students in Year Eight as they 
are well placed to offer the benefit 
of their own recent experiences of 
school transition to students currently 
enrolled in Primary School.  

This involvement of Year Eights 
provides Warrandyte High School 
students with an early leadership role 
in the school as well as an opportunity 
to have a positive input to the school 
transition process.

Year  Eight  students  received 
mentoring training by the YMCA, 
another organisation with which the 
school are working closely.  

The students’ active participation in 
the program was wonderful.  

The Year Eight mentors drew upon 
their own experiences of the transition 
process as well as their YMCA training. 

Once at Andersons Creek Primary 
School our student mentors ran an 
activity with the Grade Six students 
and participated in the allocated circle 
time to answer questions regarding the 
students’ concerns and worries about 
the move to a Secondary School.  

It was a huge success! 
The Andersons Creek Primary School 

Grade Sixes participated wonderfully, 

asking all sorts of great questions about 
high school life. 

The Andersons Cheek Primary 
School Grade Six teachers were equally 
supportive of this great initiative. 

Congratulations are also extended 
to the Year Eight mentors from 
Warrandyte High School who did an 
awesome job at facilitating and leading 
the circle time discussion. 

The mentors were:  Katie Blenkinsop; 
Olivia Campbell; Ethan Buchanan; 
Emma Dodds; Kaelem Long; Luke 
Myers; Jackson Murray; Ella Rogers 
and India Robinson.

By JOSEPH CARUANA
WARRANDYTE HIGH School recently 
had the pleasure of hosting, on two 
separate mornings, the Grade Five 
students from both Warrandyte 
Primary and Anderson’s Creek Primary 
School. 

The Grade Fives from Anderson’s 
Creek Primary School, as part of an 
expanded, three part, skill building 
and transition program, experienced  

 
an engaging Science and Digital 
Technology lesson. 

The Grade Five students from 
W a r r a n d y t e  P r i m a r y  S c h o o l 
participated in a high school style 
Food Technology and Science lesson. 

Current Warrandyte High School 
students who formerly attended both 
primary schools were at hand to offer 
assistance on their respective mornings. 

 
Both visits culminated in all students 
coming together for morning tea. 

The process of preparing students 
for the transition into high school 
whilst giving students a head start 
with specific high school skills is 
well underway at both local primary 
schools.

Warrandyte High School was very 
proud to be the host school. 

Demystifying the transition to high school

Grade fives get a taste of high school

100 days of school

Super achievements at ACPS
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By CONNIE SOLTY
EACH YEAR Yarra Warra Pre-school develops a 
quality improvement plan in accordance with 
excellent practise in early childhood education.

In 2016 the plan was to give the pre-school outdoor 
area a facelift. 

This generated in a new outdoor cooking kitchen, 
additional storage in the sand-pit area, and various 
small creative spaces developed for endless play 
opportunities. 

The greatest wish was to replace the kinder’s trickle 
stream. 

This became possible when grants officer Jaime 
Noye secured a generous grant from the Warrandyte 
Community Bank for 2017.

With the leadership from the Shevlin, Noye and 
Kooyman families, and supported by several kinder 
family working bees this dream became a reality.

The children were part of the design and discovered 
through play that gravity will allow the water to run, 
that they can halt its flow by building rock walls and 
with pumps helping the water move back uphill. 

In line with these designs, the children were 
involved in discussions around water use and its 
precious role within our world. 

The children’s ideas included a tank, pump and 
drain for the plants below, with guidance and 
practical demonstrations. 

 
“It’s really fun and you can roll water down it and 
gives the plants lots of water” said Olive.

“I love the trickle stream because it pumps water,” 
added Mitchell.

Chris Shevlin, from Gnangara Landscape 
Construction, helped managed the project with the 
end result better than anyone could have imagined.  

The trickle stream has led to amazing play 
opportunities allowing the children to develop their 
gross motor skills, while building relationships, 
language and problem solving within a creative area 
in the kinder’s beautiful bush setting.

The kinder committee and staff expressed thanks 
to all the families who helped make this possible 
for the children at Yarra Warra Pre-School, and 
to the Warrandyte Community Bank who made it 
conceivable for this dream to even eventuate.

“Altruism and community spirit at its best…thank-
you!!!!”

Limited spaces available for 2018 in our three-year-
old and four-year-old programs. 

For more details visit:  
www.yarrawarrapreschool.org

By TAMARA BROWN
IT WAS AN EXCITING time for the Grade Five and 
Six artists at Anderson’s Creek Primary School. 

The senior levels have been focusing on creating 
sculptures using clay. 

Julie Clarke, art teacher announced wonderful 
news to the budding artists at ACPS. 

“It is with much excitement that some of our 
Grade Five and Six students’ clay artwork has 
been selected for exhibition at Zart Art’s Student 
Gallery for term four,” she said.  

The Student Gallery in Box Hill is a dedicated 
space for young artists to showcase their work in 
a public forum. 

“The Gallery exhibits a range of artworks from 
both primary and secondary schools across 
Victoria, and it is a fabulous opportunity for our 
students to have their work displayed outside of 
our school,” Ms Clarke said.  

Students modelled with clay to create 
candlestick holders. 

This artwork was in line with student’s inquiry 
unit on gold. 

Candles and candlestick holders were essential 
tools of the miner, and selling these were one of 
the more lucrative professions on the goldfields. 

To create their artwork, the students rolled a clay 
slab for the base of the holder and made clay coils 
to hold the candle itself. 

Students learned joining techniques to adhere 
the coils to the base and add a handle. 

Students experimented with imprinting 
techniques to create interesting patterns in their 
piece. 

Once the clay had air-dried, students were able 
to glaze their work with colourful glazes. 

The artwork was then bisque fired in our kiln, 
followed with a brushed on gloss glaze and a 
final firing. 

The resulting clay candlestick holders were very 
colourful and vibrant, showing each student’s 
individual creative style and flare. 

Sue Dyos, acting Principal said: “we are 
extremely excited celebrating the artistic merits 
of our student artists and we look forward to the 
opening of the exhibition at Zart Art’s Student 
Gallery”. 

Everyone is welcome to visit the free Gallery 
from September 15 to November 28. 

The Gallery is found at Zart Art, 4/41 Lexton 
Road, Box Hill North. 

By TRACEY MAILE
SCIENCE IS A very big focus at Warrandyte Primary School, so 
Science Week is a great excuse to have some fun!  

Using a lesson from Scope IT, students in Grades Three and 
Four have started coding.

By learning how to use coding pairs, the objective was to give 
exact directions and learn to loop.  

There was great excitement every time the bird successfully 
reached the pig at the end, and what students thought of as 
a game, was actually teaching them some fundamentals of 
computer coding.  

The activity also enhanced maths skills by developing 
increasingly complex location knowledge, eventually defining 
directions based on angles. 

“The students at this school are really engaged in Science,” said 
Principal Craig Crouch, “but this took it to a whole new level.”

Fitting into the environmental studies and sustainability 
themes of Science Week at the school this year, students also 
made an environmentally friendly, durable and water resistant 
wax sandwich wrap.  

Many students have now switched over to using these in their 
lunchboxes instead of plastic.  

The school’s digital microscopes were put to good use, studying 
rockology and students enjoyed launching balloon rockets and 
discovering how to pierce a balloon with a skewer without 
bursting it.

Another highlight was making oobleck.  
For those of us at the Diary who didn’t know, trained Science 

teacher, Jenny McDonell explained that oobleck is a “non-
Newtonian fluid”.  

Apparently that means that it has properties of both liquids 
and solids, so if you slowly put your hand into it, it behaves like 
a liquid, but if you squeeze or punch the oobleck, it behaves 
like a solid (ouch!).  

The name actually comes from a Dr. Seuss book Bartholomew 
and the Oobleck and the substance is made by mixing 1 cup 
of corn flour with 1/2 a cup of water (plus a few drops of food 
colour).  

A science project this reporter immediately went home to try.  
Our mind was officially blown.

Yarra Warra celebrates its new trickle stream

Puttin’ on the Ritz
WARRANDYTE HIGH School prepares to put on another electrifying 
show that will see hundreds of the local community transported 
to Transylvania to enjoy this hysterically entertaining production. 

Based on the movie by the same name, Young Frankenstein, written 
by stage and screen legend Mel Brooks (Get Smart, The Producers), 
sees a hilarious parody of the 1930s horror movies where brains are 
transplanted and monsters can perform show-stoppers. 

With a huge score featuring one of the most unique versions of Puttin’ 
on the Ritz you’re ever likely to hear, this musical promises to be fun 
for everyone. 

Show opens Thursday September 14, with a performance on Friday 
15 and two shows on Saturday 16. 

Tickets start at just $12.  
They can be purchased at warrandytehigh.vic.gov.au or 9844 2749. 

Get your tickets before you’re too late!

Puttin’ on the Ritz

Exhibition of Anderson Creek 
Primary School’s Zartworks

Sensational science week at WPS

Photo: BELLY, BABY & CO PHOTOGRAPHY
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Wattle

Where there's a need
THERE'S A LION

Please contact our president 
Jenni Dean 0401 963 583 
if you are able to assist us 
in continuing our valuable 
community work.

Be part of an organisation which has a history of 
providing 100 years of service. 
At Australian Lions Clubs: 
 We serve where we live
 We are global
 We are friends, neighbours and leaders
 We help our communities to grow and thrive
  We give 100% of our fundraising and donations to 

our causes
  We do everything ourselves, we roll up our sleeves to 

help our local communities and our global network
 We are rich in heritage and pride
  We are proud our organisation is close to a century 

old and has a distinguished history of doing good 
works for the world

  We are open and dedicated to many causes
  Lions believe a community is what we make it
 Being part of something larger matters

By BEA BARRATT
THIS WAS MEANT to be a foodie piece…
and only a foodie piece. 

It was going to start with Warrandyte’s beautiful 
wattle season. 

It was going to finish with a recipe featuring its 
unique flavour. 

Then I started doing some research….and took 
a detour. 

I still cover our wild blossom and how it can 
bring a native culinary twist into our kitchens, 
but along the way I take in the way wattle has 
fluttered into Australia’s history, culture and, 
in a modern twist, hopes for a better future.   
According to historians, wattle has been part of 
our landscape for at least 30 million years. 

It can be found in every eco-system — it 
flourishes in all states.

It was an important and versatile resource for 
Indigenous people locally and nationally. 

They used its gum to bind axe heads, its bark to 
tan skins, its leaves to cure ailments and its wood 
for boomerangs.

In more recent times, wattle has served not 
as a tool but as a symbol - one that has become 
increasingly stronger. 

During World War I wives sent sprigs to their 
husbands overseas to remind them of home. 

After the war, generations of new Australians 
wore sprigs to show their new allegiance to their 
new country. 

Then, in Australia’s bicentennial year, 1988, the 
flower was officially declared our national flower. 

Its striking green and gold tones went on to 
determine our national sporting colours. 

Its radiating blossom shape inspired our Order 
of Australia medal design. 

Some people have begun advocating that the 
symbolic power of wattle is now so strong and 
so universal it could even help bring Australians 
together. 

They are calling for National Wattle Day, 
held on the first of September, to become 
the new Australia Day, with the current date 
considered by many to be “invasion day”. 
Terry Fewtrell made the case in The Age just a 
few days ago. 

“Wattle”, he said, “has been the great witness to 
the whole of the Australian story. 

“It has welcomed everyone - Aboriginals, 
colonials, postwar and 21st century migrants….
as a national symbol it unites us all.” 

So, with all that great, glorious and golden 
background in mind, here’s a recipe that will 
allow you to take the pleasure of Warrandyte’s 
wattle season into your kitchen. 

Wattle — it is not only  
beautiful … but delicious

This recipe has been developed especially for the Diary by Jack Lawrence,  

chef at Warrandyte’s community café Now & Not Yet.

Wattle seed scones
Ingredients

1 tbsp roasted and ground wattle seeds 

1 tbsp boiling water 

225g plain flour 

1 tsp baking powder 

Pinch salt 

30g unsalted butter 

150ml sour cream 

1 beaten egg

Instructions
Preheat oven to 190º. 
Prepare a baking tray with baking 
paper. 
Place wattle seeds into a small dish and 
cover with boiling water. Stir. Allow to 
cool to room temperature. You’ll notice 
the wattle seeds absorb the water and 
darken in colour. 
In a separate and larger bowl combine 
all the dry ingredients. Rub in the 
butter with the tips of your fingers 
(this helps to keep the dough light). 
You’re done when the mixture looks like 
breadcrumbs. 
Into this mixture make a well and add 
the remaining ingredients including 
the wattle seeds. Use a knife to bring 
everything together and form a soft 
dough. 
Turn the dough out onto a floured 
worktop. 
Gently pat it down to the thickness of  
2 to 3cms. 

Using a well-floured round cutter, 
around 8cm in diameter, press out the 
scones. Place the scones on the baking 
tray so that their edges are touching 
each other (this encourages them to 
rise up, rather than out).

Bake for up to 20 minutes (these 
scones do take longer than traditional 
scones) possibly even longer 
depending on your oven.

Once the base is golden brown and 
the centre cooked all the way through 
they’re deliciously ready. 
You’ll find that they have a wonderfully 
damper like texture with a warm and 
satisfying malty taste.

Serve with butter, Yarra Valley 
strawberry jam and a dollop of creative 
culinary pride.
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Coughs, colds or other winter ailments getting you 
down?

When you are suffering from a cold, cough or chest infection 
your breathing muscles have to work lot harder, therefore 

they may become tight, tired or overworked. 

Come into Warrandyte osteopathy and let us help you out!

We are open 6 days a week, so either call us on 9844 2465, 
go online to melbourneosteopathy.org and follow the 

prompts to make a booking. 

Shop 2, 90-92 
Melbourne Hill Road

Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

Proudly supporting the community since 2002

Whether you are preparing for finals, recovering 
from a tough season or getting ready for a pre-

season, let us help you!

You can find us at Shop 2, 90-92 Melbourne Hill Road, 
Warrandyte. We are right next to Ruby Tuesday.  

We are open 6 days a week, so either call us on 9844 2465, 
go online to melbourneosteopathy.org and follow the 

prompts.

We look forward to seeing you!

Shop 2, 90-92 
Melbourne Hill Road

Warrandyte, 3113
(Next to Ruby Tuesday)

Proudly supporting the community since 2002

New doctors  
now taking new patients

 
Dr Andrew Perrignon

Dr Libby Rochstein 
Dr Esther Ko 

Dr Paul Proimos
Dr Irina Fast

Dr Ashraf Zakhary

Dr Gail Dixon continues to see her regular patients
OPEN 

Monday to Friday – 9am to 5.30/6pm
Saturday – 9am to 12pm

Warrandyte  
Consulting Rooms

2 Trezise Street, Warrandyte
9844 3766 – 9844 1943

UNTIL NOW, Boat O’Craigo has been a well-kept 
secret only known to a relatively small few who 
have visited the cellar door or those who have 
already tasted the wines.

That is all set to change as Boat O’Craigo has 
recently been awarded the James Halliday 
“Darkhorse Winery of the Year” for 2018.

This is one of six key national wine awards. 
James Halliday AM is unquestionably the 

pre-eminent wine critic in Australia. 
The awards are based on his reviews of more 

than 1,200 wineries in the 2018 Halliday Wine 
Companion book which has long been regarded 
as the definitive guide to Australian wine.

Travers Graham is a second generation member 
of the Graham family, his parents Steve and 
Margaret Graham, founded their Kangaroo 
Ground vineyard 20 years ago, which has 
since expanded to include a vineyard in South 
Warrandyte along with another vineyard, a 
restaurant and cellar door in Healesville.

 “We are an extremely proud recipient of this 
award which recognises a winery on the move 
and one to watch producing consistently high 
quality wines — the award also signifies that we 
have become a five star winery for the first time 
in our history,” said Travers.

Four of the wines have received scores of 95 

points or above. 
The 2015 First Duke reserve shiraz has scored 

highest with 97 points making it one of the best 
wines in the country. 

“This was the first reserve release and so this is 
truly a wonderful achievement in itself”, he said. 

The vineyard’s other flagship wines have 
also scored very well with the 2015 single 
vineyard cabernet sauvignon receiving a score of 
96 points and both the 2015 single vineyard shiraz 
and pinot noir both receiving 95 points.

 “This award has been 15 years in the making.
“Our goal has always been to produce the 

finest quality single-vineyard premium wines 
which highlight the quality of our fruit from our 
magnificent vineyards and which are true to the 
Yarra Valley region, I think these wines achieve 
both these goals,” he said    

The Grand Hotel Warrandyte has been a long-
time supporter of Boat O’Craigo, with all of their 
wines available on the wine list in the bistro and 
for purchase from the bottle shop. 

Quinton’s IGA also stock many of the wines.
Boat O’Craigo Healesville is also open for Cellar 

Door sales or you can join their wine club and 
get up to 30% off their award-winning wines 
delivered to your door. 
www.boatocraigo.com.au

Winery stars at wine awards

DON’T YOU just love a great café with a split 
personality? 

The laidback daytime charms offered at our 
gorgeous little café known as The White Owl in 
the courtyard of Goldfields Plaza clearly wasn’t 
enough for community stalwart Meredith 
Thornton and her team, so last year The Night 
Owl was born.

Thank goodness it was! 
Warrandyte now lays claim to one of the best 

little pop-up tapas bars/entertainment venues 
in the outer east.

But when it's cold we must be patient as The 
Night Owl only gives us all a hoot occasionally 
through winter – in late June it was Sliders night 
(mini burgers) set to the sweet sounds of Sarah 
Valentine on guitar and vocals, while only last 
month gnocchi night was the flavour of this 
particular Friday evening as super talented soloist 

Matt Darvidis served up some ear candy with 
tunes old and new.

So how did the food stand up? 
As yummy as always, and for only $15 attendees 

enjoyed a choice of mushroom and ragout 
gnocchi or gnocchi bolognaise served with two 
pieces of garlic bread.

Of course, Meredith has a splendid little wine 
selection and choice selection of beers. 

While the winter chill only allows The Night 
Owl to open occasionally, the good news is from 
October up to Christmas the groovy tapas and 
music venue has its doors open every Friday.

“Look out for the coming summer season of live 
music every Friday night with some tasty themes,” 
Meredith told Yours Truly. 

“It’s a great way to spend a laidback evening with 
family or friends,” she said.

And she’s right. 
You’re just as likely to see grandparents enjoying 

the food and entertainment as you are small 
children. 

Indeed, it’s becoming a summer institution on 
Friday nights for Warrandytians — you’d be wise 
not to miss it.

Gnocchi at the Night Owl

With BASIL FETTUCCINI

dining
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 Photo safari
 I am a keen photographer and nature 
lover.  I’m looking for suggestions for 
my next holiday. 
Damian – Wonga Park

These days I marvel at the technological 
advances made in photography. 

By applying some very basic rules the 
ability to artistically capture ones travels 

through the lens is something now possible for even 
an amateur photographer like myself.  

Whether I’m posting on social media, or creating 
lasting memories in a coffee table photo book I 
strive to make sure the images do the talking.

Travelling provides you with some of the most 
spectacular subject matter so it is only natural to 
want to be able to capture and do justice to the 
moment.  

Many tour companies recognise this need and 
provided dedicated departures with a photographic 
intention.  

There are expedition cruise companies who 
not only offer lectures by historians, marine 
biologists, naturalists and historians but resident 
photographers as well. 

If you would like to take your passion to a whole 
new level, then I suggest take an African Safari with 
our friends at Tauck Tours.  

For them, it’s not just about  showing  you the 
wildlife; it’s also about helping you understand them 
— and the efforts underway to conserve their 
habitats and those animals that are endangered.

 Their expert trackers, rangers, and Tauck 
Directors are well-versed in the geography and 
wildlife — and eagerly share their knowledge. 

To provide an enhanced safari experience, they 
have spent years working closely in partnership 
with BBC Earth natural history experts to create 
Tauck Earth Journeys, allowing you to experience 
Africa through their eyes — including hands-on use 
of field equipment to see how BBC’s filmmakers 
reveal nature’s secrets. 

You may not meet Sir David Attenborough but you 
will certainly feel like him whilst on safari!

TRAVEL TIP
Most European air tickets do not include a paid 

baggage allowance.  
Baggage is an additional charge and there is no 

way around it!.  
By going online to the airline’s website, baggage 

can usually be purchased at a fraction of the cost it 
will be if you wait to do it at the airport.

Our travel expert, Carolyn Allen is Manager of 
Warrandyte Travel and Cruise.
Contact her on Carolyn@warrandytetravel.
com.au

Ask Carolyn

We invite you to join our awe-inspiring tours with enhanced BBC Earth 
content, including hands-on use of field equipment to see how the  
BBC’s filmmakers reveal nature’s secrets.

• Botswana, South Africa & Zambia

• Kenya & Tanzania: A Classic Safari

• Tanzania: Serengeti & Zanzibar

• South Africa: An Elegant Adventure

TAUCK & BBC Earth take you on a 
journey to discover what inspires the 
world’s greatest nature filmmakers

This month, ADRIAN RICE goes off the 
beaten track to explore Burma’s fourth 
largest city, Mawlamyine.
OVER THERE is the street where George Orwell’s grandmother lived, 
further out, the place he was compelled to shoot an elephant, and right 
here, the prison where he supervised hangings; again reluctantly.

Orwell knew Mawlamyine well.  
He was a young military policeman in 1922, wrestling with his distaste for 

imperial behaviour, exemplified by an equally youthful Rudyard Kipling, 
on one hand and winning local hearts and minds on the other.

When you sit “by the old Moulmein pagoda” standing on a ridge above 
the city, contemplating the view of the Thanlwin river estuary and Ogre 
island, it’s not hard to imagine Kipling sitting here and, attracted to a young 
woman being inspired to write the poem “Mandalay,” wistfully imagining 
that British soldiers would actually miss the smells of garlic and fermented 
fish paste along with the sound of temple bells and local women.  

In actual fact they were very probably glad to be on their way home 
from the heat, humidity and malarial jungles but maybe, just maybe they 
carried images of local women who they imagined might just have made 
eyes at them.   

Like Kipling they were probably deluded!
Mawlamyine, writes Kipling is “east of Suez,” and is also a multicultural 

mix of people now: Hindus and Muslims, Christian Karen and Buddhist 
Burman, and ethnic Pa-O and the local majority Mon – the original 
Buddhists in Myanmar and, from the right vantage point one can 
photograph church, mosque, Hindu temple and as many pagodas as you 
could wish. 

It’s also west of and close to the Thai border over there beyond the 
dramatic limestone hills and has a wealth of hidden history but only 
recently found itself on the map for new western travellers.  

Traditional Buddhism became established here and spread to the rest 
of the country while the first Christian missionaries worked just down the 
road and British colonialists changed the face of the town forever with their 
import of labourers from India and China.

Called “Moulmein” by the linguistically challenged British, their first 
capital in Burma became a prominent port from which tons of valuable 
teak were plundered and, in which they built rows of mansions housing 
officials and timber merchants.  

These can still be found along The Strand by the river, and the ridge road 
that overlooks both the town, the river and the hills stretching to the east.    
A few are inhabited, some by squatters but many stand empty; the 
government doesn’t quite know what to do with them — knock them down 
and modernise on prime land, or preserve them and have the reminder of 
an invasion hanging around in the form of English style country houses?

They did make a decision though to rename the street where Orwell’s 
French grandmother lived. 

Her surname was “Limouzin” and the street is now called “Lei Maw Zin,” 
a very local name which means, ”Orange shelf street.”  

The road to Mawlamyine
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The only place to stay in  
a cabin, in a caravan or  
for a camping experience
	 	Pool, BBQs, Camp Kitchen, Games Room & undercover  
 ‘al fresco’ area
	Pets OK (with pet friendly cabins in addition to sites)
	We host local birthday parties!
	Cost effective accommodation for visiting family or friends
	Try before you buy – don’t buy a tent, come and try ours!

182 Heidelberg–Warrandyte Rd, Warrandyte
Phone 9844 3637 Email info@cbtp.com.au

David and Doreen Hennessy took their copy of the Diary deep inside the extinct Prihnukagigur volcano in Iceland, 
during Doreen's post-retirement tour of Europe. 
Send your entries to info@warrandytediary.com.au with Diary Goes Global in the subject line and be in the running 
to win a weekend away at Crystal Brook Holiday Park.

I’d like to believe it is a compromise but I think it’s just lucky the two names 
resemble each other.    

As a tourist, there are plenty of sites to visit, from the war cemetery at 
Thanbyuzyat to the handicraft villages on nearby Ogre Island, a giant reclining 
Buddha, hill top temples and caves north in the Karen town of Hpa An.

But as a traveller there is so much more to discover if you linger a while — in a 
tea shop, temple or market, getting to know the people, snippets of the language 
and allowing this lovely place to win your heart and mind too.

Make sure you try some local dishes — not just the ones in a hotel buffet but 
down at the local tea shop with strong tea, rotis and samosas or for breakfast 
“mohinga,” a fish broth with noodles and banana stem and lashings of chilli, 
guaranteed to wake you up. 

Later in the day, especially if there is a full moon, listen for the sound of music 
— featuring plenty of drums and the smells of broth cooking, then follow your 
nose and ears and if you’re lucky you’ll find a “Spirit” festival in full swing.   

You’ll probably be invited to stay and eat and join in the dances which date 
back to the pre-Buddhist animist past, when locals danced away the evil spirits.

It’s strangely liberating.
If this were a developed country, Mawlamyine would be a tourism capital due 

to its stunning location and proximity to rivers, ocean, islands but for now take 
advantage of its relative isolation, get interested in history, experience local 
culture up close and take the opportunity to engage with locals. 

I don’t mind admitting that Mawlamyine and its people have won my heart 
and mind and I have rarely been in a friendlier or more relaxed place. 
 
Adrian travels to Myanmar regularly, runs guided tours and teaches there.

Diary Goes Global
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Super Part 3: Should I consider a SMSF?
By WARREN STRYBOSCH

finance

Sunday 15 October
Edendale, Gastons Road, Eltham

Celebrate sustainable building, living and all 
things green at the Practically Green Festival. 
The festival is a great free family day out where 
you can:

• Talk to businesses about eco-building, 
retrofitting and lifestyle in your home

• Get involved in demonstrations and workshops
• Learn about sustainable gardening and land 

management
• Enjoy live music, local food, market stalls plus 

a kids space with craft and entertainment.

 nillumbik.vic.gov.au/pgfestival 

 

Sunday 29 October
Marngrook Oval,  
Diamond Creek

The Nillumbik Pet Expo is a fun-filled event for the 
whole family, offering displays and demonstrations from 
a range of exhibitors including food and nutrition, pet 
grooming, toys, clothing and much more. There is also 
an opportunity to meet and chat with Council rangers.

   nillumbik.vic.gov.au/petexpo

Saturday 11 and Sunday 12 November
Alistair Knox Park, 829 Main Road, Eltham

Come along to the Rotary Eltham Festival where the 
township will become a hive of activity. There will be 
entertainment for the kids, food, market stalls, art and 
craft, farmyard, activities for the family, a Battle of the 
Bands plus an exciting fireworks display will light up the 
sky at dusk. Keep an eye out for a new sensory friendly 
chill out zone between 1pm-3pm on Saturday where you 
can enjoy some quieter activities.

   elthamfestival.org.au

On the Hill Festival
Sunday 22 October
Firefighters Memorial Park, Main Road, Panton Hill

On the Hill Festival is a day of free activities, culture, 
music and fabulous food for the whole family, so be 
sure to save the date. 

Craft makers, writers, artists, gardeners and cooks are 
invited to enter ‘Made on the Hill’ which is an integral 
part of the Festival.

The 2017 theme for Made on the Hill is ‘things that 
fly’. Anyone who has connection with Panton Hill and 
surrounds can enter the Made on the Hill competition in 
one of the many categories.

   facebook.com/OnTheHillFestivalPantonHill

Seniors Festival
The 35th Victorian Seniors Festival  
takes place throughout October. 

The State Government will provide free public transport 
for Victorian Seniors Card holders in metropolitan and 
regional Victoria from Sunday 8 to 15 October.

A range of exciting events and activities will be happening 
throughout the Shire so keep an eye on Council’s website 
for details.

   nillumbik.vic.gov.au/seniors

2017

A FREE fun local 
event for the 
whole family

nillumbik.vic.gov.au@nillumbikshirefacebook.com/nillumbikcouncil

ONE OF THE questions we often get 
asked when client’s super balances are 
starting to increase in value is whether 
or not they should consider setting up 
a Self Managed Super Fund (SMSF). 

SMSF’s now manage about $653.8 
billion worth of assets according to 
the Australian Prudential Regulation 
Authority (APRA) and continues to 
grow each year.   

Whilst APRA is the prudential 
regulator of most super funds; the ATO 
is the regulator of all SMSFs.

SMSFs are popular vehicles and it 
is important to understand if they are 
right for you.

What is an SMSF?
Put simply, an SMSF is a super fund 

you set up that enables you to have full 
control over the type of assets you want 
to invest in.  

It is the only super vehicle that 
enables you to own direct property.

Who can set up an SMSF?
Most people can set up an SMSF but 

some people are precluded from being 
a member of an SMSF e.g. those who 
have been bankrupt. 

An SMSF can have a minimum of 
one member and up to a maximum of 
four members.  

We tend to find that most SMSFs 
have only the partners as members, 
but we have had cases of partners with 
their children being members of the 
same SMSF.  

With more members comes greater 
costs and obligations to manage the 
SMSF.

All members must be trustees, and 
if a company is established to be the 
trustee of the SMSF, then all members 
must be directors of the company.

What is involved in setting up an 
SMSF?

There are numerous steps involved in 

setting up an SMSF and care should be 
taken when setting one up. 

It is advisable to seek professional 
advice from a financial planner or 
licensed accountant when considering 
setting up an SMSF.  

Only accountants and/or financial 
planners who hold an Australian 
Financial Services Licence (AFSL) or 
are authorised representatives of an 
AFSL can provide advice in this area 
including the set up of an SMSF.  

Please check the ASIC professional 
register to confirm if they are licensed 
in this area before seeking advice.

The following is required to set up 
an SMSF:
•  SMSF Trust Deed
•  Appoint the Trustee/s
•  Obtain Trustee declarations
•  Lodge the Election for the SMSF to 

become a Regulated SMSF
•  Obtain a Tax File Number and 

Australian Business Number for 
your SMSF

•  Prepare the Investment Strategy 
the SMSF will adopt 

•  Consider the personal insurance 
needs of all members

•  Prepare resolutions and minutes to 
establish the SMSF

•  Set up a bank account
•  Set up the accounts that will 

hold, purchase and manage the 
investments.

Once the SMSF has been set up 
then any current super monies from 
other super funds can be rolled into 
the SMSF.
What will it cost to set up an SMSF?

The costs can vary with prices 
ranging from $2200 up to $5500 with 
the average cost being about $3300.

Keep in mind that there is some 

costs that are unavoidable and must 
be paid e.g., the ATO Supervisory 
Levy,  Company Trustee Setup Fee 
(where applicable), and the Investment 
Fees (varies depending on the type of 
investments you choose).

Is an SMSF right for you?
For years clients have been told that 

it is cheaper to set up an SMSF and you 
will have a lot more control.  

This may have been the case 10 years 
ago but it does not hold true now.  

With increased competition in 
the superannuation sector, we have 
seen many super fund fees drop and 
investment options increase.  

We have seen online portals set 
up whereby clients can transact 
themselves without the need for an 
adviser.  

If your combined super funds are 
above $400,000 then you might want 
to consider an SMSF from a cost 
perspective.  

Keep in mind that ASIC in their 
information sheet (INFO 206) stated 
that clients should have a minimum 
combined balance of no less than 
$200,000 before setting up an SMSF 
when considering costs.  

That would be your beginning 
benchmark.

The main reason we see clients 
setting up an SMSF is because they 

want to hold direct property.  
There are restrictions as to the type 

of property you can hold in your SMSF 
e.g. a holiday home or an investment 
property you are renting out to a family 
member, cannot be held with an SMSF.

If you love property and have not 
considered the use of an SMSF to 
purchase your next property then 
you may want to consider the use of 
an SMSF vehicle, especially if you are 
going to be holding on to that property 
into retirement.

What are some issues with an 
SMSF?

One of the biggest issues we find 
is when clients have purchased a 
property in their SMSF and have 
not taken into consideration their 
ret irement needs e.g.  pension 
payments.  

Most people are not aware that 
there is a requirement to draw down a 
minimum pension.  

If there is only one rental property 
that needs to pay two pensions and 
that pension payment does not meet 
the minimum draw down amount 
then the clients may be forced to sell 
the property. 

What key advice would you give 
anyone considering an SMSF?

Firstly, ask yourself if you want to be 
responsible for the management of 

your super money.  
If you get it wrong the penalties are 

costly for all members involved.  
Secondly,  when purchasing a 

property in an SMSF and you have 
used borrowed funds e.g., a limited 
recourse borrowing arrangement, 
always consider the tax and pension 
implications at retirement.  

A client’s focus is usually at time 
of purchase and many do not give 
too much consideration to how this 
purchase may impact their financial 
situation in the future.  

We think an SMSF offers many 
benefits but they will not suit everyone. 

Warren Strybosch is a local who 
provides tax, financial planning and 
mortgage advice.  He is married to 
Joanna, and they have three lovely 
children.
This information is of a general nature only 
and has been prepared without taking into 
account your particular financial needs, 
circumstances and objectives. While every 
effort has been made to ensure the accuracy 
of the information, it is not guaranteed. You 
should obtain professional advice before 
acting on the information contained in 
this publication. Superannuation, tax and 
Centrelink and other relevant information 
is  based on our interpretation and 
continuation of law current as at the date of 
this document. The information contained 
in this document does not constitute legal or 
tax advice. You should seek expert advice in 
this regard. Warren Strybosch, Find Wealth 
Pty Limited ABN 20 140 585 075, Corporate 
Authorised Representative No. 236815 of 
ClearView Financial Advice Pty Ltd ABN 
89 133 593 012, AFSL No. 331367.   Find 
Mortgage Pty Limited ABN 66613 272 932. 
Corporate Authorized Representative (No: 
491592) of Connective Credit Services (ACL 
No 389328).  Find Accountant Pty Limited 
ABN 57613578779. Tax Agent No: 25488732
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On 20 March 2014, Pam Davidson was diagnosed with Motor 
Neurone Disease. By May, she was in a manual wheelchair and 
by December 2015, an electric wheelchair. By March 2017 she was 
totally bedridden. Pam died on Sunday 13 August 2017.

Over the three and a half year progression of the disease, Pam relied 
increasingly on health professionals, carers, family and friends for 
support. The Davidson Family would like to recognise and thank the 
following organisations and staff, our relatives and friends for their 
help and support over this time. We wish to express our heartfelt 
gratitude and we will be forever in their debt.

Royal District Nursing Service
Meg Wilson, Ella, Colleen, John, Phillipa, Jess, Diane, 
Sam, Min, Sarah and Marco

Eastern Palliative Care 
Lyn Garrick, Alison Mapleson, Geoff Bell, Carli Katz, 
Judi Castagnini, Jo, Esther, Susan, Ineke, Carol, Kathy, 
Jenika, Bronwyn and Jan

Calvary Health Care Bethlehem 
Dr Susan Mathers, Mary-Anne Vass, Rachael Russell, 
Roseanne Gibb and Malini Somaiya

Motor Neurone Disease Association of Victoria

Dr Jayne Monkman, South Warrandyte

Warrandyte Pharmacy

Statewide Equipment Program

Danny and Leonie O'Connor, Heathmont

Glenda and Greg Schwennesen, Mount Evelyn

Lyn Garrick, Warrandyte

Ann Turnbull and family, Mont Albert North

Jen Foley, Mitcham

Marg Pratt and Joady Barnes, Doncaster

Jo and John Pearson, Warrandyte

Doug Drew and Monica Lammers, Warrandyte 

Warwick and Carol Leeson, Kangaroo Ground

Joy Sayers, Mitcham

Joan Dunlop, Eton, UK

Kerry Direen, Aspendale Gardens

Robin Reid, Canterbury

Ann Hawker, Mt Martha

Lynne Sillett, Buxton

Peter Clenaghan, Blackburn

Ian Foster, East Malvern

Vicki Carr and Madison, Wonga Park

Carmel Campbell, Warrandyte

Matt Jeffrey, Warrandyte

The Livingstone Family, Warrandyte

Nicky Carr, Eltham

Ann Houghton, Canberra

If you can read this thank a primary school teacher.

Pam Davidson
with gratitude

IN LATE JANUARY 1969, Pam 
Campe y commenced her 
teaching career when she took 
charge of 45 prep students at 
Fairhills Primary School in 
Ferntree Gully. 

She was 22 years old. 
This  was  the star t  of  a 

lifelong love of teaching which 
culminated in her appointment 
as a Teaching Fellow at the 
University of Melbourne. 

Her role there was to take 
b r i g h t  y o u n g  g r a d u a t e s 
undertaking the Master of 
Education degree and teach 
them how to teach. 

How poetic that she would 
finish her career preparing the 
next generation of teachers to 
follow in her footsteps. 

She revelled in it. 
In 1970 she married Bruce 

Davidson and settled in Box 
Hill North but soon after they 
discovered their  beloved 
Warrandyte. 

They moved there in 1976 
with two young children, 
Matthew and Cameron and, 
for the most part, Pam was a full 
time mother. 

Over subsequent years she 
gradually eased herself back 
into her teaching career by 
filling in as an emergency 
teacher. 

One of her appointments 
d u r i n g  t h i s  t i m e  w a s  a s 
Directress of the Toorona 
Avenue Preschool where she 
filled in at short notice for one 
term. 

Pam returned to full-time 
teaching at Plenty Primary 
School in 1984 and then at 
Birralee Primary School in 

Doncaster for a further 12 years. 
Teaching was her life. 
H e r  p e r s o n a l  l i f e  w a s 

dominated by family, both 
immediate and extended. 

She was especially fond of her 
nieces as female company was 
in short supply. 

Pam and Bruce enjoyed 
frequent short holidays in 
country Victoria with the 
children. 

Easter was an especially good 
time to get away. 

Almost all Easters were spent 
with their close friends, Danny 
and Leonie O’Connor and their 
two children. 

Pam had met Leonie while 
teaching at Springview Primary 
School in Blackburn. 

Thirty years of Easter holidays 
together culminated in a trip to 
Hong Kong in 2005. 

During these trips to the 
country lots of time was spent 
rummaging in antique stores 
for the elusive bargain that 
was never found or attending 
country race meetings where 
winners were equally hard to 
find. 

Later there were overseas 
trips mostly to the U.K and 
occasionally to France. 

When the grand-children 
finally arrived there was much 
time spent in bébé shops 
looking for that unique item of 
“haute couture”. 

You could not spend too 
much time or money dressing 

up the kids!
In retirement she had more 

t ime for  community  and 
helped as a volunteer with 
t h e  Wa r ra n d y t e  B e n d ig o 
Bank local performing artists’ 
development program and as a 
helper with the Uniting Church 
Music Together program.

The Warrandyte Festival was 
eagerly anticipated and the 
Warrandyte Market was the 
highlight of the month until 
she was diagnosed with Motor 
Neurone Disease in March 
2014. 

She had suffered symptoms 
for 12 months and by May 2014 
she was in a wheelchair. 

Pam’s encounter with MND 
could not be described as a 
battle. 

There is no treatment and she 
accepted her fate graciously 
and with dignity and never 
asked “why me” or complained 
about her increasingly difficult 
circumstances. 

She showed great courage. 
She managed one last trip to 

Europe in 2014 and two cruise 
ship holidays in 2015. 

Most of 2017 was spent at 
home and the last six months 
were spent in bed paralysed 
except for some movement of 
two fingers on her left hand. 

We can be grateful that Pam 
never completely lost her 
ability to eat and speak and 
she maintained her sense of 
humour to the end. 

She died at home surrounded 
by family on Sunday August 13 
2017 aged 69.

If you can read this thank 
a primary school teacher.

Pamela Davidson (nee Campey) 
Teacher for life

December 31 1947 – August 13 2017

obituary
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By BRIONY BOTTARELLI
IAN AND BARBARA Abell have 
just celebrated their 70th wedding 
anniversary. 

Ian Abell married Barbara Bond 
at the Presbyterian Church in Anne 
Street, Brisbane on September 6, 1947, 
following Ian’s return from serving in 
the Army during WWII.

They moved to Victoria in 1972 and 
were among the group that formed the 
Lions Club of Warrandyte in that year. 

Ian has served with the Lions for 
a total of 53 years, 43 of them being 
with the Lions of Warrandyte filling 
all positions except treasurer over that 
period of time. 

He also served multiple districts on 
insurance sub-committees, which 
included a bit of lecturing.

Before they retired, Barbara worked 
as a legal secretary and interviewer for 
the ABS, while Ian was an Insurance 
Executive. 

T h e y  a l s o  w o r k e d  w i t h  t h e 
Maroondah Meals on Wheels.

Ian and Barbara have three children 
and four grand-children.

In February 2018 they have booked a 
one-day flight over the Antarctic - how 
else would you celebrate seventy years 
together!

Couple celebrate platinum milestone

SHOP 5, 35-37 DRYSDALE ROAD, WARRANDYTE
9844 2661 A/H 9844 2540 

JOHN ROBERTS
and Associates

Certified Practising Accountants

TAXATION AND ACCOUNTING
 • Taxation Return Preparation
 • Electronic Lodgement Service
 • Accounting & Business Consultants

CHAUFFURED TRANSFERS 
Arrive safely in style & comfort. 
Airport  transfer, parties, weddings. 
City & suburb to suburb. Up to 6 
passengers & luggage. Call Clive 
for bookings 0412 556 801.

PORT DOUGLAS By The Beach 
100m 2 Self Contained Units Pool 
spa 2 bed unit & 1 bed with spa 
BBQ area car space. kvanscoy@
tpg.com.au Call 0409 359 240.

QUALITY HOUSE PAINTING 
Affordable rates. All aspects. 
Free inspection & quote. Senior's 
disc. Servicing Warrandyte since 
2007 Call Clint on 0424 731 830

DIARY MINI ADS

painting & 
decorating

Andrew John
Managing Director

Member of Master Painters Association No. 3993
Ring or Email for a No Obligation Free Quote

p: 0412 765 210
e: andrewjohn75@optusnet.com.au

w: fourwallspainting.com.au

Industrial, Commercial, Domestic

DAMIEN NOTT 
0438 537 773

call 9844 3071
91-93 Melbourne Hill Rd
clinic@warrandytevet.com.au

warrandytevet.com.au

Committed to caring 
for all family pets

Diary Mini Ad? 
Contact Briony 

9844 0555 

ELECTRICIAN
 Domestic  
 Commercial
 Industrial and Air-

conditioning Installation and 
Maintenance all areas

bradley curtis

Phone 9844 2135 
Mobile 0418 333 979

NO JOB TOO SMALL
REC no. 6161

All types of  
glass, glazing,  

mirrors, shower 
screens

WARRANDYTE  
GLASS 

Terry Ryan 
9879 0373 

or
Mobile: 0418 369 294

Functional products with 
artistic qualities – hand 

rails, screens, gates, house 
hardware, handmade to 

your design or mine

0418 357 282
NEIL CARTER

Carter Art
Artistry in Iron

ACT GLOBALLY 
SHOP LOCALLY

bendigosigns@gmail.com 
98 Brackenbury Street Warrandyte

By SAMMI TAYLOR

Out of school hours’ care 
superstar Coralie Souvatzis sat 
down with the Diary TV to talk all 
about her 30+ years of service 
to Warrandyte Primary School, 
what she loves about educating 
children, and why she loves the 
Warrandyte community. 

What does your role at 
Warrandyte Primary School 
involve? 

My job involves providing an 
educational program for the 
children in before and after 
school care. 

I’ve been involved in this 
program at the school for nearly 
30 years now, which is nearly 
more than half of my life time!
How did you first get involved 
in children’s education?

Well, my children attended 
the local kindergarten and 
while they were there I was very 
interested in their learning and 
the educational side of things 
— and then when they went 
to primary school, I followed 
them!

I started managing the school 
canteen, and teaching religious 
education in the school which I 
did for about 15 years. 

Now I’ve been running the 
out of school hours program 
for 28 years. 

My children have left, but I’m 
still here!

28 years is certainly a long 
time! What’s made you stick 
around?

The reason that I’ve been 
here for so long is that I love 
what I do. 

There’s never been a morning 
that I wake up and go ‘Oh I 
don’t want to go to work today’. 

I love the school. 
It’s really like a family for me 

and I try to make it a family for 
the children and the staff. 

In fact, all of the staff currently 
employed by the program are 
former children that have come 
through the out of school hours’ 
program. 

They’re all studying either 
early childhood studies or 
teaching, which is great. 

What do you love most about 
Warrandyte Primary School?

The school is small enough to 
be personal but large enough 
that it offers all the great things 
about a great primary school. 

The kids can come and learn 
and play with chickens and feel 
welcome, loved and cared for. 

To  m e,  t h e  c o m mu n i t y 
means caring, that people are 
interested in other people and 
they care for one another. 

I n  m y  a f t e r  s c h o o l 
community, I encourage them 
to work together and care 
about each other, and then they 
move out into their broader 
communities and work and 
help their families. 

I  encourage them to do 
chores or volunteer without 
getting money or benefit. 

It’s about helping others. 

What do you love most about 
Warrandyte?

I’ve been living in Warrandyte 
nearly 33 years now. 

We moved here when my 
son was six months old, and 
my children are now in their 
30s and they’ve come through 
Warrandyte Primary. 

The thing that I love most 
about  War randyte  is  the 
children and their honesty. 

I really love their families and 
I care for their families as much 
as I care about the children. 

I love the area, I love the 
river, I love that I can introduce 
everything that my two children 
loved to their children, my 
grandchildren. 

I love that whenever I go for 
a walk through town with my 
husband and everybody knows 
me and says hello to me, and I 
feel like the queen!

What’s the importance of local 
community to you?

I feel safe and secure here, 
and it’s important to me in the 
after school care community 
that this is a place where they 
feel safe and secure, they know 
that this is a place where they 
are loved, respected and cared 
for. 

And that’s how I feel in the 
Warrandyte community!

I encourage the children to 
do things for others in the 
c o m mu n i t y ,  w e’ve  ma d e 
calendars for senior citizens, 
we collect money for children 
overseas, and I encourage the 
children to be appreciative of 
everything that they have and 
to give back to others in the 
community. 

Warrandyte Local: Coralie Souvatzis 
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By SANDI MILLER
THIRTY YEARS ago, Diary Editor and 
Founder Cliff Green teamed up with our 
beloved cartoonist Paul “Cyril” Williams to 
produce a feature length animated film for 
Channel Ten, The Steam Driven Adventures 
of Riverboat Bill.

The adventures on-board the Murray 
River Paddle Steamer have been wrested 
from the archives and are now available 
to be viewed again, thanks to an internet 
streaming service, Ozflix, which is gathering 
together every Aussie movie to make them 
available to view online. 

Riverboat Bill was adapted from two of 
Cliff’s children’s books and featured many 
Warrandyte locals in the cast and crew, 
including the founder of Potters Cottage, 
Gus McLaren, as well as Maureen Geldard, 
Lynn Vary, Nancy McGreggor, Joanne 
Newman, Jewell Berriger, Lorraine Green, 
Diane Nightingale, Coleen Baines. 

Even the sound recordist, Brian Lawrance, 
was a Warrandytian.

The children’s voices came from Paul’s 
children, Ben and Adam Williams, 
alongside other young locals such as Beate 
Harrison.

What a talented mob we are — there must 
be something in the water. 

The filmmaker did gather talent from 
further afield with film legend Frank Thring 
voicing the Bunyip.

Paul Williams told the Diary that working 
with a Hollywood star wasn’t all smooth 
sailing as he recalled the phone ringing 
about a week after the voice recording 
session with Frank Thring.

“I answered and without introduction 
heard — ‘You — owe — me — money’ 

in Frank’s throaty (Bunyip) voice. Oh, hi 
Frank — I said ‘The cheques in the mail.’ 
‘I’ve heard that before,’ he replied with 
great skepticism. 

“Funnily enough, though, the cheque had 
been posted just that morning — I paid 
everyone at the end of each month. 

“I was amazed that the great Frank 
would actually ring rather than have some 
underling do it for him. (I paid him $500 an 
hour —  a fair bit now let alone the mid 80s).

“He went on to explain that he had 
trouble getting people to pay him — at that 
stage his face was on billboards all over 
Melbourne in a promotion for the Gas and 
Fuel but he could not get them to cough up 
what was owed”.

The 75-minute animated film, which 
came with a budget of $302,000 dollars, 
was financed by Film Victoria and around 
a dozen private investors.

The film followed three other Paul 
Williams cartoons, The Island of Nevawuz, 
The Black Planet and The Phantom 
Treehouse.
You can find all of Paul’s films available  
to rent on Ozflix at ozflix.tv

• Re-roofing & New Roofs • Gutterguard & Leaks
• Gutters & Downpipes • Rainwater Tanks
• Skylights & Whirlybirds • Insulation

9844 3619 – 0411 267 490  
selectmetalroof@optusnet.com.au 
www.selectmetalroofing.com.au

A L L  W O R K  G U A R A N T E E D

Licensed Roof Plumbers

MUSCLE MANIPULATION CLINIC
A unique style of muscular corrections are done by realigning 

muscles, tendons & ligaments – this manipulation simply works!
Suite 3, 35-37 Drysdale Road, Warrandyte  9844 5495

Checkout our reviews on Facebook

AUSTRALIAN TRADITIONAL MEDICINE SOCIETY MEMBER 25371

 

 

Fresh award winning 
Gourmet Sausage Rolls 
now available from 
Quinton’s Supa IGA deli 

Home cooked meals delivered 
Organic & Grass fed meats 

Free range chicken 
Recyclable packaging 

No additives or preservatives 
 

  

The alternative to takeaway 

www.bluepearpantry.com.au            0415 170 733 

Riverboat Bill steams streams again

Cliff Green and Paul Williams  
in the creative process
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 joined the RAAF in December 1939 
and was posted to Point Cook where 
I was trained as an aircraft service 
engineer.  
During that time, I met and teamed 

up with a friend and spent most of my leave 
with him.  

He was good to be with and we had a 
wonderful time in Melbourne. 

His name was Arthur Sayers.  
We both passed the service exam and talked 

of going to an Air Force station together.  
At this time, I took ill and was sent to 

hospital.  
First time in my life I was alone and worried 

about my Air Force and personal items back 
at the station. 

I was quite concerned.  
I had a visitor.  
Arthur came in to see me and mentioned 

that all my belongings were in his care.  
I thanked him and he replied “that’s what 

mates are for”. 
Returning to base Arthur and I were still 

hoping to stay together when we heard an 
announcement over the air saying that any 
member of the engineering course who had 
graduated and would like to re-muster to air 
crew were to report to headquarters.  

Arthur raced over to me and said “let us do 
that and become pilots” he was very excited. 

I told him I was colour blind and had 
previously been rejected.  

Arthur went ahead and applied and was 
accepted and sent to Western Australia.  

We said our goodbyes and wished each 
other “all the best” then he was gone.  

I was posted to Bairnsdale. 
It was very hard to make friends here the 

fatality rate was very bad but after a few 
months I was sent overseas to Morotai where 
I was promoted to Flight Sergeant and made 
line chief.  

This was one of the toughest assignments.
We had to have all aircraft fully serviced, 

refuelled, armed and ready for take-off.  
Here again I was lucky to have had a great 

mate to help me do my job.  

Regular readers of the Diary 
will have come to know and 
love Arthur Watson through his 
war-time stories published each 
month within these pages.
We are saddened to inform 
his readers of his passing on 
Friday, just short of his 97th 
birthday.
A full obituary will be published 
in next month’s edition.
In the meantime, we will share 
with you his own story of the 
loss of his Air Force mates,  
with whom he is now reunited.

true stories

A true war story: Mates above
He was a corporal and supervised 25 

other servicemen in the team.  
During leave time we would wander in the 

tropical jungle and hunt for wildlife.  
The American doctors would pay good 

money for snakes, monkeys, scorpions  
and frogs.  

My mate Blondy and I enjoyed these 
outings and we spent many a day enjoying 
a beer and just being friends.  

There was not much else to do.  
The island was a war zone and one night 

we had an air raid.  
I raced to the air raid shelter and jumped 

in with the others where I remembered I 
had forgotten to bring my steel hat.  

Quick as a flash Blondy jumped out and 
raced to my tent and brought back my  
steel hat.  

What a mate.  
One time during a service Blondy 

mentioned to me that tomorrow was his 
birthday and that he would be 21.  

I was pleased and told him to have the  
day off.  

Stay camp side and have a couple of 
drinks and enjoy the day off. 

He said that he would like to come down 
to the strip and watch the spitfires take off.  

I said no.  
The next morning at 4am I was at the strip 

assisting to clear 40 aircraft for a bombing 
mission.  

It was to be a 500 aircraft airstrike.  
There were times when a thousand aircraft 

were involved, airplanes taking off from 
many islands and joining up on the way to 
the target.  

I was busy on aircraft service books when 
in walked Blondy.  

I was disappointed but I wished him a 
happy birthday.  

He had seen the spitfires take off.  
At that moment there was a tremendous 

explosion that shook the whole area folding 
in one side of the tent we were in.  

I raced out to see three aircraft all tangled 
up and on fire.  

There were people screaming in pain on 
the ground and some were dead.  

It was a real battle ground.  
The ambulance and medics were taking 

care of the injured and bulldozers pushing 
the burning planes into the sea.  

I moved about assisting the wounded and 
then made notes of what I saw for the reports 
for the investigations that would follow.  

It was a very nasty accident.  
When the situation cleared I walked back 

to my tent where I saw Blondy face down on 
the table.

What I saw chilled me to the bone.  
I called the medic and said my mate is on 

the table please check him.  
The medic came out and told me that 

Blondy would have been dead before I even 
had left the tent.  

That was enough for me and the doctor 
gave me a needle and sent me back to 
quarters for the rest of the day.  

Later that day the commanding officer 
came to my tent and said he knew the story 
of Blondy and said to be assured that I had 
made the right decision

In 1945 I was transferred to an island 
named Sanga Sanga where I was to service 
Beaufighters.  

It was a very popular aircraft. 
I still had the position of line chief.  
We were bombing night and day with the 

Japanese falling back fast to their homeland. 
I had been on the strip since 4am and was 

about to retire to have lunch when I noticed 
two aircrew walking towards me and to my 
greatest delight one of them was my mate 
Arthur Sayers.  

He had been teaching airmen to fly in 
Western Australia.  

We greeted each other with handshakes 
and hugs and he introduced me to his 
navigator.  

They had arrived this morning and  
were told to carry out circuits and bumps  
to become familiar with the layout of  
the island.  

I gave him a new Beaufighter, number 39C.  

Arthur asked me if I would like to join him 
on the flight and I said yes but then realised I 
was to relieve my stand-in Flight Sergeant.  

He understood and waved to me from the 
cockpit then taxied out for takeoff.  

I left the airstrip and motored toward the 
mess tent.  

Stepping out of my jeep looking forward to 
a good lunch, my eye caught sight of a very 
black smoke line reaching high into the sky. 

Oh no, not an accident I thought, maybe a 
rubbish dump being cleaned.  

I was shaking, uptight and on edge; I knew 
there were no aircraft back from operations.  

I knew the only plane in the air was the one 
I had given Arthur.  

No trouble there he was on a simple test 
flight.  

The smoke was heavy now and much 
higher in the sky I headed back to the airfield 
looking for Arthur’s plane.  

I could not see it and thought he may be 
back at the airfield.  

I was speeding back and I kept looking in 
the sky hoping to see Arthur flying above 
the island but no I was beginning to feel the 
situation was not good.  

As I turned into the take-off strip I brought 
the jeep to a dead stop.  

The fire tenders were out, ambulance, 
doctors, rescue personnel fighting to save 
the two air crew.  

The ground staff made every effort to help 
but the situation was impossible. 

Aircraft No 39C was wrecked and burning.  
The crew had made the supreme sacrifice.  
I cannot march now on Anzac Day and I 

was watching the march on TV and when 
the Air Force came into view I stood tall and 
saluted both Blondy and Arthur.  

I remember it well.  
My eyes were wet and blurred.

A WARRANDYTE KID
Mischief  part 3
The Yarra our playground the “river” our “place”
we resisted intruders coming into our space 
We would get upstream and throw dust on the water
The picnickers swimming having lots of fun
Didn’t realise the mischief that “we kids” had just done
The dust it did flow, covering them all from head to toe
Water and dust makes mud, us kids laughing out so loud
We stood out like sore toes from the visiting crowd
The intruders screaming and yelling, all covered in mud 
Each one wanting our guts and our blood
Off into the bush this was our play
They would never find us if they looked all day.

Hand bagging was also a lot of fun,  
we’d get an old hand bag off our Mum
Tie on a heavy fishing line and leave the bag  
on the side of the road clearly in view
We would hide in the culvert waiting to catch an unsuspecting you
As the person walked to pick up the bag  
we’d give the bag an almighty drag
Laughing loudly we would grab the bag and run
We all thought this was a heap of fun.

Sunday down the Rec there were picnickers with food  
“maybe a bit rude”
Us kids would queue up with the picnickers’ kids, and join in the feed
Us Warrandyte kids were a tough and smart little breed.

KFC
Frank Cahill
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NO LIGHTS No Lycra (NLNL) is 
a weekly lights-off, chance to 
dance in the dark for the pure 
joy of dancing! 
On a cold wintry Tuesday 
night in June 2009, five people 
walked through the doors of St 
Marks Church Hall in Fitzroy. 
In the winter darkness, the 
light glow of the heaters and a 
portrait of Amma the Hugging 
Saint looking down upon 
them, No Lights No Lycra was 
launched to the strains of Edith 
Piaf’s Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien. 
The dance night grew through 
word of mouth and within a 
few months the hall was full 
of people who shared the 
same yearning for a dimly lit 
space to dance as freely as 
they do in their living rooms. 

Now a worldwide phenomenon, 
NLNL has arrived in Warrandyte, 
held in The Mechanics’ Hall, 
Yarra St every Wednesday 
7–8pm. 
The hall is lit just enough so 
you can see the silhouettes 
of people, but dark enough so 
that you can’t make out their 
features. 
Chatting ceases, phones go 
off, lights go out and music 
goes up! 
After a few minutes your eyes 
adjust to the darkness, and you 
can find your space to bust a 
move and dance freely to your 
hearts content. 
The music is loud and covers all 
genres and styles. 
A fantastic way to exercise, 
express yourself and shake off 
the stresses of the week!

IT IS EXTREMELY common for me 
to be asked my thoughts on the latest 
fad diet or consuming a certain type 
of food and while I see it as a positive 
that people seek out my opinion before 
blindly jumping on board the next 
‘fad diet’ I do often wonder just how 
interested the average person is, in 
finding out the truth with regards to 
what scientific research has shown us 

or are they just wanting me to validate 
the latest diet myth that’s doing the 
rounds on social media? 

For me personally I like to deal in 
facts and evidence, as do many other 
well respected and highly educated 
colleagues. 

However, when I say that, I don’t 
mean the ramblings of the latest self-
proclaimed health guru or fitness 
blogger — we’ve all learnt just how 
dangerous things can get thanks to 
Belle Gibson!! 

I am referring to the best, peer-
reviewed literature sought from valid, 
ethical and reliable research! 

Granted if you are purchasing a new 
juicer or lawn mower go for your life; 
read online reviews and pick the one 
you think looks the best or the one your 
friends swear by — because, in the 
scheme of it, this is a small life decision 
and hopefully not one that is going to 
have long term health implications. 

I often ask people when they say to 
me “oh I read about it online” or “I 

heard from a friend who heard it at 
their gym”.... when your toilet breaks 
what is the first thing you do? 

Typically, most people ensure they 
hire a qualified plumber to fix it! 
They don’t go on line and read the 
opinion of handyman who has taken 
an interest in repairing toilets; nor do 
they spend money on eBooks written 
by an electrician claiming to be experts 
in the area! 

Which brings me to my main 
question; why is it when it comes to our 
health, people are so quick to ‘follow 
the crowd’ and blindly jump on board 
the opinions of these self-proclaimed 
‘experts’?!?!

Don’t you want a balance of the best 
available literature along with evidence 
from highly qualified professionals 
with significant experience — or is 
that just me? 

If you were about to partake in a 
high-risk activity such as jumping 
from a plane and someone suggests to 
you ‘it’s been proven you don’t need a 

parachute if you want to survive’ would 
you not ask for evidence or would you 
blindly take a leap of faith and flap your 
arms aimlessly convinced that because 
someone said it had been proven or 
had been passed from one person to 
another as fact, it must be true?

What we consume daily plays a 
significant role in not only maintaining 
a healthy lifestyle but also impacts 
on your day to day functioning and 
your long-term life expectancy. Yet I 
find it alarming that people will make 
decisions without applying any critical 
thinking to their actions or the advice 
they are taking on board, even though 
it may not only affect their own health 
but also the wellbeing their families. 

Additionally, how often do you stop 
to consider ‘what is in it for them?’ 
Do these online ‘gurus’ make money 
from you blindly following them? Are 
they trying to get you to purchase a 
cookbook or online nutrition program?

As stated from one very well-
respected health professional “when 

it comes to making decisions that have 
potential life-altering implications, it 
is not enough for an ‘expert’ to claim 
something is fact or state it has been 
proven, they need to give readers 
access to the source of information so 
that they too can make an educated 
decision.” 

It is my hope that because of this 
article I open the eyes of at least one 
person and they take on board my 
comments and begin to think more 
critically about who’s advice they are 
taking on board when it comes to 
both their own and the health of their 
families. 

Chris Sharp is the Health Coach  
at rivvaPT
If you would like to try out his unique 
blend of gym-based personal fitness 
training, come along to his fitness 
studio at 4/266 Yarra Street to discuss 
your fitness needs. 
Visit his website for more information: 
www.rivvapt.com.au

Why Do We Follow the Crowd?
By CHRIS SHARP

fitness

TENNIS IS one of the few elite sports 
where women are on an equal footing 
with their male counterparts, but the 
sport still sees a low participation rate 
of girls playing from a young age.

Judy Murray — mother of British 
Tennis champion, Andy Murray 
has launched a new program in the 
UK to get girls into tennis — Miss 
Hits —  which aims to increase the 
participation rate of women in tennis 
by encouraging girls to get into the 
sport from a young age.

Warrandyte Tennis Club have joined 
this drive to encourage girls to get 
into sport, after successfully applying 
for a Tennis Victoria Grant to run an 
introductory tennis program for young 
girls — which is called Tennis Fairies. 

The program is designed for girls from 
age 5-10 and will include elements of 
the Miss Hits program. 

The club is also creating a “girl-
friendly” section of the club house 
where the girls feel comfortable 
hanging out with friends when they 
are either waiting to play tennis or 
hanging out while siblings, parents or 
friends play.

WTC Coach, Craig Haslam says 
the program is fun and lively starter 

program for girls aged 5 to 10.
“The girls will make friends, gain new 

skills, build their confidence, be girly 
and have lots of fun — and whether 
they are a sporting natural, or have 
never held a racquet, it is suitable for 
all levels,” he said.

Every session includes active tennis-
based exercises and skill building 
through tennis specific techniques, 
games, dance routines and even some 
tennis artwork — all in a fun and 
friendly environment.

 “If girls are interested in having a go 
at tennis then this is the program for 
them,” said Mr Haslam.

 
Program details:

Sunday Mornings
9:30am to 11:00am
Oct 15 to Dec 3 (No session Cup W/E)
Ages 5 to 10
$70 (for 7 weeks)

All Participants receive: FREE Tennis 
Racquet, Tennis Balls, Shirt & Cap
 
To sign up or for more information, 
contact Craig Haslam  
info@thetennisguru.com.au 

Girls wield racquets in a tennis fairy tale

By WENDY SNOWBALL and 
JAMES POYNER
LOCAL WARRANDYTE student 
Courtney Snowball raced for 
Australia at the 2017 UCI Mountain 
Bike World Championship, 
donning the green and gold for 
the first time at the event held on 
home soil in Cairns last weekend.

Snowball, along with 12 fellow 
Australian teens, raced bottom 
age in the U19s category against 
competitors of both genders from 
all over the world.

After a strong summer racing 
in the National series, and with 
her eye on the World Champs in 
2018, the trailblazer is set to fire, 
and recently had the opportunity 
to practice on the course while in 
Cairns a few weeks back during 
training camp.

Speaking to the Diary in the 
weeks leading up to the event and 
over the moon to wear the green 
and gold stripe, Snowball holds 
no illusions about what the event 
will entail.

“It is a technically challenging 
course but exactly what we’d 
expect for a World Champs.

“I am excited and nervous all at 
the same time.

“Everything is happening so 
fast and it has been a year long 

preparation for this day,” Snowball 
said.

Mountain Biking is clearly in 
the Snowball blood, with mum 
(Wendy) and dad (Ross) heavily 
involved in the Warrandyte MTB 
Club as well as training and 
racing in their own respective age 
categories.

Brother Mitchell is also making 
his mark in the Under 15s category.

At only 16 years of age, Snowball 
is about to fulfil a dream she’s had 
since her competitive racing debut 
in 2012.

“My parents have both been so 
supportive in the lead up, helping 
me get around from school to 
training and understanding what 
this means to me.

“Before I leave, there are many 
last minute preparations to 
organize; packing and preparing 
bikes, kits and nutrition along with 
all the day to day stuff, it can be a 
lot to think about,” Snowball said.

Courtney Snowball placed 38th 
on the day but competing in your 
nations colours at a world class 
event is surely the beginning of 
greatness for young Snowball 
and the Dairy looks forward to 
tracking her progress over the 
coming years.

Young Snowball dons  
the green and gold Dance like no one 

is watching

active
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By RYAN HOIBERG
AS THE FOOTY season winds down and the 
Australian side are struggling in Bangladesh, the 
140+ cricketers down at WCC are ramping up for 
a massive season, with some impressive work 
completed off-field to set the club up for potential 
flags. 
With the announcement of Andy Wilgose as club 
coach, and new First XI coach Ayrton Dehmel 
appointed as assistant coach, a structure has been 
put in place to assist with the development of current 
senior players, while continuing to encourage junior 
players coming through the ranks.
Alongside the senior support, Janie Lawson (junior 
coordinator) has put in place a strong coaching line-
up for younger teams, with a potential eight teams 
set to be fielded at junior level. 
As part of an off-field program, Wilgose has been leading 
a junior excellence initiative, with ten junior players to  

 
assist development across batting and bowling, 
supporting Lawson to improve young leaders at 
the club.
The senior club will again field six teams in the RDCA 
competition, and due to some turnover in the top 
two grades, will again see an opportunity for young 
leaders from the U16s to make an early impression 
on their senior career.
Off the field, Warrandyte will have a fourth net 
available for training purposes after the club built 
an additional net at the grounds. 
Along with this, upgrades to the centre square should 
allow for a smoother fielding area around the cricket 
pitch, and ensure the facilities rank as some of the 
best in the competition. 
The cricketers will now also have access to the new 
electric scoreboard for the first time, after it was 
developed during football season.

By FRANS BROUWER
A NEW CRICKET season is almost upon us.  

It may seem as if it all simply falls into place, but 
preparation starts from the AGM in May.  

President Matt Fasan and his committee have been 
hard at work preparing budgets, organizing Winter 
training and pre-season practice matches, holding 
junior registration sessions, and setting up the social 
calendar.

Hanging over the club’s preparations is the Colman 
Park Change Room Project announced in February last 
year.

Tenders closed last month, and Manningham 
Council is presently evaluating them, with a view to 
announcing the successful contractor in October.  

Council is assessing options for temporary facilities.  
This will mean packing up and relocating, followed 

by packing up again and moving back into the new 
Colman Pavilion upon completion of the works.

At this stage, the Club intends to field five Senior 
teams and two Over-40s Veterans teams, with an 
outside chance of an O50s team.  

The returning Josh “Barrel” Barrett is appointed as 
the 1st XI Captain, and Troy Donis will skipper the 2nd 
XI.

Up to two U16, four U14, two U12 and one U10 Junior 
teams are likely.  

Of those, one U16 and two U14 teams will play in the 
Box Hill Reporter Association on Friday nights.  

Todd Lewis is the Junior Co-ordinator — ably assisted 
by Marcus Gosling and Dean Prest.

The Hawks Community Fund golf day fundraiser 
was cancelled last year after heavy rain in the lead-up 
drenched the course.  

Trustees are hopeful that this year’s function 
proceeds as planned on Friday 29 September (Grand 
Final Eve) at Yering Meadows Championship Course.

By RYAN HOIBERG
WITH A MASSIVE push across most 
sports continuing to encourage and 
develop women’s participation, the 
Warrandyte Cricket Club is again open 
to expression of interests from any 
females looking to play cricket. 

Over the past two years, the club has 
had an increase in female members 
of the squad who have played senior/
junior cricket at most levels, and the 
club is keen to increase its numbers 
and female participation. 

A women’s competition has been 
launched in the RDCA, and WCC is 
keen to ensure they can be represented 
at this level.

With facilities and gear available 
to any members of the Warrandyte 
community looking to give cricket 
a shot, and see if it’s for them, the 
club are happy to welcome any/all 
interested parties.

If you are interested, or would like 
some further information, please give 
Ryan Hoiberg a call on 0420 691 909. 

Pre-Season training starts to ramp 
up at Warrandyte Cricket Club

Hawks “build”  
towards October

WCC now recruiting for 
women's teams

By MICHAEL DI PETTA
CROSS COUNTRY prodigy Abbey 
Caldwell is in a rich vein of form, with 
the Warrandyte local making waves 
at multiple tournaments in the past 
few weeks.

Ru n n i ng  s i xt h  at  t h e  S c h o o l 
Spor t  Austral ia  Cross  Countr y 
C h a m p i o n s h i p s  i n  H o b a r t , 
Caldwell went one better at the 
Athletics Australia Championships 
in Wollongong, placing second 
nationwide (both in 4km events in 
U18 age groups).

At just 16, Caldwell is competing 
above her age level, yet this hasn’t 
seemed to dampen her ability to 
mix it with the top athletes, and her 
achievements in Hobart have earned 
her a ticket to Paris to compete on the 
world stage.

“My first event was in Tazzie on 
August 19 with School Sports Australia, 
and I ended up coming sixth overall in 
that, fourth for my age group.

“That qualified me to go over to Paris 
in the World School Cross Country 
Championships next year.

“Two weeks later I ran in Wollongong, 
that was through the Athletics Australia 
Champs, I was running for Victoria, 
and I ended up coming 2nd in that,” 
Abbey said.

The courses varied in difficulty, and 
the climate played a massive role as 
well.

“Tazzie was a little bit more difficult, 
because it was freezing.

“The course was a bit wet underfoot 
and had one long hill, and that made it 
more difficult than Wollongong, which 
was was a flat course all round and had 
much nicer weather,” Abbey said.

The weather didn’t just impact the 
runners, with Abbey’s mum Deb 
experiencing some serious wind chills 
on the sidelines.

“Mt Wellington was half covered in 
snow, we had the breeze coming off 
that and the course was around the 
bay, so you had all the wind coming 
off that as well.

It was four degrees most of the day, 
we went through every season, sun 
and then pouring rain,” Deb said.

Set to compete at National level for 
the first time in Paris next year, Abbey 
is excited for the challenge and the 
opportunity it brings.

“I’ve always wanted to represent 
Australia, I was stoked to be able to do 
it and go to Paris next year, I just want 
to make the most of it.

“It’s a two week trip, we have one big 
race on one of the days and a relay with 

the rest of the Australian team.
“I have a training camp in London 

for four days beforehand as well, and 
then we head over to race,” Abbey said.

Travelling the nation, and now the 
world, has only been possible because 
of the efforts of the Caldwell parents, 
but it’s a sacrifice they are happy to 
make, according to Deb.

“She’s over her salary cap in that 
regard (laughing), but its not even 
about winning, when she first started 
or first made it to a National comp, I 
guess its just the excitement. 

Best of all is the friends that she’s 
made along the way, she’s got friends 
from other states that she’s in contact 
with,” Deb said.

A big part of Abbey’s success has 
been her meticulous attention to 
detail regarding preparation, as well 
as assistance from her coach, Gavin 
Burren.

“She’s always good going into races 
with sleeping and drinking, and her 
diet is always consistent. 

“Her recovery is great as well, if she’s 
doing events or training coming up to a 
big event, it’s all about recovering from 
training and making sure there’s plenty 
in the fridge,” Deb said.

“He (Gavin) has been coaching me 
for about three or four years. 

“He’s very big on the fact that I’m 
young, and not over training or trying 
to get there too quickly.  

“I don’t want to train all out now, I’ve 
seen a lot of people drop out of events 
that were good. “We just want to work 
into it and he’s really smart like that,” 
Abbey said.

Caldwell’s development since she 
began running and athletics at just 
six years of age has been profound, 
and she still takes the time to assist 
with younger athletes down at East 
Doncaster where her journey began.

With Paris waiting in the wings, one 
can only assume that Caldwell’s star 
will continue to rise.

Caldwell becoming 
cream of the crop 

By JAMES POYNER
L AST WEEKEND marked a very 
special milestone for two members 
of the Warrandyte River Runners who 
completed their 100th and 200th run.

Almost every weekend for the 
last seven years, a small group of 
determined runners have dragged 
themselves out of bed at 7am every 
weekend to run the stretch of Yarra 
between Stiggants Reserve and 
Warrandyte Bridge, in a weekly race 
where runners compete to complete 
with three, four or five kilometres in 
exactly 30 minutes.

Regular river runners Tessa Whittoff 
and Nada Whittle celebrated their 
(respective) 100th and 200th run with 
the group.

Nada is the third person in the 
history of the River Runners to reach 
the 200 mark and Tessa is the youngest 
runner to make the 100 milestone, the 
Diary asked the running superstars 
what it felt like to make it to this 
impressive milestone.

“When you are with a happy, positive 

community, it’s quite easy really — it’s 
those small habits that add up and 
before you know it, it has come to 100 
and 200,” said Nada.

Marathon 
milestones 
on the river

facebook.com/
WarrandyteRiverRunners/
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By MICHAEL DI PETTA
THE WARRANDYTE Junior Football  
Club welcomed back one of its favourite 
sons on August 24, with Jason Castagna 
taking the time to present the club with 
rewards stemming from his AFL NAB 
Rising Star nomination.

C a s t a g n a ,  a l o n g  w i t h  N A B 
representatives, presented the club with 
a cheque for $1000 dollars and training 
equipment including balls, drink bottles, 
carry bags and a coaches board, as part 
of NAB’s club recognition award for 
rising stars.

In rewarding junior clubs, NAB aims 
to recognize the contribution clubs 
make not only for players, but also the 
community.

Each nominee for the rising star award 
nominated a junior club, which NAB 
would then present with the subsequent 
cash and equipment.

The speedy Richmond Football Club 
small forward received the nomination 
for his performance in Round 19 against 
Gold Coast, in which he had 16 disposals, 
took six marks and kicked three goals in 
Richmond’s win.

Playing 22 games for the season, 
Castagna established himself as a key 
member of Richmond’s small forward trio 
alongside Dan Butler and Daniel Rioli, 
kicking 23 goals for the year.

After the presentation Castagna took 
time to answer questions from a crowd of 
excited junior players, as well as signing 
jumpers and taking pictures.

Naturally, many kids asked about the 
personalities at Tigerland and Castagna 
was more than happy to oblige, singling 
out Alex Rance as the club comedian.

Furthermore, Castagna identified Cyril 
Rioli as one of his tougher matchups, 
citing occasions when he played down 
back on the Hawthorn star last season.

It wasn’t just the kids enjoying the 
occasion, with Castagna also relishing 
the opportunity to come down and make 
a difference.

“It’s pretty awesome to get back down 
here and see all the kids, obviously this 
is where I grew up playing my footy and 
it’s good to give a little bit back,” Castagna 
said.

Still extremely young and with plenty 
of football ahead, Castagna is still able 
to look back to his Warrandyte days and 
remember what stood out for him.

“I think it was just the enjoyment of the 
game more than anything, when I grew 
up playing here I loved my footy and I 
still love it now — and I credit that to 
Warrandyte,” Castagna said.

With a promising finals campaign ahead 
for the Tigers, Castagna will be hoping to 
make an impact with his forward pressure 
and goal kicking ability, and do his part to 
propel Richmond further in September.

Tigers rising star Castagna 
pays it forward with gifts 

for our Young Bloods

By MICHAEL DI PETTA
THE FUTURE of Warrandyte football 
appears to be in safe hands, with a 
wide range of junior players polling 
well in the YJFL League Best and Fairest 
for their respective age groups.
Warrandyte had two top three 

finishes, with Brayden Guymer second 
in the U12s, and Zac McGown placing 
third in the U11s category.

Other top ten finishers are:
Angus Boell – U11s
Lachlan Guymer – U12s
Lou Podmore – U12 Girls
Max Bell – U13s
Alan Ure – U14s
Brady Poole – U15s

Warrandyte make presence felt in YJFL 

From left: Brayden Guymer (U12s), 
Lachlan Guymer (U12s), Angus Boell 
(U11s), Lou Podmore (12 Girls), At 
the back Max Bell (U13s)

Photos: DAVID URE

Two man shot of Brady Poole (left) 
and Alan Ure (right)

By MICHAEL DI PETTA
AFTER AN entertaining yet challenging 
2017 season, the Warrandyte Football 
Club will head into the summer break 
with belief that 2018 can bear greater 
fruit.

Finishing the season in 11th place 
with three wins, it was decided the 
senior side needed to take a new 
direction despite avoiding relegation.

Senior head coach Peter Muscat 
departed after two seasons at the 
club, and the Bloods were quick to 
announce the new man for the job.

Anthony McGregor will be the man 
to lead Warrandyte into battle for 2018, 
bringing an impressive portfolio of 
playing and coaching experience to 
the position.

McGregor, formally chosen with 
pick 28 in the draft by Fitzroy, played 
alongside club greats such as Paul 
Roos and Alistair Lynch before injuries 
prevented him from relocating to 
Brisbane following the famous merger.

Following his playing days, McGregor 
took the position of head coach at 
Reservoir, and took a team on the brink 
of folding into a stable position.

Mc G re g o r  t h e n  c o a c h e d  t h e 
Bundoora Football Club reserves, 
taking them to a grand final, while also 
assisting in the senior premiership.

With years of experience in the 
northern football system, McGregor 
now brings his talents into the EFL, 

and is excited to take charge.
“I’m really looking forward to it. 
“ I ’ve  met  Pete  Ho oke y (club 

president), he’s a fantastic fella and 
he’s got the club at heart. 

“When you have someone at the top 
who loves it so much, when you’ve got 
people at the top who do care about 
the club, once that filters down good 
things really happen,” McGregor said.

McGregor believes that capitalising 
on the youth down at the club will be 
important, and hopes to craft a game 
plan the youngsters will get behind.

“There’s a great amount of youth, so 
I think that simplifying the game plan, 
getting a basic plan we can execute, 
simplifying rotations et cetera is the 
way to go.

“Looking from the sideline, I want to 
get the youngsters to enjoy it a bit more 
and with that will come success.

“When you start from scratch, to put 
a win/loss goal on it would be foolish. 

“Maybe adding a few bigger bodies 
will make that turn around quicker, 
but I think it’s about getting that sense 
of camaraderie.

“There’s youth on this team who are 
going to be, hopefully, together for a 
few years, so the opportunity is there 
to mould and build a very competitive 
team,” McGregor said.

On the field, the Bloods played 
their final game of the season against 
Scoresby, and while the Seniors fell, 

the Reserves won a real arm-wrestle to 
cap off an admirable campaign.

However, the day took on greater 
significance, as Jake Bentley called 
time on his Bloods career.

A club stalwart and always a tough 
competitor, the value of Bentley’s 
leadership over the past few seasons 
cannot be underestimated and it’s no 
doubt he will be sorely missed.

Unfortunately, the senior side were 
unable to turn the tide after a slow start, 
remaining goalless to halftime.

Scoresby were able to control the 
tempo and ran out convincing 47-point 
winners, 9.15 69 to 3.4 22.

The result left Warrandyte 11th on 
the EFL ladder on 12 points, ten above 
East Burwood who finished the season 
winless.

The Reserves were able to earn a 
thoroughly deserved win in their 
season closer, holding off Scoresby to 
record a 13-point win, 5.7 37 to 3.6 24.

Finishing 6th on the ladder on 32 
points after notching eight wins, the 
reserves were within touching distance 
of finals and can give themselves a 
pat on the back after a truly excellent 
season.

Footballers can now enjoy well 
deserved rest over the off-season, 
and gear up for a pre-season which 
promises much leading into season 
2018.

New coach to give Bloods a fresh start for 2018
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fletchers.net.au

In this light-filled home you’ll be 
lavished with treetop views, high 
ceilings and a wonderfully spacious 
2-storey design that is certain 
to appeal. Just moments from 
Warrandyte Village, you can walk to 
the river, shops and cafes with ease.

This magnificent mudbrick unites 
character and spectacular spaces for 
a fabulous lifestyle that’s often sought 
but rarely found. Reclaimed leadlight 
windows, doors and timbers enhance 
fabulous family spaces cleverly laid 
out for large-scale family living.

A slice of tranquil living, this deluxe 
5 bedroom plus study home is near 
Whitefriars College. Exceptionally 
renovated, appreciate the pool/spa, 
deck, tennis court, fire-side family/
dining, retreat, stone/Blanco kitchen, 
hydronic heating and cooling.

Moments to Warrandyte Village 
shops and cafes, bus and the Yarra, 
this modern 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom 
home offers relaxed, north-facing 
indoor/outdoor living with serene 
views. 

Land 1,210 sq m approx.
Contact Chris Chapman 0421 736 592
   Mandy Berenyi 0413 841 259

Land 7,452 sq m approx.
Contact Scott Rawlings 0409 675 408
   Chris Chapman 0421 736 592

  Expressions of Interest
Closing  Tuesday 26 September at 5pm
  (Unless Sold Prior)
Land 4,077 sq m approx.
Contact  Trevor Buhagiar  0452 592 805
  Traci Stella 0407 533 281

  Expressions of Interest
Closing  Wednesday 27 September at 5pm 
  (Unless Sold Prior)
Land 1,715 sq m approx.
Contact  Andrew Fanning 0413 894 401
  Traci Stella 0407 533 281

North Warrandyte 18 Somers Road

North Warrandyte 35 Pigeon Bank Road

Park Orchards 14-16 Frogmore Crescent

Warrandyte 9 Webb Street
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Chris Chapman
Senior Associate

0421 736 592
chris.chapman@fletchers.net.au

951 Main Road, Eltham

Traci Stella
Director 

0407 533 281 
traci.stella@fletchers.net.au

Suite 5, 1012 Doncaster Road, Doncaster


